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Knoxville, TN 37919), and Food City Pharmacy # 616 (11501 Hardin Valley Road, Knoxville, 

TN 37932).   

3. The State also brings suit pursuant to the Attorney General’s common law police 

power to abate and remedy the public nuisance created by Food City’s interference with the 

commercial marketplace and endangerment of the public health through its actions and failures to 

act at the Food City pharmacies identified herein.   

4. Finally, the State brings suit under Tenn. Code Ann. § 47-18-108 as sovereign 

under the Tennessee Consumer Protection Act, Tenn. Code Ann. §§ 47-18-101 to -125, on the 

basis that Defendants’ conduct concerning controlled substances, which was undertaken with the 

knowledge, actions, and directives of its corporate executives and managers, violates Tenn. Code 

Ann. § 47-18-104(b)(43) and constitutes an unfair practice that violates Tenn. Code Ann. § 47-18-

104(a). 

5. The State’s enforcement action seeks injunctive relief, civil penalties for Food 

City’s violations of law, disgorgement of its ill-gotten gains, abatement of the public nuisance 

Food City substantially helped to create, damages, and recoupment of the State’s costs.   

I. OVERVIEW 

6. Food City is a regional supermarket chain that operates 75 stores with pharmacies 

in Tennessee.  On the grocery side of its business, Food City exists within an industry that is highly 

competitive and that operates on tight margins.  As part of an intentional, corporate-driven strategy 

to maximize profit centers elsewhere, Food City zeroed in on opioid sales at its in-store pharmacies 

and engaged in a series of unlawful acts that led it to become one of the biggest sellers of highly-

diverted opioids in Tennessee.   
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7. Over the last 15 years, Food City has sold massive quantities of opioids, has 

continued to fail to maintain effective controls against diversion, and has taken affirmative steps 

to undermine its own opioid diversion controls and those of others.  Among other things, Food 

City: 

• Purchased more oxycodone 30 mg (Oxy 30), one of the most diverted and 
potent immediate release opioids,1 from October 2011 to January 2012 from 
its primary distributor just for its one Food City # 674 location than were 
purchased by all of the pharmacies in 38 entire states and the District of 
Columbia;2  

• Sold opioids with more morphine milligram equivalents (MMEs), a 
common unit to evaluate potency among different opioids, at Food City 
# 674 than all pharmacies in 81 Tennessee counties; and 

• Sold large quantities of opioids to individuals from foreign countries, 
including Poland, Australia, Venezuela, the UK, and Canada, and from far-
away states within the United States, including Alaska, Arizona, California, 
Colorado, Hawaii, Montana, North Dakota, New Mexico, New Jersey, New 
York, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, Texas, Utah, Washington (state), 
Wisconsin, and Wyoming. 
 

8. Food City and its executives enacted policies and hired and retained employees to 

ensure that Food City’s opioid sales pipeline continued to flow despite knowing that its pharmacies 

were acting as conduits for enormous amounts of diverted and illegitimate opioid prescriptions 

based on specific information and data they had collected about the providers and clinics who 

wrote the substantial majority of opioid prescriptions filled at its pharmacies. 

9. Among thousands of different offerings ranging from ground beef to laundry 

detergent, Food City and its executives were fixated on maintaining high volume sales of Oxy 30 

and other opioids.3  

 
1  TNAG-FC-CUST00013071 (e-mail from Food City’s Mickey Blazer referencing oxycodone 30 mg as one of 

the four most commonly stolen/abused drugs). 
2  ABDCMDL00301692. 
3  See, e.g., TNAG-FC-CUST00087781; TNAG-FC-CUST00092356; TNAG-FC-CUST0009456; TNAG-FC-

CUST00010484. 



10. Steve Smith, Food City's President and CEO, Mickey Blazer, its Director of 

Phannacy Operations who has no phru.m acy training, and other company executives were heavily 

involved in negotiations and efforts to maintain high opioids sales by securing the supply of Food 

City's opioids-especially Oxy 30.4 In a representative series of exchanges in 2013, Steve Smith 

and Mickey Blazer became increasingly upset when McKesson, facing its own probe from the 

Dmg Enforcement Administration (DEA), reduced the supply of Oxy 30 at Food City' s three 

highest volume stores# 674, # 694, and # 616. 5 In one e-mail, Mr. Blazer repo1ted to Mr. Smith 

that McKesson had assured him that Food City would not have any supply issues with Food City's 

three high volume stores and had known about Food City's high volume ordering history from 

Amerisom ceBergen Drug Corporation, its fom1er prima1y distributor, before McKesson became 

its primru.y distributor. Mr. Blazer said: 6 

-Original Mcssaiie
Fro .. : Mickey Bllllr 
SHI: Friday, June 28, 2013 10:38 PM Eulem Stan<brd lime 
To: StC\o·e Smith 
Cc: Charlie Fugate; Jesse tao.;s; 'Randy Skodl' 
Subjttt: RE: McKcsson mmin1 

Sam ThompMWI i1 the fd low lha1 Cun and I m« with in Denver and informed that I had J high volume control 
saores and I wanted to make sure I would not have any issues after the con\•enioa. He uwred me !hat they 
would take careclusbascd olTclourordcring history with ABC. With thal said. I don'1 have much eonfidcnc.c: 
in him and I have noc had any dealings with Jack Fragie. I hl\'C 1 fcding that thc:se arc the two guys thll told us 
last Friday that we could gc:t n ·Cf)'thin1 but the Olly 30'1 and aoc over rode. 
Mickey 

In a related e-mail the next day discussing a potential meeting between Food City and McKesson 

to tty to increase the supply of Oxy 30 to Food City's three high volume stores, Mickey Blazer 

told Steve Smith that a possible McKesson attendee "is a VP of Sales they sent to meet me in 

4 

6 

TNAG-FC-CUST00122629; TC0321566. 

TNAG-FC-CUST00026298; TNAG-FC-CUSTOOl 76227; TNAG-FC-CUST00237767; TNAG-FC
CUST00092407; TNAG-FC-CUST00027598; TNAG-FC-CUST00093245; TC0321879. 

TNAG-FC-CUST00085708. 
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Abingdon after I went off on them for the limited thresholds the [sic} set after they told me they 

would base all my Stores on the ordering history from [Amerisource}. "That was a joke"! !"7 

From: 
Sen~ 

To: 
5'Jbjett: 

Nope, 

Mickey Blazer [blazermi@Fooduty.~om) 

6/29/2023 2:00:\ 3 PM 
Sieve Smith [smlths@FoodCity.com) 
RE · McKesson meeting 

The only people from McKesson that has corne to me Is: 8111 M ahoney and Ned McKlnney. 
Biii ls their C~mplfance OIRcer that visited #616, #674, #694. 
Ned is a VP of Sales tl>ey sent to meet me 10 Abingdon after I went off on them for the liMited thresholds the set after 
they told me they would base all my Stores on the ordering history from ABC. "That was a joke" I I 
I took htm to visit the two Bristol Stores. 

~i&.o IBfaz:er 
~ef~OpmlliofU 
~-o/)M''Fo<HI~ DfC 
201 '1'1igg SUed 
CP.a 0a:C.J l.S8 
~6irtgt/int, o/;r. 24212-11J8 
{'J16}W-J100'LcJ:I'l'J1 
~(#9 

Similarly, in another e-mail sent to the head of Food City's buying group, CEO Steve Smith 

expressed his frnstration with McKesson's position on supplying Oxy 30 to the three high volume 

stores saying among other things: "They are going through the motions and in my opinion will not 

turn us back on. I did tell him that eve1y day that went by his liabilities got larger because of lost 

business . .. I also told him we make the change at great expense based on his companies [sic} 

FULL lmowledge of our business."8 

7 TNAG-FC-CUST00093245 (emphasis added). 

TNAG-FC-CUST00085710 (capitalized emphasis in original, italic emphasis added). 
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From: 
Sent : 
To: 
CC: 

Subject : 

Steve Smith lsmlths@lfoodCity.com I 
6/29/2013 8:44:05 PM 
' Skoda, Randv' (rskoda@topco.romJ 
Jesse Lewis [Lewisj@FoodCity.com]; CharRe Fugate ffugatec@FoodCity.com]; Mickey Blaler 
(bla1ermi@FoodCity.com I 
RE: McKesson meeting 

He said they were complying with my request for a meeting and they would be gathering Information to make a dec;1sion 
with. I told him if he would read the report his Chief Compliance Officer for the Southeast, Bill Mahoney wrote In 
November the only thing that had changed was we incorporated some of their suggestions and our Control volume was 
down. They ;ire going through the motions and m my opinion will not turn us back on. I did tell him that every day th;it 

went by his lrabllitles got larger because of the lost business. I also explain to him my position at Topco when we made 
the decision to go with Mcl(esson and my conce(n since they tiad snubbed their nose at Topco the first time a1out1d, I 
also told him we malo.e the change at great expense based on his companies FULL knowledge of our business. 

11. In a limited sense, the Company's and its executives' fixation on Oxy 30 and other 

opioids was llllSUiprising since the highly addictive opioids it sold were lucrative, had high 

margins, 9 and, if continued, had to be refilled monthly--ensming a reliable and profitable revenue 

stream. But in another sense, the Company' s obsession with Oxy 30 and other opioids was more 

than sUip rising- it was shocking based on what the Company and its executives knew and 

continued to do. 

12. Food City# 674 sold more Oxy 30 and other opioids than any other retail pha1macy 

in Tennessee from 2006 to 2014. Despite knowing of red flags for opioid diversion or abuse from 

opioids sold at Food City #674, the Company's sales of Oxy 30 and other opioids did not stop or 

slow down-they increased exponentially . 

13. Food City's unlawful conduct was not limited to Food City# 674. With the full 

knowledge, direction, and/or participation by its executives, Food City: 

9 

• Actively partnered with one of Tennessee 's most notorious pill mills despite 
being told by its compliance auditors that the prescribing habits of the 
clinic's providers were "high risk" to Food City's business operations and 
its reputation, the clinic 's providers "prescribe high levels of pain 
medication, often in 'cocktail combinations' that are sought by those who 
illicitly seek pain medications," knowing that the clinic's prescriptions were 

See, e.g ., TNAG-FC-CUST00007651. 
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11 

12 

13 

14 

not being filled by competing phaimacies, the clinic had been sued at least 
twice as a result of opioid overdoses, the DEA was investigating the clinic, 
and the Tennessee Board of Medical Examiners had sanctioned some of its 
providers for opioid ove1prescribing; 10 

• Directed its employees to host a party for the same pill Inill when it changed 
locations so that its providers would keep refen-ing lucrative opioid 
customers to Food City; 

• Instructed each of its phannacists that the legitimacy of each prescription 
"must be" evaluated patient by patient and prescription by prescription and 
that the refusal "to fill all prescriptions from duly licensed Prescriber, 
Clinic, or Practice Group is not an ethical practice, and could be 
considered defamatory to the Prescriber, Clinic, or Practice Group" 
( exce1pt shown below); 11 

While n pb:im1acist is empo\\ered 10 e:icercise professional j udgmen1 in e~·alu.'lling each prescription they nre 
pre~nted, this evaluation of the legi tlmacy of a prescription m ust be done patient by p:itient, and prescription 
by prcscrip1ion. If mere is any doubt regarding the legitimacy of a prescription., refusal to !ill tJm prescription 
is app1'0priace. 

To re.ruse to lill :di prescr iption!i from duly liccnsttl Pr~crihcr, Clinic, or Pr:11;tkc Group ~ not an cthic:il 
pr:mice. and could be ronsidtrtd defamatory to the Pres<riber, Clinic. or Prnctiet Croup. 

• Steeply discounted the price of its oxycodone to undercut competitors and 
maintain market share· 12 

' 
• Created a prescription savings card program that allowed customers to 

obtain additional price discounts on all opioids, including Oxy 30, which in 
combination with the Company's lax compliance policies, made Food City 
a desired location for dtu g diverters looking for the cheapest oxycodone in 
the area·13 

' 
• Allowed phannacists to discount or match the price of opioids offered by 

competitors; 14 

# 73.1; see also, 1NAG-FC-CUST00007689-90 (showing that 95.85% of controls dispensed from Food City# 
674 came from prescriptions from Bearden Health Care Associates in Febmary 2012); 1NAG-FC
CUST00122807 (showing 20.96% of all prescriptions (opioid and non-opioid) filled at Food City# 694 came 
from six Bearden pain clinic providers); 1NAG-FC-CUSTOO 123031 (showing between 50.37% and 65.23% of 
all opioid prescriptions written by seven Bearden providers were filled at Food City Pha1macies). 

1NAG-FC-CUST00002006 (bold emphasis in original). 

TNAG-FC-CUST00001617; see also, PCG-1N016133 ; PCG-1N016087. 

See, e.g.,# 78.1, PCG-1N003879 (store audit referencing "VC cards are the primary payment method . . . "). 

See# 43.1. 

7 
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• Established a policy of having its pharmacies try to order as many opioids 
and other controlled substances that its distributor would send to each 
store;15 

• Worked with its pharmacists to help game (already high) thresholds 
imposed by its distributor for Oxy 30 by shifting prescriptions to Oxy 15s;16 

• Allowed and/or directed pharmacists to also game thresholds by 
transferring Schedule II opioids between stores without filing the requisite 
paperwork; 

• Entered into a special agreement with KVK/Masters Pharmaceutical solely 
for the purpose of supplying Food City with Oxy 30 and other immediate 
release oxycodone tablets to avoid the (already high) threshold limits from 
Food City’s primary distributor;17 

• Actively solicited secondary distributors of Oxy 30 when Food City’s main 
distributor reduced thresholds to its highest volume pharmacies in 
Knoxville;18  

• Created contingency plans to ensure supply when its main distributor would 
not increase thresholds as high as the CEO and company executives 
wanted;19  

• Aggressively (and often successfully) lobbied its distributors to raise 
(already high) ordering thresholds for Food City’s opioid orders,20 amounts 
it knew from distributor threshold warning reports triggered at 80% of the 
actual threshold;21 

• Pressured employees who worked in pharmacies that sold high volumes of 
opioids to increase sales;22 

 
15  TNAG-FC-CUST00092356 (Food City CEO Steve Smith stating in an e-mail, “[T]hey won’t tell us what that 

is so I guess we order until they won’t ship and wait until the next month.  Still a Helluva way to run a 
railroad.”) (emphasis added). 

16  TNAG-FC-CUST00018036. 
17  TNAG-FC-CUST00001968–69. 
18  TC0322026. 
19  TNAG-FC-CUST00093240. 
20  TNAG-FC-CUST00093245 (Mickey Blazer e-mail stating “[N]ed is a VP of Sales they sent to meet me in 

Abingdon after I went off on them for the limited thresholds the [sic] set after they told me they would base all 
my Stores on the ordering history from ABC. ‘That was a joke’!!”); TNAG-FC-CUST00094511; TNAG-FC-
CUST0009456. 

21  TNAG-FC-CUST00018029; TNAG-FC-CUST51390; TNAG-FC-CUST00026380; TC0367329; TC0367327; 
TC0326555; TC0326546; TC0318793; TC0025241; TC0028161. 

22  Phillips’ EEOC Compl. April 14, 2012; see also, TNAG-FC-CUST00007636 (Food City # 674 Pharmacist 
stating, “I am just worried because I do not want to have to explain why my gross profit may be down in 3 
months, since I have inventory tomorrow.”). 
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• Emphasized sales in performance evaluations of employees who worked in 
pharmacies that sold high amounts of opioids;23 

• Threatened to fire pharmacy employees if the pharmacy’s sales numbers did 
not improve;24 

• Retained pharmacy employees that operated its most lucrative opioid-
selling stores; 

• Analyzed the financial hit that (modest) threshold decreases imposed by its 
distributor had on its highest volume stores;25  

• Sought to hoard opioids by instructing its pharmacists to order as much as 
they could even when they did not need additional supply; 

• Stockpiled huge quantities of oxycodone in anticipation of shortages;26  

• Transferred numerous opioids between Food City pharmacy stores to 
ensure a steady supply;27  

• Regularly sold individual patients thousands of opioids at a time—
prescriptions that were so large their only purpose could have been 
diversion or suicide;28 

• Continued selling massive quantities of opioids even after multiple 
instances of overdoses in stores or in store parking lots;29 

• Allowed its pharmacies for an extended period to accept cash payments for 
controlled substances; and 

• Pushed back forcefully against public and private reports that Food City had 
compliance issues concerning controlled substances.30 

 
23  Phillips’ EEOC Compl. April 14, 2012 (alleging Food City pharmacist “was told she had 1 year to get sales up 

in her Pharmacy or she would lose her job”). 
24  Phillips’ EEOC Compl. 
25  TNAG-FC-CUST00097303. 
26  TC0345056; TC0324866; TNAG-FC-CUST00005561. 
27  Consent Or., In the Matter of: Food City Pharmacy # 611, Case No. 2015035061 (stipulated facts stating, 

“Numbers C2 drugs were transferred without sending C222 forms to the DEA”); TNAG-FC-CUST00244410 
(referencing transfer of OxyContin from Food City Pharmacy # 699 to # 694). 

28  TNAG-FC-CUST00007690 (showing 1,200 Schedule II controlled substance pills at Food City # 616 for one 
prescription and 1,000 Schedule II controlled substance pills at Food City # 674 for one prescription); See also, 
TC000576. 

29  TNAG-FC-CUST00215517 (referencing heroin overdose in Food City # 676 parking lot); TNAG-FC-
CUST00185095 (referencing fatal overdose in Food City # 678 parking lot); Maryville Police Report Feb. 28, 
2019 (referencing female passed out in women’s restroom with syringes on the floor next to her); see also, # 
82.1 (referencing Dr. Frank McNiel of Bearden Health Care Associates being sued twice for overdose deaths). 

30  TNAG-FC-CUST00093207; TNAG-FC-CUST00093208. 
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14. Food City’s executives not only shaped how its pharmacies sold opioids and other 

controlled substances, they were also aware of clear signs of illegitimate prescriptions and 

diversion from the Company’s opioid sales early on.  Among other things, Food City and its 

executives knew that: 

• Food City was sued on November 16, 2005 by Cheryl Armstrong, who 
alleged that her husband died in 2002 from prescriptions, including 
oxycodone, benzodiazepine, and a muscle relaxer, among others, he 
received from Food City # 674 that were written by Bearden Health Care 
Associates’ Dr. Frank McNiel.  Food City later settled the lawsuit in an 
order entered in December 2008;31 

• Shortly after August 21, 2008, Steve Smith, Food City’s CEO, wrote and 
published a forceful denial to a Knoxville Metro Pulse article that alleged 
that Food City’s Bearden pharmacy was one of the largest sellers of opioids 
in the State and had attracted criminal activity, including muggings, armed 
robberies, and drug deals to the Bearden area surrounding Food City 
# 674;32 

• At least by May 12, 2010, knew that East Tennessee had a 
disproportionately high number of individuals addicted to opioids and that 
the I-75 corridor in Knoxville had an issue with pill mills, and oxycodone 
and hydrocodone specifically;33 

• The DEA had taken enforcement actions against other pharmacies for 
dispensing high volumes of oxycodone based on prescriptions that it knew 
or should have known were illegitimate at least by February 2012;34 

• The owner of three pain clinics had been accused of running a pill mill had 
been featured in a negative television news story and yet continued to sell 
opioids to patients of the clinics as of April 2012;35 

• The DEA was conducting an audit of Food City # 674 and had identified 
numerous unrelated customers who were using the same address by at least 
April 2012; 

 
31  Armstrong v. Bearden Healthcare, Food City, et al., Case No. C-05-263005 (Knox Cty. Cir. Ct. Nov. 16, 

2005), Compl. at ¶¶ 29–30, 41–62. 
32  PTN000039873. 
33  See TNAG-FC-CUST00123064; see also, PCG-TN0009011 (Food City Stores training identifying I-75 

corridor as having an issue with pill mills and oxycodone and hydrocodone specifically); PCG-TN006763. 
34  TNAG-FC-CUST00007692. 
35  TNAG-FC-CUST00007633. 



• Food City # 694 was filling prescriptions of Oxy 15s to avoid (high) 
threshold limits on Oxy 30s at least by May 2012;36 

• As of July 10, 2012, Food City# 667 in Sevierville (as shown below in its 
answer to Food City's auditor question number 72) continued to sell 
opioids to individuals whose prescribers "write prescriptions that would be 
considered a 'lethal cocktail' on a daily basis[,]" including holy trinity 
combinations; 37 

Does Pharmacy fill high percentage of prescriptions that are considered "high risk"? Are commonly prescribed drugs 
72 considered a cocktail combination? If yes, then identity m;me of prescn·ber, drugs prescribed and frequency. 

[break] 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 

72. staled that the said! prescnbers above write prescriptions Iha! v1ou'ld be considered a ' lethal oocklail' on a daily basis. She has 
received prescriptions containing narcotics, benzodlazepines and muscle relaxers all on one prescription (Oxycodonelxanax-alprazolamlsoma.
olpidem) 

• Approximately 75% of its Food City# 674 customers from Bearden Health 
Care Associates received the "holy trinity," an extremely dangerous 
combination prescription coveted by drng seekers consisting of an opioid, 
an anti-anxiety benzodiazepine (e.g., Xanax), and a muscle relaxer (e.g. , 
Soma) on or before July 11, 2012.38 These drngs taken in combination 
produce an amplified euphoric effect, have an increased risk of causing 
fatal overdoses, are highly sought by drng seekers, are rarely legitimately 
prescribed together; and are ve1y clear indicators of diversion; 

• Food City continued to regularly sell illegitimate prescription 
combinations of the "holy trinity" in November 2016 from its own 
compliance auditors and employees; 39 

• Food City was acting as a conduit for highly suspect providers whose high 
risk prescriptions comprised between 50 to 79% 40 of all their controlled 
substance prescriptions; [and] 

• Food City had experienced significant diversion from within its own stores, 
including two separate instances at Food City# 673, located in Knoxville, 

TNAG-FC-CUST00018036. 

# 168.1. 

# 165.1 ("Julie stated that she estimates at least 75% of the customer from Bearden receive prescriptions from 
all three groups (Nru·c/Benzo/Muscle Relaxant)."); see also, FC00000426 (stating Beru·den Health Cru·e 
practitioners "prescribe high levels of pain medications, often in "cocktail combinations" that ru·e sought by 
those who illicitly seek pain medications."). 

# 187.1 ("Rachel stated that Bearden physicians do fill prescription that she considers "high risk". 
Prescriptions filled usually contain a Narc, Benzo ru1d muscle relaxant."). 

# 84.1 ; # 187.l; # 58.1 ; PCG-TN003510; PCG-TN003749; PCG-TN005532; PCG-TN005444; PCG
TN006032. 

11 
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and # 667, located in Sevierville, in which approximately 5,000 
hydrocodone pills were regularly diverted from the pharmacy over an 
extended period of time.41  

15. Food City and its executives knew that the high volumes of opioids it was selling 

from its pharmacies, including but not limited to # 674, # 694, and # 616, were deeply suspect and 

were being diverted and abused in large quantities.  Food City and its executives had access to 

dispensing and inventory information from all its stores and knew that # 674, # 694, and # 616 

were outliers for opioid sales—even among its high-volume stores.   

16. For instance, through a single spreadsheet Food City specially created,42 Food City 

and its executives knew the following facts about # 674, # 694, and #616’s opioid sales from 

January and February 2012 in April 2012:  

• # 674’s average number of opioid pills per prescription was 267, which is 
just under nine pills per day for a 30-day prescription and over twice the 
120 pills per prescription that the Company defined as a “large 
quantity[;]”43 
 

• 95.85% of # 674’s Schedule II controlled substances came from Bearden 
Health Care Associates; 

 
• # 616 had a single 30-day prescription for 1,200 opioid pills, which equals 

40 pills a day and fills approximately 12 regular-sized prescription bottles;  
 

• # 674 had a single 30-day prescription for 1,000 opioid pills, which equals 
over 33 pills a day and fills approximately 10 regular-sized prescription 
bottles; and 

 
• # 616 allowed 41 patients with the same address to purchase Schedule II 

controlled substances. 
 

 
41  TNAG-FC-CUST00013078–79. 
42  TNAG-FC-CUST00007689–90. 
43  See # 198.1. 



Despite these diversion red flags , Food City continued to work to supply opioids to those 

phannacies in huge numbers and pressmed phannacists to keep dispensing. 

44 

Control Substance Review 
Store 6t6 674 I 694 
Month Jan-12 12-Fob Total 12-J an 12-Fob otal 12.Jan 12-Fob Total 
#of Clls in: I 861 003 1764 1369 1348 2717 593 609 1202 
ii of Pl foiled Clls : 453 4£8 730 650 347 351 
#of Pts with samo addrGSs 1hat aG1 Clls: 41 28 42 43 25 22 
'if ot Cash cootomers that aet C!ls: 18 22 40 fil 85 152 18 15 33 
it o'f VC Club cusloR)ets that Qel CIJs: 
% or Cash and VC Club of Clls vs. orl\lat& Ins: 
tt of Rxs from Bearden Healthcare: 358 306 714 1205 1292 2497 368 357 725 
% of Clls horn Bearden HeC1lthCere· 4158% 39 42% 40 48% 88 02% 9585% 9190% 6206% 58.62% 60 32% 

Proscrl tlon.s 
Oxvcodone 15rno: Jon-12 12-Feb Toto I 12..Jon 12-Feb otol 12.Jo n 12.Feb Total 

Total Number of Oh•codoo.e 15mo Rxs. # of Rx• 93 100 193 # of Rxs 96 91 187 # ofRxs 37 42 79 
Total Numbor of Oxucodone 15ma doses: tlof Oo&es 12.350 13.,260 25.610 #of 00SQS 18.963 16.803 35.766 #of Oosos 5.137 5.974 11-111 
The lowest orescribed nuantitv Lowest 10 10 Lowest 28 40 l owest 10 10 
The hlahest !liescr1bed auaolllv Hlahest 330 525 Hlohest 60-0 540 H5ohest 540 5 40 
The averaasd ouantitv orescrlbed Averaao 113 133 Averaae 159 184 Avoraae 139 150 
The most c.ommon auanlilv prescribed Mode 180 so Mode 180 180 Mode 180 120/1801300 

Oxvcodone 30ma: Jan.12 12-Fob To1al 12..J an 12-Feb Total 12..Ja11 12.Fob Total 
Total Number ot OX\•cOOo-ne 30ma R:-cs: #of Rxs 355 395 751 I of Rxs 579 583 11&2 # ot Rxs 214 213 427 
Total Number of Oxvcodone 30mo doses· # of Ooses 72.312 78.aAI 150.753 #of Doses 154.820 155.000 309.880 #of Doses 51.207 51977 103 184 
The low;,st Drescribed ouanthv LOWQS[ 12 30 Lowest 10 20 Lowest 10 30 
Tbo hinhest oroscribod quantit'I Hiahost 1200 1200 Hiohest 1000 100-0 Hiooost 810 810 
The averaned m1antitv nresc.ribed Averoae 203 199 Averoae 267 203 Avereae 150 150 
The mos! common aua.n1tr1 ore-scribed Mode 120 180 Mod<! 240 1W Mode 180 180 

I I I I 
% or Oxvoodone Rxs vs all other Cl~s 52.15% 54.82%1 49.31% S0.00%1 42.33% d l.87%1 

Total Cll Rx 861 903 I 1369 1348 593 609 
Total Cll-V Rx I 1501 1580 2281 2258 I 1275 1259 
Total RK 3525 3580 3717 3753 4119 3951 
'A f.11 Rx of Tote I Rx 24 43% 2522% I 3683% 3592% 1440% 15.41% 

i . J-V RxofTotalRx 42.58% 44. 13% I 61 .37% 60. 17% 30.95% 3 1.87% 

·~-

17. Food City and its executives knew of other red flags for diversion including that: 

• Opioid phannacy customers were paying in cash so frequently that the cash 
registers at its high-volume locations would have to be emptied up to twice 
a day; 

• The Company, which usually had one small under-the-counter safe for 
controlled substances in most phannacies, had to install up to two person 
sized safes approximately five feet tall and at least at one time two other 
safes about half that size to store the controlled substances at its highest 
volume store (shown below);44 

See also,# 166.l ("25 . CII's are retained and secured within three separate safes . Two being a combination 
safe and another that has a key pad."). 
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• The Company had to hire aimed guards to monitor and protect some of 
their phaimacies with the highest opioid sales and its customers;45 

• Food City was selling extremely high quantities of opioids that could have 
only been for diversion. For example, on November 2, 2010, Food City# 
674 purchased 168,000 Oxy 30 pills and 12,000 Oxy 15 pills in one order. 
The Food City# 674 Oxy 30 order was submitted with orders from 11 other 
stores and yet the Food City # 674 still accounted for 96% of the total 
oxycodone that day, which was 187,700 tablets; and 

• Food City was selling lai·ge quantities of opioids to individuals from 
foreign countries, and from far-away states within the United States. 

18. There were other red flags Food City should have known about including that: 

• The pill mill Food City actively paiinered with was subject to lawsuits and 
highly visible and publicized protests, such as a widely-covered 
demonstration outside of the Bearden Healthcai·e Associates offices on 
September 22, 2011. 

19. The highly suspect nature of Food City's opioid ordering was readily apparent to 

others who knew about quantities of opioids Food City was selling. In one exchange, at Food 

City's request, its buying group asked Anda, an opioid distributor, to supply Food City with Oxy 

45 TNAG-FC-CUST00180788; see also, TNAG-FC-CUST00122412. 
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30 because the Company was having supply problems. Will Fan, who worked for Topco, Food 

City's buying group, stated: 

A~• follow·YP to our converntion ,..gar<iing order~ for conCTol drUQi, •pcof1c~1y thf> member l t ludeo to 
wais t<VAT food City Tl'e,i n1vt U'lf 'tol'ti l l\al h3ve <HI lntt'""-Sl In plac:lno Otdt'I"' wl"' Anda. 

Anda's sales representative responded: 

46 

KV AT Food City was actually the one chain pharmacy I was refeITing to yesterday 
as one of the only chains we have turned down. It basically comes down to our 
compliance team had great concerns regarding their product mix as having the 
highest top dispensed problem items that we look for. Our compliance director 
actual~v said it was the highest quantities he had seen for any Anda customer (and 
he has been here for like 15 years) . 46 

TC0321575. 
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Fro.m: t-Uchelll! K Fl~~au@.f (ma,llo : M1thell1! .Flcischhau~daneU:om] 

Sent: Thu~y, June 20. 2013 2: 1'4 PM 
To: Fal\, Willi.am 
Subject: R.E: Control Orders 

Hl W1 I, ~rry I got In a b t late todav and have be"1 In back to back meetings since but I wdl call 'r'OU in• 
btl. KVAT Food City was actually the one chain pharmaey I wa$ refemng to yesterday as one of t"e only 
chains we have turned down. It bas cally comes down to our compliance team ti.lei Qfeal concerns 
regarolng the;r product mix as having the highest tOi> dispensed problem items that v.e look for 011r 
compllat1c:e d•rector act11a11v sa a 1l v.•s the fHQh t Qu•nUb he h•d sun from any And.a customer (tlnd 
l'le has been here for lll<e 15 years) 

t-t.awig sa 1d that, they order from us regardless ar'td tia11e been tor over a year Th•s Is deOr!ltelv 
~methn9 we can re· vl!til espeddlly now I.hat we are rolling lhis orogram out. 

twill utll you in a bit 

Thanks' 

Michelle Flei..U.hauer 

Senior Nauonal Account Manager 
......... 111111111111111111111111111111111111----...... 111111111111111111111111----.... 111111111111111111111111 .... ----..... ----------.... ----.... 11111111111111111111111111111111 ' 

20. Similady, Actavis, another opioid manufacturer of oxycodone, held a meeting with 

Food City's primary distributor, Amerisource, on October 22, 2012 in which Actavis conveyed 

that it knew Food City's Oxy 30 was being dive11ed based on the massive amounts of Oxy 30 that 

Food City was purchasing for sale. Notes from the meeting, stated "we know this stuff [is[ being 

diverted"47 (exce1pted below) and showed that Food City # 674, # 694, and # 616 ordered 

1,912,000 opioid dosage units of Oxy 30, which is nine times the national average of Oxy 30 

opioid dosage units ordered for three pharmacies.48 Food City, which had even better access to 

info1mation about its own Oxy 30 and other opioid ordering habits, knew or should have known 

that its Oxy 30 was being dive1ied in massive numbers as well. 

47 MULTI3537759. 

48 ABC-MSAGC00008982; MULTI3537758. 
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21. Food City prioritized49 and incentivized opioid sales50 over compliance, instituted 

weak or ineffectual policies,51 and routinely ignored red flags for abuse and diversion at or near 

its phru.macies that the Company and its executives had leru.·ned from its own compliance auditors. 

Food City and its executives were told of hallmarks of pill mills, including: 

'Pill Mill' 
e 

• 'Pill Mill' clinics are often disguised as independent 
pain-management centers 

• Signs of a 'Pill Mill' can include: 
• Only cai<h Is ll<tt'pted 

• No phy-.icaleum lo gj'•n 
• No m«lkal rec<>nb or x•rays a ... .-led 
" You get to pick .)")Ur-11 .-Jidrw, ao que5tions ...bd 
• You .... diroded to 'dwir' pharmacy 
• 1bf)• treat pain ,.ith pill. only 
• You get a Mt numl:l<'r of pills and thf)· tell you 1 a~llc dat• to 

romc beck ror more 
• Tht)· M\'UCturity guards 
• 'JMre may be hugr mn.'lk of people "'iting to see the doctor 

.. :-.n .. • 111. r A '\ ... ,.. .. ~ 

22. Food City and its executives knew of these and other red flags52 and knowingly 

disregarded strong evidence that massive diversion of Oxy 30 and other opioids was occuning 

49 

50 

51 

52 

See, e.g. , TNAG-FC-CUST00010484 (Food City executive referencing a Walgreens program in the Knoxville 
district that limited pain medication to only 120 pills at a time and stating "This is a pilot program for this area 
and was initiated due to our local Walgreen Pham1acist complaining to corporate. They plan to lose a 
substantial amow1t of scripts."). 

See, e.g. , TNAG-FC-CUST00010484. 

# 73 .1 (stating "The PCG investigation has revealed that the cw1·ent Food City Store Phaimacy policy lacks a 
mechanism the business practices of the practitioners and specifically their employers."); TNAG-FC
CUST00082246 (Food City employee stating in part, "I have a list of pts who cai1 no longer come here but 
they end up coining in when I am not here."). 

PCG-TN012259. 
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from its pharmacies while implementing policies to ensure that its opioid sales pipeline was not 

disrupted.  Among others, Food City ignored the following red flags for opioid abuse and diversion 

at its pharmacies:  

• The Company accepted post-dated prescriptions;53 

• The Company had the incorrect prescriber, incorrect patient, and incorrect 
labeling on vials;54 

• The Company stipulated that its staff at # 687 “admitted to never refusing 
to fill a prescription unless it was extremely early;”55 

• A high percentage of the Company’s controlled substance prescriptions 
were paid for by customers in cash;56 

•  Many Food City opioid customers were from distant places, including out- 
of-state or out-of-the-country;57 

•  Patients were abusing or selling drugs in the pharmacy parking lot; 

•  The Company purchased disproportionate ratios of controlled substances 
to noncontrolled substances; 

•  The Company purchased disproportionate rates of one family or sub-family 
of controlled substances compared to other families;58 

•  The Company purchased controlled substances from multiple distributors 
at once;59 and 

 
53  In Matter of Food City # 674, Consent Or., Case No. 2014000801 (Aug. 7, 2016) (p. 2). 
54  Id. 
55  Consent Or., In the Matter of Food City # 611 [sic – should be 687 based on 2712 Loves Creek Rd address], 

Case No. 2015035061 (Jan. 12, 2016) (p. 2). 
56  #166.1 (Line 78 – Audit of Food City # 674 stating cash sales were 40%); #174.1 (Line 78 – Audit of Food 

City # 687 referencing pharmacist-in-charge’s estimate for cash payment for prescriptions being 40%). 
57  See Consent Or., In the Matter of Food City # 611  [sic – should be 687 based on 2712 Loves Creek Rd 

address], Case No. 2015035061 (Jan. 12, 2016) (Stipulated facts stating “Staff would early refill for cash and 
admitted to filling out of state prescriptions without question);” Consent Or., In Matter of Food City # 674, 
Case No. 2014000801 (Aug. 7, 2016) (p. 2) (referencing patients driving long distances to pharmacy). 

58  # 95.1 (Showing prescriptions for oxycodone constituted 40% of controlled substances prescriptions filled at 
Food City # 616 from July 1, 2011 to Nov. 22, 2011); #73.1(showing 5 Bearden Health Care Associates 
Providers who wrote over 70% of their Schedule II controlled substances prescriptions for oxycodone). 

59  See TNAG-FC-CUST00001968; TC0028665. 
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•  The Company sold huge amounts of dangerous combinations of controlled 
substances, such as “holy trinity” prescriptions consisting of an opioid, an 
anti-anxiety medication, and a muscle relaxer sought by drug seekers.60   

23. Not only did the Company and its executives fail to institute effective controls 

against this diversion, Food City ignored or actively subverted its own internal controls and 

knowingly exploited weaknesses in controls it instituted as well as those applied to it by its 

distributors and the others.  This failure to maintain adequate controls against diversion has had 

devastating consequences.   

24. Diversion from opioids that Food City sold fueled criminal drug rings in East 

Tennessee.  From January 2008 to approximately October 2012, Gregory Rhea along with 11 co-

defendants, “obtained oxycodone from numerous physicians in the Eastern District of Tennessee 

and in the state of Florida for the purpose of distributing oxycodone in the Eastern District of 

Tennessee.”61  Mr. Rhea, who lived in Morristown, which is about an hour away from Food City 

# 694, pled guilty to federal drug, firearm, and money laundering charges.  In 2011 alone, Food 

City # 694 filled at least 27 opioid prescriptions for Criminal 1 of his oxycodone ring, each of 

 
60  # 73.1 (stating Bearden Health Care Associates providers “prescribe high levels of pain medications, often in 

‘cocktail combinations’ that are sought by those who illicitly seek pain medications.”); # 187.1; # 165.1. 
61  United States v. Rhea, No. 2:12-cr-105, No. 2:16cv323 (E.D. Tenn. May 25, 2018) (“Petitioner stipulated to 

the following facts … Through the testimony of several witnesses, including law enforcement officers, the 
United States would demonstrate, beyond a reasonable doubt, that beginning from approximately December 1, 
2003, to December 14, 2004, and from approximately January 1, 2008, continuing to on or about October 10, 
2012, in the Eastern District of Tennessee, and elsewhere, the defendant did knowingly and intentionally 
conspire with at least one other person to distribute oxycodone, a Schedule II controlled substance . . . During 
the time period of the conspiracy, the defendant admits that he entered into an agreement with [at least 12 
others] to distribute oxycodone, a Schedule II controlled substance. . . . On August 13, 2011, the defendant 
admits that he sold ten (10) dose units of thirty (30) milligram oxycodone pills to a confidential informant at 
the defendant’s residence, located at 412 Hayter Drive, Morristown, Tennessee.  During the transaction, the 
defendant admits that he attempted to recruit the confidential informant to travel to a pain clinic in Bearden, 
Tennessee, for the purpose of obtaining oxycodone. The defendant further admits that he offered to ‘sponsor’ 
the confidential informant to go to this pain clinic, which means that the defendant agreed to provide money 
for travel to the clinic and the payment of medical and prescription bills in exchange for half of the 
prescription pills obtained as a result of the pain clinic appointment.”). 



which was written by a Bearden Health Care Associates provider. Food City# 694 filled the 

following high volume prescriptions for Criminal 1: 

Date 

3/15/ 11 

3/29/ 11 

4/28/ 11 

5/26/ 11 

6/28/ 11 

7/27/ 11 

8/25/ 11 

9/27/ 11 

I 80 hydrocodone 

210 Oxy 30s and 60 OxyContin 80mg 

210 Oxy 30s and 60 OxyContin 80mg 

210 Oxy 30s and 60 OxyContin 80mg 

210 Oxy 30s and 60 OxyContin 80mg 

210 Oxy 30s and 60 Opana 40mg 

210 Oxy 30s and 60 Opana 40mg 

210 Oxy 30s and 60 Opana 40mg 

Between 2009 and September 2012, Food City# 694 also filled 42 opioid prescriptions totaling 

12,390 pills (opioid dosage units or ODUs) for Criminal 2, one of Mr. Rhea's co-defendants, who 

also lived over an hour away from Food City# 694. Crinlinal 2' s average Oxy 30 prescription 

from Food City # 694 was 314 pills, over 5 times higher MMEs than the CDC's recmmnended 

limit of 90 MMEs per day. The Rhea chug ring sold Oxy 30s from Bearden providers to the 

Depaiiment of Justice' s confidential infonnant on or shortly after the date they were filled at Food 

City as shown below: 

20 
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July 27, 2011 July 29, 2011 # 694 sells Criminal l 210 Oxy 30s prescribed by Teodora~ (Bearden) 

August 11, 1011 August 13, 2011 # 694 5ells Criminal 2 360 Oxy 30s prescribed by Teodora Nai;v (Bearden) 

Au.,.aust 25, 1011 August 27, 2011 # 69-t sells Criminal I 210 Oxy 30s prescribed by Donald Douglas (Bearden) 

October 11, 2011 October 11, 2011 # 694 sells Criminal 2 360 Oxy 30s prescribed by Christina Collins (Bearden) 

November 11, 2011 November 23, 2011 # 694 sells Criminal 2 360 Oxy 30s prescribed by Donald Douglas (Bearden) 

September 11 , 2012 September 18, 2012 # 694 sells Criminal 2 180 Oxy 30s prescribed by Donald Dougla.s (Bearden) 

25. Assuming the black-market rate for an oxycodone 30 mg pill is $20-30, 62 these 

undercover sales had a total of street value of approximately $33,600 and $50,400 on the low end. 

Notably, the highest volume of these prescriptions works out to a dozen pills per day, the 

equivalent of 540 MMEs per day- 6 times higher than the CDC's recommended limit. 

26. Food City sold opioids, paiticularly oxycodone, at such an incredibly alarming rate 

and volmne that there could be no legitimate pmpose associated with their use. The only possible 

explanation for the astronomical amount of opioids poming into and out of Food City stores in 

Tennessee is that an extremely high and disprop01tionate p01tion of the drngs were being abused 

or dive1ted (i.e. , stolen or otherwise obtained for illegal use).63 

II. PARTIES 

27. The Plaintiff, State of Tennessee ex rel. Herbe1t H. Slate1y III, Attorney General 

and Repo1ter, is charged with enforcing Tennessee 's public nuisance statute, Tenn. Code 

Ann.§§ 29-3-102, -103, and the Tennessee Consumer Protection Act, Tenn. Code Ann.§ 47-18-

62 

63 

https://www.dea.gov/press-releases/2019/07 /02/ doctor-who-operated-oxycodone-and-fentanyl-diversion
scheme-sentenced-5 (refeffing to $20-$30 per pill price of oxycodone 30 mg). 

See, e.g., TNAG-FC-CUST00007690. 
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108.  The Attorney General has all common law powers except as restricted by statute, State v. 

Heath, 806 S.W.2d 535, 537 (Tenn. Ct. App. 1990), and is expressly authorized to utilize and refer 

to the common law in the exercise of his duties pursuant to Tenn. Code Ann. § 8-6-109(a).   

28. Defendant Food City Supermarkets, LLC is a foreign limited liability company 

organized under the laws of Virginia with its principal place of business in Abingdon, Virginia.  

Food City’s parent company, Defendant K-VA-T Food Stores, Inc., is a foreign corporation 

organized under the laws of Virginia with its principal place of business in Abingdon, Virginia.  

Defendants operate 13 pharmacies in Knox County and 62 other locations in Tennessee. 

29. Defendants Food City and K-VA-T acted in concert with one another and acted as 

agents and/or principals of one another in relation to the conduct described in this Complaint.  At 

all relevant times, Food City operated multiple pharmacies in Tennessee, including Food City # 

674, # 694, and # 616 located in Knoxville, that are the subject of the State’s statutory public 

nuisance claim. 

30. All of the actions described in this Complaint are part of, and in furtherance of, the 

unlawful conduct alleged herein, and were authorized, ordered, and/or done by Defendants’ 

officers, agents, employees, or other representatives while actively engaged in the management of 

Defendants’ affairs within the course and scope of their duties and employment, and/or with 

Defendants’ actual, apparent, and/or ostensible authority.  

III. STATE COURT JURISDICTION 

31. The causes of action asserted and the remedies sought in this Complaint are based 

exclusively on Tennessee statutory, common, and decisional law. 

32. The Complaint does not confer diversity jurisdiction upon federal courts pursuant 

to 28 U.S.C. § 1332, as the State is not a citizen of any state and this action is not subject to the 
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jurisdictional provisions of the Class Action Fairness Act of 2005, 28 U.S.C. § 1332(d).  Federal 

question subject matter jurisdiction under 28 U.S.C. § 1331 is not invoked by the Complaint.  

Nowhere does the State plead, expressly or implicitly, any cause of action or request any remedy 

that necessarily arises under federal law.  There is no federal issue important to the federal system, 

as a whole, as set forth in Gunn v. Minton, 568 U.S. 251, 258 (2013). 

33. In this Complaint, the State occasionally references federal statutes, regulations, or 

actions, but does so only to establish Food City’s knowledge, to explain how Food City’s conduct 

has not been approved by federal regulatory authorities, or to reference a complementary federal 

law or regulation to state law, but one in which the federal issue is not “necessarily raised” or 

“substantial.”  See Dunaway v. Purdue Pharma L.P., Case No. 2:19-cv-00038, 2019 WL 221670, 

* 6 (M.D. Tenn. May 22, 2019). 

IV. SUBJECT MATTER JURISDICTION 

34. As a court of general jurisdiction, the Circuit Court is authorized to hear this matter, 

based on the statutory public nuisance, common law nuisance, and TCPA claims, the amount at 

issue, and the relief sought pursuant to Tenn. Code Ann. §§ 16-10-101 and -110, Tenn. Code Ann. 

§ 29-3-102, Tenn. Code Ann. § 39-12-206(a), and Tenn. Code Ann.§ 47-18-108. 

V. PERSONAL JURISDICTION 

35. As set forth below, this Court has personal jurisdiction over Defendants based on 

their contacts in Tennessee.  Among other things, Food City is a supermarket chain with 

approximately 75 grocery stores in Tennessee with in-store pharmacies, including # 674, # 694, 

# 616, and all others referenced in this Complaint with a store number that begins with “6.” Food 

City has transacted business in Tennessee including through sales of opioids at its pharmacies. 
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VI. VENUE 

36. Venue is proper in Knox County pursuant to the public nuisance statute, Tenn. Code 

Ann. § 29-3-103 and the TCPA’s specific state enforcement venue provision, Tenn. Code Ann. 

§ 47-18-108(a)(3), because Food City # 674, # 694, and # 616 are located in Knoxville, it is a 

county where alleged violations took place, and is also a county in which Food City has conducted 

or transacted business. 

VII. PRE-SUIT NOTICE 

37. Consistent with Tenn. Code Ann. §§ 47-18-108(a)(2) and (3), the State certifies 

that it has provided Defendants with ten days’ notice of its intention to initiate suit, an opportunity 

to respond or present reasons why suit should not be instituted, and the opportunity to present a 

resolution proposal. 

VIII. SPECIFIC FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS 

A.  Background on Opioids 
 

38. Opioids are narcotics that interact with specific receptors on nerve cells used to 

reduce the perception of pain. They include prescription pain relievers such as oxycodone, 

hydrocodone, morphine, and others and are closely related to heroin.  Prescription opioids are 

synthesized from the same plant as heroin, have similar molecular structures, and bind to the same 

receptors in the human brain. 

39. Because of long-standing and well-founded fears about their potential for abuse and 

addiction, prescriptions opioids have usually been regulated at the state and federal level as 

Schedule II or III controlled substances.   

40. Prescription opioids are classified as controlled substances and are unlawful to 

distribute under Tennessee law, absent limited exceptions.  Schedule II opioids, including 
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oxycodone and, after 2014, hydrocodone, have the highest potential for abuse among any drug that 

has, in limited circumstances, a recognized medical use.  See Tenn. Code Ann. § 39-17-407; § 39-

17-408(b)(1)(O), (K); 21 U.S.C. § 812(b)(2).   State law prohibits anyone, including a pharmacy, 

such as Food City, from knowingly participating in the diversion of opioids.  

41. Prescription opioids are subject to diversion from legitimate medical, research, and 

scientific channels to unauthorized use and illegal sales.  An inflated volume of opioids invariably 

leads to increased diversion and abuse. Indeed, there is a parallel relationship between the 

availability of prescription opioids through pharmacy channels and the diversion and abuse of 

these drugs and associated adverse outcomes.  For most people who abuse prescription opioids, 

the source of their drugs can typically be found in the excess supply of drugs in the community.  

42. As known to Food City and its executives, oxycodone is one of the most diverted 

prescription opioids64 that principally comes in two time-release formulations: immediate release 

and extended release.  Extended release opioids are approved by the FDA for long-term pain in 

certain instances and, at least in theory, are supposed to be released over an extended period, while 

immediate release opioids are indicated for short-term pain and are released shortly after ingestion.   

43. Immediate release oxycodone is either pure or combined with a non-opioid pain 

reliever such as acetaminophen, which can cause serious liver damage if abused.  Pure immediate 

release oxycodone comes in different doses ranging from 5 mg to 30 mg with the most potent 

being 30 milligrams.  Pure oxycodone has been abused and diverted in significant numbers and 

unlike oxycodone with acetaminophen does not cause liver damage if abused.  More potent opioids 

 
64  TNAG-FC-CUST00013071 (e-mail from Food City’s Mickey Blazer referencing oxycodone 30 mg as one of 

the four most commonly stolen/abused drugs). 
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generally command a higher price on the black market because of a purported increased euphoric 

effect among users. 

44. Abuse and diversion of immediate release oxycodone, including Oxy 30, increased 

after Purdue Pharma took its highly potent extended relief oxycodone sold under the brand name 

OxyContin off the market and replaced it with a purportedly abuse deterrent formulation in August 

2010.65  

B. The Role of Pharmacies in the Opioid Supply Chain 
 

45. Due to the risks associated with controlled substances, including abuse and 

diversion, there is a sophisticated, closed distribution system intended to track and account for 

these drugs from manufacturing to the ultimate consumer.  The closed-system model contemplates 

manufacturers selling pharmaceuticals to distributors.  Pharmacies, hospitals, nursing homes, 

palliative care facilities, and some dispensing physicians order pharmaceutical products from the 

distributors, who ship such products to them to be sold to the ultimate consumer.  Participants in 

this closed system are registered under federal and state law.  Registrants—including pharmacies 

that dispense controlled substances—must adhere to the specific security, recordkeeping, 

monitoring, and reporting requirement that are designed to identify or prevent diversion—and must 

maintain effective controls against diversion, among other things. 

46. Generally speaking, the distribution system for prescription opioids involves three 

key participants: (i) manufacturers that make the opioids, (ii) distributors that supply the opioids 

to the pharmacies, and (iii) pharmacies that sell prescription opioids to consumers. 

47. The manufacturers, who are at the top of the chain, own the rights to make and 

market the prescription drugs.  They typically own or contract with facilities that manufacture 

 
65  The State asserts that many of these manufacturers grossly misrepresented the extent of abuse deterrence. 
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prescription drugs. After production, many manufacturers sell their drugs to distributors for further 

dispersal.   

48. After purchase, distributors inventory and sell pharmaceutical products to a variety 

of providers, including retail pharmacies, and are required to ensure their safe storage and 

distribution.   

49. Pharmacies are the final, crucial step in the pharmaceutical supply chain before the 

drugs reach the consumer.  Pharmacies purchase drugs from distributors, and occasionally directly 

from manufacturers, and then take physical possession of the drugs.  Pharmacies are also required 

to ensure safe storage of controlled substances in their stores. Pharmacists then review 

prescriptions before dispensing and selling these drugs to consumers. 

C. Regulatory Context for Pharmacies 
 

50. Tennessee state law and its federal counterpart impose a series of overlapping and 

complementary restrictions on the distribution of controlled substances.  State law authorizes the 

Tennessee Board of Pharmacy to establish a registration program for manufacturers, distributors, 

and dispensers of controlled substances.  Tenn. Code Ann. § 53-11-301; 21 C.F.R. § 1301 (the 

Controlled Substances Act giving DEA its authority).  Pharmacies must first register with the 

Board of Pharmacy (and, under federal law, the DEA) to dispense controlled substances.  Tenn. 

Code Ann. § 53-11-302; 21 U.S.C. § 822; 21 C.F.R. § 1301.11.  Registrants are required to comply 

with all security requirements imposed under that statutory scheme, including the maintenance of 

“effective control against diversion of particular controlled substances into other than legitimate 

medical, scientific, and industrial channels.”  Tenn. Code Ann. § 53-11-303; 21 U.S.C. § 823(b)(1).   

51. Under Tennessee law, it is illegal for a pharmacist to dispense a controlled 

substance “for any purpose other than those authorized by and consistent with the person’s 
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professional or occupational licensure or registration law, or to … dispense any controlled 

substance in a manner prohibited by the person’s professional or occupational licensure or 

registration law[.]”  Tenn. Code Ann. § 53-11-401. 

52. Tennessee and federal law requires pharmacies to recognize and act upon red flags 

indicative of addiction, abuse, and diversion,66 which the DEA has described as: (i) multiple 

customers receiving the same combination of prescriptions or drug cocktails; (ii) multiple 

customers receiving the same strength of controlled substances, no individualized dosing, and/or 

multiple prescriptions for the strongest dose of an opioid available; (iii) many customers paying 

cash for their controlled substance prescriptions; (iv) customers requesting early refills; (v) many 

customers with the same diagnosis codes written on their prescriptions; (vi) customers driving long 

distances to visit physicians and/or fill prescriptions; (vii) customers arriving in groups, with each 

customer presenting a prescription issued by the same physician; and (viii) customers with 

prescriptions for opioids written by physicians with specialties not associated with pain 

management, such as podiatry or gynecology.67   

53. Pharmacies like Food City act as the last gatekeeper for diversion and observe many 

of these red flags first-hand, and often in real time.  A majority, if not all, of these red flags were 

present at Food City pharmacies that sold opioids, yet Food City failed to act in response in any 

meaningful way.   

 
66  See, e.g., East Main Street Pharmacy; Affirmance of Suspension Or., 75 F.R. 66149-01, 66163, 2010 WL 

4218766 (Oct. 27, 2010). 
67  See Thomas Prevoznik, “Birmingham Pharmacy Division Awareness Conference,” UNITED STATES DRUG 

ENFORCEMENT ADMINISTRATION, available at 
https://www.deadiversion.usdoj.gov/mtgs/pharm_awareness/conf_2015/march_2015/prevoznik.pdf at 139–40. 
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D. Food City’s Marketplace Position 
 
54. The grocery store industry is highly competitive and generates thin profit margins 

for most products.  Smaller grocery stores, such as Food City, must find ways to compete against 

much larger national chains, including Wal-Mart, Kroger, and Publix, and differentiate themselves 

from these and other competitors.  The most obvious ways to compete, including offering a lower 

price, offering items that larger competitors do not sell, or being conveniently located, often prove 

the most difficult for smaller companies.   

55. Smaller grocery stores do not have the purchasing power or sales volume to demand 

lower prices from wholesalers and have difficulty sustaining lower prices than larger competitors 

for most products.  Offering products that larger competitors do not sell means investing in new 

supply chains and analytics to estimate consumer demand, which means more cost and risk.  

Securing the most desirable location for a grocery store may also prove challenging for smaller 

players. Larger chains may have more capital and be able to afford higher rents or may be able to 

secure more favorable lease terms from landlords because of their size and stability. 

56. Despite these obstacles, Food City has managed to compete against larger market 

players not only in the grocery business, but in the pharmacy business as well where the 

competition is stiffer.  In the pharmacy space, Food City must not only compete against in-store 

pharmacies at other grocery chains, but also against larger pharmacy chains, such as Walgreens 

and CVS, and independent pharmacies.  

57. One of the ways that Food City has been able to compete against larger market 

players is with opioids.  Other considerations aside, opioids offer money-making opportunities that 

other pharmaceutical products do not.  While branded products generally sell for higher prices than 

generics, pharmacies may make more money off generics than branded products.  For example, in 
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2011, Food City # 674’s margin on Oxy 15 and 30 was over 10 times what its margin was for 

branded OxyContin.68 Opioid prescriptions also have to be refilled every thirty days, whereas 

drugs that are not controlled substances can have prescriptions that can last for much longer 

durations.  More trips to the pharmacy mean more dispensing fees for the pharmacy and additional 

foot traffic for the store. But larger competitors also saw this profit potential for opioids and 

controlled substances. 

58. To help compete against larger chains on price, Food City joined Topco Associates, 

a co-operative of other regional supermarket chains from different areas of the country, to leverage 

greater buying power and demand lower prices for grocery items and pharmaceuticals, including 

opioids, from wholesalers based on the cooperative’s collective sales volume.  Food City CEO 

Steve Smith has served and currently serves on Topco’s Board of Directors and, along with Food 

City itself, has been described as a “very influential member” of Topco.69   

59. Food City has used its buying group’s contract with pharmaceutical distributors to 

help lower the wholesale cost of its opioids, including generic oxycodone and Oxy 30 specifically. 

But even with its buying group, Food City’s pharmacies still have faced significant competitive 

headwinds.  

60. Food City generally sold the same line of opioids that its competitors did, and its 

buying group would only partially help on its pricing.  So, to find a way to compete against larger 

players, the Company often offered something different.  Food City sold opioids by filling 

prescriptions written by high-volume providers and pill mills that most of its competitors would 

not sell. The Company also sold opioids in combinations (e.g., “holy trinity” of opioids, anti-

 
68  TNAG-FC-CUST000007651.  
69  TC0321560. 
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anxiety medication, and muscle relaxers) that most of its competitors would not sell and that its 

own compliance auditors told Food City and its executives were sought by those who illicitly seek 

pain medications.70 

61. Food City actively partnered with known pill mills that directed their patients to 

have their prescription filled at Food City71—something that its larger competitors would not do 

or were reluctant to do.  As a result of corporate directives that emphasized the profit potential of 

opioids, Food City quickly became known as the pharmacy where you could purchase massive 

quantities of opioids, especially Oxy 30, cheaply and with minimal hassle. 

62. Food City used the trappings of legitimacy from its grocery store business, in part, 

to become an outlier of outliers even among high-volume opioid sellers. As a medium-sized 

regional supermarket chain, Food City found itself in an apparent sweet spot—smaller than major 

pharmacy chains that attracted attention and resources from the DEA and the Department of Justice 

(DOJ), but much larger than independent pharmacies, which often attracted the attention from 

local law enforcement.  

63.  Food City was also able to use its status as a supermarket chain to justify to 

distributors that it was less risky than independent pharmacies and should not be subject to (already 

high) opioid sales limits that its distributors applied to independent pharmacies.72 

E.  Overview of Food City’s Opioid Sales 
 

64. In Tennessee, Food City purchased over 103 million ODUs, usually in pill form, 

between January 1, 2006 and December 31, 2014, which equates to over 2.8 billion morphine 

 
70  # 73.1. 
71  See, e.g., C2 Report (e-mail from Tom Geoghagan to Mickey Blazer, April 11, 2012) (showing that 95.85% of 

controls dispensed from Food City # 674 came from prescriptions from Bearden Health Care Associates in 
February 2012). 

72  See, e.g., ABDCMDL00316920. 



milligram equivalents, or MMEs, a standardized unit used to evaluate the relative potency of 

different opioids. As shown below, Food City sold more oxycodone than any other opioid and, 

based on the dispropoitionate MME for oxycodone compared to other opioids, more high dose 

oxycodone that is more desirable for diversion because higher potency opioids command higher 

pnces. 

Breakdown of Opioid Pills Sold 
at Tennessee Food City 

Pharmacies (in OOUs} 

• Oxycodone 

• Hydrocodone 

Morphine 

Other Opioids 

Potency of Opioid Pills Sold at 
Tennessee Food City 

Pharmacies (in MMEs} 

• O d 

1,827,729,910 

• Hydrocodone 

' 
221,207,824 

Morphine 

233,822,459 

Other Opioids 

536,830,950 

65. Food City's top ten opioid selling phannacies all had high sales volume, but # 674 

stood out. The chaii s below illustrate the number of pills (in ODUs) and potency (in morphine 

milligrain equivalents) MMEs for the top ten Food City phaimacies from 2006 to 2014 and show 

how# 674 was an outlier among outliers. 
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66. Food City # 674 made up the lion’s share of the top ten pharmacies and accounted 

for over 23% of Food City’s total pills ODUs and over 34% of its MMEs between 2006 and 2014. 

67. The numbers are even more staggering if its limited to just oxycodone—Food City 

# 674 purchased over 18 million oxycodone pills, accounting for 36% of all of Food City’s 

oxycodone.  This was enough to give every single person living in Knoxville approximately 130 

opioids each. In terms of relative potency, Pharmacy # 674 purchased 850 million MMEs of 

oxycodone, which accounted for 47% of Food City’s overall oxycodone MMEs.       
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68. Food City# 674, # 694, and # 616 actively partnered with Bearden Health Care 

Associates and had a close relationship with its providers. In fact, a review of Oxy 30 (shown in 

blue), other oxycodone (shown in green), and other controlled substances (shown in yellow), at 

these pharmacies shows just how symbiotic the relationship was. The major dip in early 2009 in 

opioid sales was when DEA executed a search wanant on Bearden Health Care Associates. 73 

"'"'"' 

• 
2006- 2014 Pharmacies GIG, 674, G94 

""'"'"' 

~00.000 

100,000 
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• OllYJ.O • or11c11 OXY a ornRc 

69. The top ten prescribers at Food City# 674, # 694, and # 616 were all Bearden 

prescribers or former Bearden prescribers who wrote 82% of the oxycodone and 85% of the Oxy 

30 that was sold at these Food City pharmacies, as shown by the chart below: 

73 See#73.l. 
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70. Food City specially analyzed how much of Bearden's total prescriptions that were 

being sold at Food City. Unsmprisingly, Food City captmed the ove1whelming majority of 

prescriptions from Bearden providers. As shown by the chait below, from Januruy 1 through 

March 31, 2012, Food City pharmacies were captming over 75% of prescriptions from Bearden's 

most prolific prescribers. 74 

74 TNAG-FC-CUSTOO 123048 . 
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BHA Analvsis 1 1: 

11 Jan-31 Mar 2012 

- - - - - -
Prescriber Total Rx* FCRx FC % Other Pharm* Avg/Pharm 

F McNiel I 1049, 366, 34.89%, 80 8.54 

0 Burchell 2614 1971 75.40% 102 6.3o I 
:::. Collins 2944 22321 75.82%1 106 6.72j 
P Douglas 2081 1574 75.64% 88 5.76 

rT Neagu 2787, 21271 76.32%, 92 7.17 

e Wilson 2879 2206 76.62% 86 7.83 

NP total 13305 10110, 75.99%1 

ltot al 14354 10476 72.98% 11 ._ 

I* total taken from TN 

Pata base 

71. The number of opioids being ordered and dispensed by Food City phannacies was 

so large that there could not have been a legitimate use for the opioids, particularly when compared 

to the population being served. Food City knew, or should have known, that a substantial majority 

of the opioids it was selling to its customers in Tennessee were not based on legitimate 

prescriptions and were being diverted in huge numbers. 

F. Emphasis on Opioid Sales 

72. Food City devoted substantial attention to opioids because it was able to make a 

significantly bigger profit margin on opioids than it could most of its groce1y and other products. 

Among opioids, Food City's profit margin was higher for generics than it was for branded 

products--especially when its ValuCard prescription savings card was used. As of August 2012, 

Food City could make up to eight times the average margin percentage for generic oxycodone 
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(Oxy 30 and Oxy 15) than it could for branded OxyContin. Food City's average mai-gin percentage 

difference jumped to nearly 12 times when the ValuCard was used. 75 

73. Food City and its executives placed enormous sales pressure on its pham1acies to 

generate profit. One of the principal ways that the Company did this was through opioids sales 

especially at Food City # 674, # 694, and # 616. 

74. On October 1, 2010, Food City' s Vice President of Operations followed up and 

again told Food City phannacists to order oxycodone, including Oxy 30, from Masters "so that we 

can save money and generate additional revenue."76 

75 

76 

U Je CI! 

Attachment s: 

Team, 
On Thursday, September 23 . 20!0 we sent ru1 email alerring you that ~fasters would be forwarding "UPS CU 
Air Express kits" to stores who currently do not order C'-11 items from Masters That email also stated that have 
identified select C-Il items which ofTer significant savings if they are ordered from Masters. 
Attached, 1>lease find tl1e list of these identified items and 1heir ordering information from Masters. 
Please begi n ordering these items from Masters so that we can save money and generate additional revenue. 
lf yoll have any questions regarding ~he procedures please follow in tructions in the ''Masters Rx UPS en Air 
Express kits" 
Sincerely, 

tj)""' ~ q)_ fJl 
Vite President of PtiarlT\Clcy Operat ions 
K-VA-T Food Stores, I nc. I (PH) 800-826-8451 E.xt. 5737 I (F) 276-623-5440 I (Email) clorkd@foodcity.com 

"We wm find a way, or make one!" 

TNAG-FC-CUST00007651. 

TNAG-FC-CUST00001974-75 (redaction of prices in the chart applied by the State). 
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FOOO~CITT I 
Masters© Synergy I <+'-¥ 9 I 

I 
V.l<rr,;. :l('lh. .tJ rlll'fa'(~ 

I I 
Most .. c Prlmo.ry Approv•d Naw Cll lt•ms I I (AIR EXPRESS-NEXT DAY UPS PRE ·PRINTED UPS) 

I I 
IOXYCOOONE HCL 

!Mall'Jfact>Jrer Oesait2ion 30MGTABS MAUINCKRO 
llemNumber 1399096 PrO<luct s ize 100 
NOC 100406·8530-01 1Case Quan1i1Y 12 
8rant1Namo IROXICODONE ~OM EACH 
OSR AB 1VAC 
Strenoth l30MG 'AWP 

COIOl/Sllape 
!LIGHT I 
BLLIE/ROUNDISCORED Price 

I I I 

. .,,_,_ 

75. Other examples abound. For instance, on April 21, 2011, the phaimacist at Food 

City# 674, the second highest volume opioid phai1nacy in Tennessee, complained about the price 

of Oxy 30 from Food City's secondaiy distributor and stated, "I am just wonied because I do not 

want to have to explain why my gross profit may be down in 3 months, since I have invent01y 

tomon ow."77 

76. Food City's emphasis on sales can be seen from the Company's perfonnance 

evaluations of its phai1nacy managers, who oversaw the Company's phannacists and other 

phaimacy employees. Food City's executives threatened to fire or demote pha1macy staff based 

on sales. In a representative example from July 12, 2012, Food City' s executives, including its 

Director of Phaimacy, Pha:1macy Operations Manager, and District Manager, memorialized a frank 

meeting they had with a Tennessee Pharmacy Manager. It states: 

77 

"We made [the Pharmacy Manage1J ful~y aware we had to see an improvement in 
the Pharmacy pe1formance. We also outline numerous sales and perfo1mance 
strategies to help [the Phaimacy Manager] build the Patient base and improve Sales 
in his department. . .. We explained to [the Phaimacy Manager] that we must see 
improvement in the Sales of the Phannacy Department or 100% compliance of the 
In store Business Building Strategies or we would have to make a change in 
Department Managers. " 

TNAG-FC-CUST00007 636. 
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On July 12, 2012 Mickey Blazer (Director of Pharmacy), Wick Hayton 
(Phanni!ll!c O erations Manager). and Rick Bishop (District Manager) met 
with (Phormacy Manager Store #699) to discuss the 
Pharmacy per ormance. We outline past performance and the investment we 
had made in the Depanment. We made fully aware we had to see 
an improvement in the Pharmacy performance. We also outline numerous 
sales and performance strategies to help - build the Patient base and 
improve Sale!> in his department. These strategics are in store based and are 
required by lo complete on a daily bases. We also gave- a 
oompliance record spread sheet ofthcsc strategics und he must have the 
Store Manager to sign off verifying his competition of these tasks weekly. 
We explained to that we must see impmvcment in the Sales of the 
Pharmacy Department or I 00% compliance of the In store Business 
Building Strategies or we would have to make a change in Department 
Managers. 

~~~-

&t//{z- Wick I ' uyton 

77. Food City exec.utives inc.luding Pharmacy Operations Manager Ken Slagle 

expressly reprimanded pham1acists for detrimentally impac.ting sales or customer loyalty-

inc.luding for opioids and c.ontrolled substances. As shown in the sc.reen shot below, Food City 

reprimanded one of its phannac.ists for , among other tl:rings, " [ c ]ontrolling the number of 

prescriptions he fills (Damages Company Financ.ially)[;] "[p ]refiling patient scripts without filling 

them (Damages Patient Loyalty)[; and] "[n]ot filling C2 presc.riptions unless the patient is there 
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(Damages Patient Loyalty).”  Aside from identifying the reasons for the reprimand noted in 

parentheses, the Company stated: 

These are a few of the many concerns we have that are affecting our ability to grow 
and maintain our business.  If these issues cannot be remedied in a swift and 
efficient manner it can lead to disciplinary action up to and including discharge.78 
 

 
78  # 33.13 (redactions supplied by the State) (emphasis added). 



K-VA • T f()()I) sroREJ, INC 

8·JH8 

#~6670 

A'NWWllJ.t /JlllfJJ()N OFfl« 
GlriS looMCll">t 

s•m 
l.'ll1JMlt, IN ll'lO'I 

86Hl,.10G, 

On 5·23·18,--and I met wlth Plmmacist- :oncoming, his demo nitration of unusllili 
behavior at work. At the lime he slated tte had stalled a new melflc:lne and had a foliow·up 
tppointmant coming up 1n June. He was lnstrvcted to explain our co11c:ern1 to his treating physician ind 
to share a copy of his job de5ttiptlon lhat we supplled to him. 

We ha11e not 11eard anything back c<Jncernlng any adjustments Of acwmodations that mav nl!cd to be 
consldere<i and \he situation contl11ues !O de1erlora~e a1 work. 

We have the foMowing concerns t~iltnee-d to be addre.ssed lmmedlately: 

• 1s staying, late hours pan our 1.1Su:al closiJ'li time j~rurity Issue) 

• 's having a tech stay O\l'er with him {labor CllPfnH Issue) "l. is i;antrolline the number of pre·miptlons he fi'lls tDam111:u Company Finandally) 

I .• is leavrng multiple prescriptlons ror me ne-xt APh !Damages Patient Loyalty) (Morale ls~uel 

"'• il profm11g pallem scripts witho1.1l filling them {~1'11..,ges Patient loya,ltfl 

• Is not filh ng Cl p«'scriptlons unless the patient Is mere (D.1magt5 Pa-uent Loyalty) 

ftli!se are a few of th:e rnat'y Olncetns we h:ave that are affecting our3bJll;y to grow and maintain our
bu$ ine~s. 11 these i!>StJe$ Cill'lflOt be remedle:d In a swift md elfftient manner it can lead 10 dlsdpllnary 
<Jctkl.n up to and 1 ndudlf18 dlsdiarge. 

Ag~ln, we enQOvrage Ph11m1ads. .. lo uplaln the le11erity of till> situation with his metllcal e•p.ert 
and cfe11e1op _.plan to Imp row hi! own well-being. If we do not gel arw ~efini11n guidielinu from his 
doetot regardi11t1 whist he- can and Y1•1not do whlf~ at wo,k we will Proceed within companv gu~delin~s 
to correct the Shortcoming$ The deadline for thl~ ·~~ Heh~ been lrtStl'\lcred to miti,._1 
- II an her cell phone When he ti.as 1'1e app(Opoale doeumtontatfon. 

Ptmmacisl - tm ~en giv!'n (l'tie op1wtunity to ask q ues1ion$ (c,r darifi~o.1 Iott. ;( 

q.3 1-/~ -(r. j..,._, :s )'-._)/--.. 
iJ<. i..-....s ~rr£ (/ ... 1'~0-r11 

FCOOOOli57 
#33.13 
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78. In another example, Food City's Phrumacy Operations Manager, Ken Slagle, 

foiwarded an e-mail he received from the phannacist at# 674, the Company's most profitable 

pharmacy who stated that Walgreens, a direct competitor of # 674, was limiting sales of 

oxycodone, hydromorphone, and methadone to 120 pills at a time for insurance payors and 60 pills 

at a time for cash payors to prevent diversion. Mr. Slagle' s response to Mr. Blazer, Director of 

Phannacy Operations: "They plan to lose a substantial amount of scripts." 79 

79 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject : 

Ken Slagle [slaglek@FoodGty.com) 
2/4/2013 2:21:47 l?M 
Mtckev Blazer (blazermi@Foe>dCity.com) 
FW: FYI 

This is a pilot program for this area and w as initia ted due to our local Walgreen Pharmacist complaining to 

corporate. They plan to lose a substant ial amount of scripts. 

From: Ken Slagle 
Sent: Mond<iy, February 04, 2013 8:57 AM 
To: Pharmacy Rx674 
Q:: Mickey Blazer; Tom Geoghagan 
Subject: RE: FYI ' 
This 1s c:onect, but it is only oxycodone, hydromorphone and methadone 

From: Pharmacy Rx674 
Sent: Monday, February 04, 2013 8:30 AM 
To: Ke.n Slagle; Tom Geoghagan 
Subject: FYI 

Hey, 

I found out this weekend that Walgreens instituted a new policy for the pharmacies in this district: they can 
onlv fill #120 of pain medication at a time if insurance and only 1160 if cash paying. Do you know what is going on with 
this? Have you heard anything? 

Thanks, 
Julie 
Food Oty Pharmacy #674 

5941 Kingston Pike 
Knoxville, TN 37919 
sss-sss-09n 

TNAG-FC-CUSTOOO 10484. 
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G.  Food City’s Opioid Policies 
 
79. Over the past 15 years, Food City and its executives have developed several broad 

policies about opioids. These policies, which generally applied to all pharmacies are described 

below, and are separate from specific responses to compliance audits at select stores that are 

discussed elsewhere. 

80. While the exact contents have changed over the years, the Company’s policies have 

always been calculated to prioritize opioid sales, including substantial amounts from pill mills and 

suspect providers, over efforts to maintain effective controls against diversion and abuse.  Overall, 

Food City’s opioid policies have been broadly written, provided limited concrete guidance, and 

have continued to have material omissions or limitations that prevent them from being effective.  

But even in the limited instances in which Food City created an actionable policy, such as checking 

Tennessee’s Controlled Substances Monitoring Database (CSMD) before filling an opioid 

prescription, it far too often failed to follow its own policy (and state law).80 

81. And though the Company’s opioid sales have decreased since their peak, this 

decrease is not attributable to Food City’s policies, but rather to external factors beyond the 

Company’s control.  Food City still does not have effective controls against diversion and the 

effects of its actions and failures to act continue. 

82. Over the last 15 years, Food City has: 

• Generally required its pharmacists to review prescriptions prescription-by-
prescription and patient-by-patient, which ignores strong evidence of diversion 

 
80  Consent Or., In the Matter of Food City # 611 [sic – should be 687 based on 2712 Loves Creek Rd address], 

Case No. 2015035061 (Jan. 12, 2016) (Stipulated Facts stating “Investigators found the Pharmacist-in-Charge 
had been unable to log into the CSMD and admitted rarely checking the CSMD”); Consent Or., In Matter of 
Food City # 674, Case No. 2014000801 (Aug. 7, 2016) (p. 2);  Agreed Or., In Matter of Food City # 694, Dkt. 
No. 17.56-127199A available at https://apps.health.tn.gov/FacilityListings/Home/ViewPDF/288 (May 13, 
2015) (pp. 2–3); see also, # 3.1. 
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or abuse from the provider, clinic, or practice group, such as uniform or near 
uniform diagnoses, pattern prescribing, and other red flags for diversion; 

• Never implemented meaningful due diligence of its customers.  Even today, the 
pharmacies have no internal mechanism to flag suspicious customers or 
providers among its stores;81Aside from one known instance initiated by the 
auditor, never conducted “on-site” prescriber reviews of significant opioid 
prescribers;82 

• Continued to employ or promote pharmacists and pharmacy employees at its 
high-volume opioid stores that generated more sales; and 

• Not followed its own policies in many instances with repeat, serious violations 
occurring frequently. 
 

2010 

83. Before 2010 and even after more-detailed written policies concerning opioids were 

created, Food City’s pharmacies did not act consistently and lacked infrastructure, protocols, 

and/or implementation of either to maintain effective controls against diversion.     

84. In Spring 2010, Food City and its executives communicated about some aspects of 

the Company’s position concerning opioids through group e-mails to its pharmacy staff. 

85. On April 16, 2010, Food City’s Vice President of Pharmacy Operations, Don Clark, 

sent an e-mail titled “Can a Pharmacy Refuse to Fill a Prescription from a particular Prescriber, 

Clinic, or Practice Group” to all Food City pharmacies with the instruction to review, print, and 

post in their pharmacies.83 

86. While the e-mail gave lip service to the idea of not filling illegitimate prescriptions, 

reminded pharmacists to act in the best interest of the patient, and provided basic advice, its central 

purpose was clear: Food City pharmacists should not refuse to fill all prescriptions from a licensed 

 
81  See TNAG-FC-CUST00082246 (Food City # 682 pharmacist stating, “I have a list of patients who can no 

longer come here but they end up coming in when I am not here.”). 
82  # 89.1; see PCG-TN0008973. 
83  TNAG-FC-CUST00002006. 



prescriber, clinic, or practice group, and to do so would be unethical. Food City emphasized that 

each prescription should be evaluated on a patient-by-patient and prescription-by-prescription 

basis. 

87. The e-mail84 stated the following: 

Sul>Jecl : Can~ Pharm~cv Rcfu~c to f.ilf 1 Prescription from• particular PrCKrlbcr. Clinic, orPractrcc Group 

Pleose review t h is emoil , Print ond Post 1t for oil Phi:rmoc•sts thot work ot your locot 1ons : 

Ctin 11 Ph11rn1acy Refti ~e lo Fill a Pre.scription froni 11 pArticular Prl'Scriber , Clinic, or Pn1ctice Group? 

A J>hnmrncist is obligated t.o act in the bei.1 interest of their Patient. Therefore. evaluntion of 11 prescription 
should always be done in the best inrercst of the 1>atien1 

While n pl111rmacist is cmpowcl'ed to exercise professional judgment in cvaluil'ling each prescription thi.:y nn: 
pre.s&1tt'd, this <'valuation of the lt-gitimncy of :t p1 esct1ptio11 must b1i dOnll patient by patitllll 1u1d prti.sctiplion 
by prcsc1iption If there is any doubt regarding the legitimncy of ll pl't-scription. refusal to Jill tha1 prescription 
i~ appropnate. 

'T'o refuse 10 fill a ll prescriptions from 1!uly lire11se<1 Prescriber. Clinir. or PrnNice G~oup is 1101 nn ethical 
prnccice, and \'Ould be considered defamatory to the Prescriber, Clinic, or Pr:ictire Grou1). 

As Phnnnacists we mt1s1 rake reasonable measures thal assure chal prescrip1ions we till are 
• Generated 8$ a res11 l1 of 11 hona fi(!e reln1lonship herween a licensed prescnl1er and n ranent, pursuant to 

a physical e'mmination 

84 TNAG-FC-CUST00002006. 
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• Tho Prescriplion Srnndnrds for 1he licensed pre..~cribcr are 1hosc of the Srntc in which the presc1iprion is 
filled not those of the state in which lhe prescription is writ I en. (i.e. lf the prescription ls from a . urse 
Practitioner in Florida for a class of drugs 1ha1 cannot be prescribed by a Nur.;c Practitioner in 
Tenuessee, then the prescription is not v~lid 10 Tennessee). 

• The medication prescribe.t:I is within the 1>rescriber's scope of practice 
• In a dose and quantity that is within the gi1idelines indicated for the medication. 
• We must make a reason1tble e!fort idemify suspicious behavior aad ta~e uppropriale actions to assure 

that the medical ions aro not going to be diverted or be used for illicit purposes 

These standards of Professionru Judgment npply to prescriptions. not Medicalions., Patients, or 
Prescribers TherelO.e we 1r1ust evaluMte lll\l p1escrip11oi1s 11\at we Cill, uot judge their Pa11ents 01 Prescribers A 
phannadst prcscmcd with any prescription that they have doubt~ or reservations abou1. should e\crcise sound 
professional judgment, and detem1ine the follow111g: 

• Is the Prescriber Licensed 
Has the P-rescriber actually has seen the Patient (at some poinr) More and more we are seeing 
presc1ibers that operate an intemet si te or do a telephone interview. The DF.A has set a president that 
this doe~ not constitule a "physical exam". Please understand this does not mean that the l>rescriber has 
to see Lhe patient every tirne they generute a prescription. simply tbat the presc.riber must see the patient 
often enough to constirutc a "bona fide relationship" To clarify, if the prescription is generated as the 
result of a telephone lnterv1e\v or Internet quesuoonaire the prescripuon is noL cons1dere,d "leg1tlmate" 
by the DEA. 
lftli.is prescription was for a arCOIJC drug. what are the other medlcations tned on Pam Management for 
this patient bv lhe Prescriber. TI1is information is necessary to tillow for effective phamiaceutical care of 
the patient. If the office refuses to discuss ttns.. then refusal to fill the pres.crlpnon would be appropriate. 

• Positive ID of the pati1mt is required. Funhennure. performing a Corpur.lle Patient Search uf lhi: 
F.ntcrpriseRx SySTcm allows for the determination of cxistil\£ clinical data for approprintc 
Phannaceutical Care Finally t11e use of the Stale Wide Controlled Substance Database to determine 
other kinds and types of medications which are currently being taken by the patient, would allow for 
O"Jg Utili1.a1io11 Review and addi1ionnl information criticul in C)(Crcising Professional J11clgmcn1 in 
dc1crmining the appropriaroncss Md lcgiomac~ of these prescriptions 

Slncerely, 

~~ 8-i q)_fh:. 
Vice President of Pliarmacy Operations 
K-VA-T Food Stores, I nc. I (PH) 800-826-8451 Ext. '5737 I (FJ 276-623-5440 I (Emoil) elorkd@foodeoty.com 

"We will find o wav or make one!" 

88. Though not phrased as starkly, Food City's message to its pham1acies was clear: 

do not cut off lucrative sales from pill mills or suspect providers, clinics, or practice groups 

automatically- no matter how bad. Instead, look at the prescription and patient in front of you 

and disregard other facts relating to your previous experience with a suspect provider, clinic, or 

practice group or other inf01mation, such as evidence of pattern presc1ibing or unifonn or near 

unifo1m diagnoses, that would not be apparent from looking at a presc1iption in isolation. 
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89. Food City and its executives gave this directive because the Company knew that if 

major pill mills or other suspect providers, clinics, and practice groups were cut off, lucrative 

opioid sales would decrease exponentially overnight. 

90. For example, as shown by the excerpt below,85 in Januaiy and Febmaiy 2012, an 

average of 91.90% of the Schedule II controlled substances, which overwhelmingly were opioids, 

that were sold at Food City# 674 were from Beai·den Health Care Associates. For Food City 

# 694, an average of 60.32% of the Schedule II controlled substances, which again were 

overwhelmingly opioids, were from Bearden Health Cai·e Associates during the same time. For 

Food City # 616, an average of 40.48% of the Schedule II controlled substances, which also were 

overwhelmingly opioids, were from Bearden Health Care Associates from the same time. If all 

opioids from Bearden Health Cai·e Associates were blocked, over 90% of opioid sales at Food City 

# 674, over 60% of the opioid sales at Food City# 694, and over 40% of the sales at Food City# 

616 would disappear overnight. 

Siar• 
91"" 

* 91. Food City' s prescription-by-prescription directive also could not be caiTied out in 

any meaningful way at its high-volume phaimacies without significantly impacting sales and 

operations. There were just too many prescriptions being filled for too many opioids for Food 

City phaimacists to follow its own policy. 

92. Even when specific resources, such as the "Controlled Substance Database" and 

the "Corporate Patient Seai·ch of the EnterpriseR.x System" referenced in Food City's Vic.e 

85 TNAG-FC-CUST00007 690. 
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President of Pharmacy Operations’ e-mail, were mentioned, Food City on many occasions did not 

ensure that those resources were actually used or that its policies concerning those resources were 

followed.86 

93. By September 2010, Food City had created three opioid-related documents, which 

it distributed to its pharmacies.  These included a one-page document titled “Pharmacy Rules,” a 

one-page document titled “Handling of Prescriptions for Pain Management,” and another 

document titled “Pain Management Procedure Manual.”87 

94. The document titled “Pharmacy Rules” was not opioid-specific and stated five basic 

rules that applied to all prescriptions.  These included requiring a picture identification to receive 

prescriptions, buying only prescriptions and no other items at the pharmacy, respecting wait times, 

and keeping away from the register when others were present.88 

95. Food City’s document titled “Handling of Prescriptions for Pain Management,” 

concerned opioids.89 According to the document, Food City: 

• required the pharmacy to receive a signed contract between the physician and 
patient; 

• could refill prescriptions up to three days early or an entire prescription for lost 
or stolen medication with a police report or verification by the physician’s 
office; 

• requested its pharmacies check the “Prescription Monitoring website” to obtain 
recent control medication activity, but only for new patients; 
 

• required the cashier or the pharmacist to inquire how the patient was doing for 
prescriptions that “were completely the same” as the previous visit, a category 
that constituted most opioid prescriptions sold; and 

 
 

86  Consent Or., In Matter of Food City # 674, Case No. 2014000801 (Aug. 7, 2016); Dkt. In Matter of Food City 
# 694, Agreed Or., Dkt. No. 17.56-127199A, available at 
https://apps health.tn.gov/FacilityListings/Home/ViewPDF/288 (pp. 2-3); see also, FC0000028. 

87  TNAG-FC-CUST00001976; TNAG-FC-CUST00081459–61. 
88  TNAG-FC-CUST00081460. 
89  TNAG-FC-CUST00001977. 
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• required the pharmacy to check with the physician to determine prior 
prescriptions received by the patient from their office or other physicians and 
the prior pharmacy used by the patient, among other basic provisions that would 
apply to any prescription (e.g., “Physician is notified of problems/issues and 
works with pharmacy to resolve them.”).90 

 
96. Food City’s longer document titled “Pain Management Procedure Manual” 

likewise covered opioid practices and was divided into four topic areas: clinical responsibilities, 

legal responsibilities, procedural processes including inventory protocols, and associate 

procedures.91  Like all of Food City’s policies, the Manual was not effective at preventing 

diversion. It relied heavily on paper documents like pain contracts and other forms for 

compliance92  that were easily gamed by suspect providers and customers.  

97.  For example, in addition to providing a pain contract, Food City stated that new 

patients were required to fill out a  half-page “New Patient Form” at the pharmacy to keep on 

file.93  Aside from contact or identification information, the New Patient Form, which is shown 

below in its entirety, asked only for pain diagnosis, medication history (on three lines), and drug 

allergies.  The form provided little information that could be used by itself to evaluate the 

legitimacy of the prescription and was provided by the customer at the pharmacy.   

 
90  TNAG-FC-CUST00001977. 
91  # 198.1. 
92  TNAG-FC-CUST0001982, 84.  
93  # 196.1. 



Patlent lnfonnation sheet and recelpt of Privacy Practices acknowledgement 

Name .. ___________ Phone: ( )_-__ _ 

Address: City State: __ 
Z1pcode __ 
Date or Birth mo. __ day _year__ male __ female __ _ 
Drug Allergies if known ________________ _ 

PAIN DIAGNOSIS:----------------
SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER ____________ _ 
MEDICATION HISTORY _______________ _ 

Receive copy of Pharmacy Notice of Privacy Practices and 
Pharmacy Rules 

98. And while Food City' s Manual told pharmacists they "should use the PMP 

[prescription monitoring program] website to obtain previous medication usage and previous 

physician activity"94 for new patients during this time, Food City did not use the prescription 

monitoring program (also known as the CSMD) website frequently or at all and was later 

disciplined by the Board of Pharmacy for failing to check the CSMD. 95 

99. But there were other significant problems with Food City's Manual. These 

included that: 

94 

95 

• Red flags for diversion or abuse or indications of suspicious behavior from 
providers, clinics, or pharmacies were not mentioned; 

• the pharmacist's duty to refuse to fill illegitimate or medically improper 
prescriptions was not mentioned; and 

TNAG-FC-CUSTOOOO 197 6. 

Consent Or., In the Matter of Food City # 611 [sic - should be 687 based on 2712 Loves Creek Rd address], 
Case No. 2015035061 (Jan. 12, 2016) (Stipulated facts stating "Investigators found the Phaimacist-in-Cha.rge 
had been unable to log into the CSMD ai1d admitted rarely checking the CSMD;"); Consent Or., In Matter of 
Food City # 674, Case No. 2014000801 (Aug. 7, 2016); Dkt. In Matter of Food City # 694, Agreed Or., Dkt. 
No. l 7.56-127199A, available at https://apps.health.tn.gov/FacilityListings/HomeNiewPDF/288 (pp. 2- 3); 
Consent Or., In the Matter of Food City # 616, Dkt. No. 17.56-127200A (May 13, 2015); see also, # 3.1 
(FC0000028-29). 
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• Many provisions were phrased as optional or discretionary instead of 
mandatory.   

100. For example, when discussing access and storage of controlled substances, the 

Manual states that “CII medications should be kept in lockable cabinets or safes[,]”96 which is in 

contrast with other places where mandatory language appears, such as requiring job applicants to 

undergo a criminal background check and drug test (“Each applicant must…”). 

101. This was more than just semantics. It reflected Food City’s lack of attention to and 

implementation of even basic compliance measures towards substances with the highest risk of 

abuse or diversion, which is reflected in later audits of its pharmacies.97   

2011 

102. In 2011, Food City created a two-page document titled “Guidelines for Pain 

Management Clinic Prescriptions,” which it gave to its pharmacists, including those in 

Tennessee.98   

103. Food City’s 2011 Guidelines emphasized that each prescription was to be reviewed 

on a prescription-by-prescription basis—something that Food City had done in 2010 and would 

continue to do after 2011.  Through this intentionally narrow focus, Food City again ignored other 

red flags with the provider, clinic, or practice group, including evidence about providers, clinics, 

or practice groups who gave the same or nearly uniform diagnoses and those who engaged in 

pattern prescribing. 

 
96  This also leaves out a key requirement, which is that the safes should remain locked with the key secured when 

not in use.   
97  # 179.1; PCG-TN011078 (audit of # 674 stating “The CII substances are not locked until the end of the 

business day” and “The CII safes are kept open during business”). 
98  TNAG-FC-CUST00007704.  
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104. The Guidelines stated that “[n]o prescriptions will be accepted from a practitioner 

not located in the K-VA-T/Food City operating area.”99 But even if this was followed, it only 

meant that opioid prescriptions written by far away providers from out-of-state or within 

Tennessee, but still in the K-VA-T/Food City operating area could still be sold.   

105. The limited guidance provided by Food City’s Guidelines was often not followed.  

Aside from not performing a basic check of the CSMD, 100 Food City routinely sold prescriptions 

to individuals who were from distant places and who had many other more convenient pharmacies 

between them and a given Food City pharmacy, including other Food City pharmacies.101 

106. Food City also used a document titled “Standard Operating Procedures for 

Controlled Drugs (CII – CV),”102 which had much of the same language as the Guidelines.  As 

before, Food City’s Standard Operating Procedures emphasized that “[e]ach controlled 

prescription will be reviewed on a patient by patient basis.”103 

107. But Food City’s Standard Operating Procedures regressed on certain points 

including allowing a controlled prescription from outside the already large Food City service area 

to be filled provided notice was given to the Pharmacy Professional Service Manager and contact 

 
99  Id. 
100  Consent Or., In the Matter of Food City # 611 [sic – should be 687 based on 2712 Loves Creek Rd address], 

Case No. 2015035061 (Jan. 12, 2016) (Stipulated Facts stating “Investigators found the Pharmacist-in-Charge 
had been unable to log into the CSMD and admitted rarely checking the CSMD”); Consent Or., In Matter of 
Food City # 674, Case No. 2014000801 (Aug. 7, 2016);  Dkt. In Matter of Food City # 694, Agreed Or., Dkt. 
No. 17.56-127199A, available at https://apps health.tn.gov/FacilityListings/Home/ViewPDF/288 (pp. 2–3); 
Consent Or., In the Matter of Food City # 616, Dkt. No. 17.56-127200A (May 13, 2015); see also, 
FC0000028. 

101  See Consent Or., In the Matter of Food City # 611 [sic – should be 687 based on 2712 Loves Creek Rd 
address], Case No. 2015035061 (Jan. 12, 2016) (Stipulated Facts stating “Staff would early refill for cash and 
admitted to filling out of state prescriptions without question”); In Matter of Food City # 674, Consent Or., 
Case No. 2014000801 (Aug. 7, 2016) (p. 2) (referencing patients driving long distances to pharmacy). 

102  # 198.1. 
103  # 198.1. 
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was made the prescriber’s office to verify a provider/patient relationship.104  In addition, Food City 

gave pharmacists the green light to fill prescriptions early, which is an indicator of diversion, based 

on the very broad exception “an increase in dosage frequency[,]” among other things.105  

108. Food City also continued to use the same “Pain Management Procedures” Manual 

from 2010.106 

2013 

109. By July 2013, the Company had switched primary distributors from 

AmerisourceBergen to McKesson and had had its supply of Oxy 30 cut off for its highest volume 

pharmacies for Oxy 30, # 674, # 694, and # 616.107  As Food City and McKesson continued heated 

discussions throughout that summer, Food City updated its Manual108 once its Oxy 30 had been 

cut off at the three stores. 

110. Food City’s July 2013 Manual reflected new legal requirements related to the 

CSMD and contained additional provisions concerning controlled substance inventory and 

invoices.  More importantly, the update also created a new classification for Food City 

pharmacies—“Pharmacies with above average dispensing of Controlled Substances will be 

classified as ‘Pain Management Specialty Pharmacies’ and will be determined by the Director of 

Pharmacy.”   

 
104  # 198.1. 
105  # 198.1. 
106  # 198.4; # 198.76 (FC00000228–30). 
107  TNAG-FC-CUST00085708; TNAG-FC-CUST00085710. 
108  TNAG-FC-CUST00087893. 
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111. Notably, Food City’s Director of Pharmacy Operations—then and now—Mickey 

Blazer, has never been a pharmacist or a compliance specialist.  Nor does Mr. Blazer have any 

certification or formal training in pharmacy.  

112. The purpose of the re-classification of Food City’s highest volume pharmacies for 

opioid sales into “Specialty Pharmacies” was purportedly to keep a more watchful eye on the 

controlled substance dispensing.  But the real reason was because McKesson, Food City’s primary 

opioid distributor, which itself was feeling pressure from the DEA, forced Food City’s hand.  With 

a newly aggressive DEA, Food City’s high-volume oxycodone stores had become a potential 

liability for McKesson. 

113. The July 2013 Manual had many of the same core components and flaws as 

previous versions.  Like previous versions, Food City’s policy emphasized that “[e]ach controlled 

prescription will be reviewed on a patient by patient basis.”  Food City also continued to authorize 

filling controlled prescriptions outside of the K-VA-T operating area under certain circumstances 

and still gave pharmacists the green light to fill prescriptions early, a strong indicator of diversion, 

based on “an increase in dosage frequency[,]” among other things.109 

114. And though the Manual did make some positive changes, at least on paper, such as 

the prohibition against pharmacies accepting cash for controlled substances from patients with 

insurance,110 its high-volume stores continued to have significant problems and failed to 

implement key provisions. 

115. In other places, the July 2013 Manual tacitly recognized that its Specialty 

Pharmacies were selling large quantities of illegitimate “holy trinity” combination prescriptions of 

 
109  TNAG-FC-CUST00087893. 
110  PCG-TN011078. 



an opioid, benzodiazepine (anti-anxiety medication), and a muscle relaxer. As pai.1 of the Manual, 

exce1pted below, Food City' s Specialty Phaimacies were supposed to invent01y alprazolam (a 

benzodiazepine), diazepam (another benzodiazepine) and carisoprodol (a muscle relaxer), 111 but 

this only highlights the fact that its Specialty Phaimacies were selling substantial amounts of 

illegitimate holy trinity combination prescriptions. And regardless of the policy, numerous Food 

City phaimacies did not conduct regular monthly inventories at all. 

b. Pharmacies classified as Pain Management Specialty Pharmacies wjiJ inventory the 
drugs listed below monthl y: 

J. 

11. 

111. 

IV . 

v . 

Alprazolam. 
Carisoprodol (350 mg strenbrth onJy). 
Diazepam. 
Hydrocodone. 
Tramadol. 

. ~--------------------------------------------------------~~'~ 
116. Under the July 2013 Manual "Specialty Phaimacies" were required to check the 

CSMD on all controlled prescriptions, could not have more than two pain contract patients from 

the same address, were required to inventory five specific additional controlled substances per 

month, and the phaimacists were not pe1mitted to fill controlled prescriptions for patients who 

lived beyond the county or county-adjacent without their manager's prior approval. Of comse, 

there was no logical reason that these requirements should only apply to the pham1acies with 

"above average dispensing." Fm1hennore, these requirements did nothing to address other well-

known problematic red flags, such as unusual prescriber specialties, multiple patients presenting 

with the same or similar prescriptions, or practitioners located far away. 

111 PCG-TNO 11078; TNAG-FC-CUST0000757 l. 
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117. As the heated discussions between Food City, McKesson, and Topco continued, 

the Manual was updated yet again in August 2013.112  The August 2013 version of the Manual 

was substantially the same as the July version, but included a draft generic letter to a prescriber 

asking him or her to complete a “treatment plan certification.”113 

2014 

118. Food City’s Manual was revised again in February 2014.114  With a few notable 

exceptions, the February 2014 Manual was largely the same as previous years including the 

Company’s constant emphasis on reviewing prescriptions on a patient-by-patient basis115 and 

allowance of early-fill prescription for “increase in dosage frequency.”116  

119. And while Food City’s adherence to its own policies remained a significant issue, 

its internal policies, while forcefully stated in parts, had huge loopholes.   

120. For example, the Company’s February 2014 Manual, as shown by the excerpts 

below, required a pharmacist to request a diagnostic code and purpose for prescriptions of large 

quantities of controlled substances and to “maintain such documentation in the patient’s file” to 

check that it is being used properly.  But in the very next provision, Food City provided a huge 

loophole.  Instead of obtaining this documentation, the pharmacist could simply dispense the 

prescription anyway by filling out this basic form stating that he or she tried to get documentation 

about the patient’s diagnosis codes and treatment plan:117 

 
112  # 198.1. 
113  # 198.1. 
114  TNAG-FC-CUST00007554. 
115  # 198.1. 
116  # 198.1. 
117  # 198.1. 



Value ... Service ... Convenience 

Food Citv Phimwcv ~---

Pharmacist's certificate of due diligence 

P.11/tnto1me ---------------------

Dati! of Blflh ----------------------
Pn:SCl'l~r _ ____________________ _ 

M •ttempt to contact this pre.5Criber's office wu milk- on Ulll. date I ro obtain •dd111on11 

tiocun~nt.ttion about this patierJt's treiltment plan and dl1111ruis codes. This informat'°'1 llas not llffn 

piovld~ to the pharmacy at this time, but t~U&h my IPt'OlessionaJ jlltigmornt, I bellevc that it is 
appropt'iatl! to liP th ls pft!5Crtpt.on ~ttti on my knowledge ol the patrent. prescrlber, aoo ~rlfkal'lln of 

the state prescription monltorl'18 progr.1m, 

Date. ___ _ 

121. The Febrnary 2014 Manual had other provisions that were superficially more robust 

but had significant gaps that made them ineffective. For example, the Manual extended the default 

policy of not filling for individuals who lived outside of the phaimacy' s county or smTounding 

counties to all phaimacies, not just to Food City's Specialty Phaimacies. The Manual stated 

"Phaimacist will not be allowed to accept prescriptions to accept prescriptions from patients 

outside their 'Immediate Operating Area' (,]" which it defined as the phaimacy's county or a 

sunounding county. 118 This meant that a phrumacy anywhere in Knox County could sell opioids 

to individuals who lived anywhere in Knox, Anderson, Union, Grainger, Jefferson, Sevier, Blount, 

118 # 198.1 (emphasis added). 
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Loudon, and Roane Counties.  But the Manual makes clear that “will not be allowed” was not true 

because the pharmacist could sell opioids to an individual who lived outside of this area no matter 

how far away if he or she simply notified the Pharmacy Professional Services Manager.119 And 

regardless of the policy, Food City pharmacies regularly sold opioids to individuals who lived 

outside of a contiguous county from the pharmacy. 

122. Food City’s Manual was slightly revised again several months later in November 

2014.120  This version of the Food City’s Manual also tacitly acknowledged that Food City was 

filling substantial numbers of illegitimate “holy trinity” combination prescriptions because it, like 

previous versions, required that the pharmacy conduct an exact count of benzodiazepines (anti-

anxiety medications) and muscle relaxers. 121 And regardless of the policy, numerous Food City 

pharmacies continued to not conduct regular inventories of controlled substances. 

2018 

123. Food City waited to update its Manual again until June 2018122 despite five of its 

stores being disciplined by the Board of Pharmacy in 2015 and 2016.123  The 2018 Manual differed 

only slightly from the previous 2014 version.  It still allowed a pharmacist to sell opioids to 

individuals for whom the pharmacist did not have a diagnosis code or treatment plan, allowed early 

fills for an increase in dosage frequency, and allowed a pharmacist to sell opioids to individuals 

 
119  # 198.1. 
120  # 198.1. 
121  # 198.1. 
122  # 198.1. 
123  See Consent Or., In the Matter of Food City # 611 [sic – should be 687 based on 2712 Loves Creek Rd address], 

Case No. 2015035061 (Jan. 12, 2016); Agreed Or., In the Matter of: Food City Pharmacy # 616, Dkt. No. 17.56-
127200A (May 13, 2015); Consent Or., In Matter of Food City # 674, Case No. 2014000801 (Aug. 7, 2016); 
Consent Or., In the Matter of Food City Pharmacy # 667, Case No. L12-PHR-RBS-2012000931 (July 30, 2015); 
Agreed Or., In Matter of Food City # 694, Dkt. No. 17.56-127199A, available at 
https://apps.health.tn.gov/FacilityListings/Home/ViewPDF/288 (May 13, 2015) (pp. 2–3). 
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from outside the county where the pharmacy was located or a surrounding county if the Pharmacy 

Professional Service Manager was notified though it purported to prohibit “out-of-area” 

maintenance prescription.124   

2019 

124. Food City’s most recent Manual was revised in May 2019.125  This version had a 

few notable changes including: 

• “Pharmacists are required to review logbooks, perpetual inventory, 
invoices, receipts, and other pharmacy distribution records to flag excessive 
ordering or dispensing, recognizing that the DEA and law enforcement do 
not simply focus on prescriptions, but also on controlled substance ordering 
practices by pharmacies and Pharmacists[;]”126 
 

But Food City’s 2019 Manual still suffered from many of the same defects as the Company’s 

previous policies. 

125. Throughout each version of the Manual, pharmacists were instructed to review each 

controlled prescription “on a patient-by-patient basis.”  Food City’s narrow focus was self-

imposed.  Other pharmacies including Walgreens, CVS, Wal-Mart, and others refused to fill opioid 

prescriptions from Dr. Frank McNiel and Bearden Health Care Associates years ago.  As 

evidenced by e-mail traffic and statements by former pharmacists, the purpose of Food City’s 

seemingly innocuous requirement was to avoid blanket prohibitions on filling for potentially 

suspicious practitioners or clinics that remained lucrative for the Company.   

126. This policy, which is still in place, allowed and still allows Food City to continue 

to sell opioids to pill mills and other suspect providers, clinics, and practice groups, like Bearden 

Health Care Associates, and is evidence of Food City prioritizing opioid sales over compliance.  

 
124  # 198.1. 
125  # 198.1. 
126  # 198.1. 
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Moreover, Food City continues to not have an established mechanism or common database to 

inform its pharmacies about suspicious practices or providers. 

G.  Food City’s Corporate Knowledge and Actions Concerning Opioids 
 
127. In evaluating Food City’s history with opioids, two strong themes emerge.  First, 

the Company prioritized opioid sales above everything else, including compliance.  Second, the 

Company knew early on that a substantial amount of its opioid sales were being diverted, abused, 

or otherwise leading to harm in the communities it served. 

128. On November 16, 2005, Food City was sued along with Bearden Health Care 

Associates, its owner Dr. Frank McNiel, and others by Cheryl Armstrong on behalf of herself, her 

late husband Gerald, and their children in Knox County Circuit Court.  The Armstrong Plaintiffs 

alleged that Ms. Armstrong and her husband had been patients at Bearden Health Care Associates 

and Food City # 674 dating back to 2002 and had been prescribed a host of drugs, including 

oxycodone, a benzodiazepine, and a muscle relaxer, as well as other opioids, which were filled at 

Food City # 674. Ms. Armstrong alleged in her lawsuit that she and her husband both became 

addicted to their prescription medications, particularly OxyContin, which resulted in Cheryl 

suffering two nonfatal overdoses, both undergoing rehabilitation, both of them losing their jobs, 

Cheryl being arrested three times, Gerald being prosecuted for driving under the influence, the 

repossession of their vehicles, their home being foreclosed, and in Gerald ultimately suffering a 

fatal overdose from oxycodone. 

129. Food City of course knew of these allegations.  It filed an Answer to the original 

Complaint on April 28, 2006 and ultimately settled with no admission of liability through an order 

entered December 31, 2008. 



130. Earlier that year on August 27, 2008, Food City CEO Steve Smith wrote an open 

letter titled "WESTWOOD HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION STORY RECKLESS" responding 

to a KNOXVILLE METRO PULSE sto1y reporting on a four-paragraph news item in a seasonal bulletin 

published by a Bearden-area homeowners association about Food City# 674. 

127 

131. The Westwood Homeowners Association 's news sto1y stated the following: 127 

Concerns about Narcotic Trade 
at Food City Pharmacy 

An ~to~d1ns .ti11cr; Accoro411,g to ~ wldWl th~ ko.:tV1J.le POJ!Ce 

:Oepaztm~r~ Beuden foocJ Clt)' Pharmacy dl$})r:n2s ~1e hEghen vofur.n~ of 

ns100t1e d:;ugJ (e.g., oxycontou, hydrocodone,. c;>x;y<:~oni:?} in t1v St~tt of 
Ten I'\~ 

4.«onttng Po eyewltmHtS .tm:! police reports, du.ring thi:? sprlng of 2e>W • .wmc 
phtitmaC)' customen vJere mvgged as they !m the sron:r ar.d r.beir ~trrp"Uons 
stolen, $0me ~t g'UCJPQ$nt .Stveral shQpp!!rs had oblSCT\"2'<1 dt1.J8' Cit.tis ta.J;Jng 
place •n the pa.tktng lot. 1'he.s4 ttlm>t.5 promvteci fbcod City r.o h!~ <'rmcd 
I<noxvmc Pol.fee Offlcen to gu;ud the ~tore dtttl'RJf pha rm l!C'J' houn. 
(ComtnuN o.rt l"~ Z} . 

~ ................... 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 ......... --.......... --1111111111111111111111111----..... --111111111--..... 11111111· 

~\q ,1.J 
ICQttllHt.td f!vm pa.g1: I) • -/} 

"- ' 
J\l~t a,round the ®rner frolXI Food City, 1t 420 lJea~en Road, I~ j 
Bearden fi~allhca.rfi ~»OC11ttC$, o cltl'l1C ope:ab:d by Du. Frank and~ 
Janet McNJet. A«:ordlll_g to Ol)e loc:il .Drog EnlorCl!D>entAgenc:y (l)EA) 
olfJ:ct~I. thlsc dinlc. when ft com~ to o~'elaiOlng 11n:1:~ti<:$, ts •t1te 

bigg:lll t probl~m In tile $tltt. ~ 4?tt-OCJ 
0 3 

Accottltng to I<nolMlle Police and tbll: D!A, J!Hrdttt food City 
Pln.rmacy !s the otl ly pharm aqi t:i WWI1 still a.cc~pttng ptetetlpttQrt$ 
f'Tom the Dn. McN~. A group ot ronci:ml!'d nelghbcrs !us bc?gun 

mtttlng: to address thl.i wue. Ihtir goal b to pl'Wudc rood Oty to 
put n~lghboa tint and .slXlll bo.noring th11 0~. MCl'lld'J natrotlc pre-• 
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132. Knoxville’s alternative newspaper, the METRO PULSE, picked up on Westwood 

Homeowners’ Association’s newsletter and published a more detailed article titled “Drug Zone?” 

(image shown below) that interviewed more witnesses and built on the bulletin on August 21, 

2008.  Among other things, the article stated: 

• “Knoxville Police Department spokesman Darrell DeBusk says that he 
can’t discuss any investigation into incidents at the store.  He says that there 
have only been about ‘three or four’ robberies in and around the Food City 
parking lot within the past year and a half, though he will admit that those 
robberies have involved prescription pills.  The incidents have led the store 
to hire an off-duty police officer during pharmacy hours[;]” 
 

• “The newsletter goes on to raise concerns about a nearby clinic, Bearden 
Healthcare Associates at 420 Bearden Rd, operated by Drs. Frank and Janet 
McNeil [sic], who did not return repeated requests for comment on this 
story.  Bearden Healthcare, the newsletter says, ‘is the biggest problem in 
the state’ when it comes to overprescribing narcotics, an allegation 
supposedly supported by an unnamed DEA agent. . . And Neil Morgenstern, 
head of the DEA’s Knoxville field office, says he is not aware of anyone in 
his office having made such a claim and cannot confirm that there is an 
ongoing investigation into this clinic, the pharmacy, or any connection 
between the two.  He does say that making these concerns so public was a 
less-than-responsible thing for the organization to do. ‘Obviously, I would 
have preferred that they didn’t,’ Morgenstern says[;]” 

 
• “[W]estwood Homeowners Association president Jean Bonnyman says 

she’s pretty sure there is an illicit connection between the two, and she’d 
like to see it severed.  ‘With the knowledge that transactions with any 
businesses dealing heavily with narcotics—either prescribing or 
dispensing—attract criminal elements, our goal is to persuade Food City to 
stop honoring the Drs. McNiels’ narcotic prescriptions at any of the 
Knoxville Food City pharmacies,’ she wrote in an e-mail statement earlier 
this month.  Westwood homeowner Joni Caldwell agrees.  A 12-year 
resident of the area, Caldwell says she feels reluctant to go to the store, the 
closest to her house, anymore. She says she’s been talking to Food City 
president Steve Smith who has been polite but ‘did not seem to truly care’ 
about the concerns of someone, like herself, ‘who’s been his customer for 
13 years,’ she writes in an e-mail . . .” 

 
• For the past three years, attorney Robert Vogel has been representing the 

family of Gerald Armstrong.  Armstrong, formerly of Hamblen County died 
in 2005 from an overdose of OxyContin.  He received the prescription at 
Bearden Healthcare, then located on Kingston Pike . . . According to court 



documents between 2002 and 2005 Almstrong was prescribed more than 20 
different types of pills, including OxyContin, Diazepam, Xanax, and Paxil, 
from the clinic. And he picked them all up the Bearden Food City Phan11acy, 
a pharmacy strongly recommended by Bearden Healthcare doctors, si:rys 
Vogel. Basically, they told him that there were onzv a few pharmacies that 
would take the prescription," says Vogel. But was it the large number of 
prescriptions he was taking that made other local phru.macies reluctant to 
honor them? Not according to Vogel, who says that it was the clinic 's 
signature on the prescriptions. 'I haven't checked eve1y phru.macy in town, 
obviously, but it does seem that this is one of the only a couple that will deal 
with that clinic,' he says. The $5 million lawsuit is yet to go to trial, but 
just last month Knox County Circuit Judge Howard Wimberley denied the 
defense's fmal motion for dismissal. The next step, says Vogel, is a jmy 
trial[;]" 

• "Westwood resident David Stewa11 says he 's had suspicions about the 
clinic, which has been operating out of this Bearden Road office for just 
under three years, for quite a while now. What drew Stewart 's attention, 
along with the robberies around Food City, is the high volume of cars 
coming in and out of the business' parldng lots. 'Just go there on any 
weekday and watch that pru.·king lot,' says Stewru.1. 'There's an obscene 
number C?f cars there, both at the clinic and the Food City with license plates 
from counties all over the state, even a lot of out-of-state ones."128 

133. The METRO PULSE article also included statements from an attorney and special 

counsel for the American Academy of Pain Medicine who is quoted as saying, "I would definitely 

128 Pl°l'J000039870-71. 
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advise Bearden and Food City to seek out legal counsel with someone well-versed in defamation 

law.”  Elsewhere in the piece the same attorney is reported to have said that “[t]here’s really 

nothing unusual about a pain clinic with a high volume of out-of-town patients” and that 

“ironically, it’s often groups like the Westwood Homeowners Association that are responsible for 

the phenomenon.  They do this, [the attorney] says, by harassing pain clinics—whose doctors often 

prescribe narcotics—with these types of allegations, forcing them to leave town or shut down.”129 

134. The American Academy of Pain Medicine was an interest group that promoted 

opioid use, which was funded by opioid manufacturers like Purdue Pharma L.P., the maker of 

OxyContin and others.  A 2018 Minority Staff Report from the United States Senate Homeland 

Security & Governmental Affairs Committee found that five manufacturers, Purdue Pharma L.P., 

Janssen Pharmaceuticals, Inc., Mylan N.V., Depomed, Inc., and Insys Therapeutics, Inc., paid the 

American Academy of Pain Medicine $1,199,409.95 between 2012 and 2017.130 

135. Bearden and Food City both responded forcefully to the METRO PULSE article after 

its publication.  Bearden and Dr. Frank McNiel, consistent with the recommendation from the 

special counsel to the AAPM, filed a libel suit against members of the Westwood Homeowners 

Association based on the four paragraphs contained in the neighborhood news bulletin.  The 

lawsuit was later dismissed.  

136. Food City, through CEO Steve Smith, threatened to pull future advertising by Food 

City in the KNOXVILLE NEWS SENTINEL, which through its parent company, E.W. Scripps 

Company, owned the METRO PULSE at the time.   

 
129  PTN00039870–71. 
130  https://www hsgac.senate.gov/imo/media/doc/REPORT-Fueling%20an%20Epidemic-

Exposing%20the%20Financial%20Ties%20Between%20Opioid%20Manufacturers%20and%20Third%20Part
y%20Advocacy%20Groups.pdf. 
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137. Food City CEO Steve Smith responded to the METRO PULSE with the open letter 

published in the METRO PULSE on August 27, 2008 referenced above, which stated in relevant part: 

“I am writing in response to the August 21, 2008 article which allowed certain 
residents of Westwood subdivision to publicize reckless comments about the Food 
City Pharmacy located close to their community.  Many in my position would not 
step forward to respond to such unfounded comments, but I cannot let the libelous 
publication of unsubstantiated rumors go without an appropriate response. . .” 
 
“We are all very proud of our Food City Pharmacies.  Food City Pharmacy 
associates are truly healthcare professionals – not only because of the certification 
and licenses they hold, but also because of their commitment to providing quality 
service to every individual they serve.  To attempt to brand any one of our 
pharmacies any other way simply because of their service to patients of any 
particular doctor or clinic is patently unfair.” 
 
“I am concerned that it was deemed acceptable to print rumor and innuendo based 
upon only one source of record – a plaintiff’s attorney with an active lawsuit 
seeking money through broad and baseless (in my opinion) allegations. I think most 
would agree this is not an objective source.  For example, the plaintiff’s attorney is 
quoted as stating that ‘this [pharmacy] is one of only a couple that will deal with 
that clinic.’ In fact, however, a statewide controlled substance database indicates 
that since July 1, 2008, more than 150 pharmacies in the greater Knoxville area 
have filled prescriptions and serviced patients from the clinic in question.  More 
specifically, eight of these pharmacies are in the 37919 zip code (Bearden) . . .” 
 
“I am also very disappointed with the story’s implication that I personally have not 
satisfied some of the residents that have directly spoken with me.  I have spent 
significant time in these communications, but I’m at a loss to know how to 
completely satisfy someone who expresses dislike for any pharmacy operating 
close to their home because ‘it might attract undesirables’ (as suggested by the 
resident).  Food City is in the business to serve all Knoxville area customers – not 
judge them.” 
 
“There are times when the display of negative and reckless behavior propels others 
into positive actions and I am heartened by some contacts I have received from 
other Westwood residents.  The called, after publication of the story, to express 
their support and patronage of Food City and to make sure we knew that the actions 
of a very few did not represent all.  I appreciate those sentiments and am resolved 
to follow that example by moving forward in a positive manner by continuing to 
provide the best products, service and community support that all of us at Food City 
can offer.”131 

 
131  PTN000039873. 
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138. Food City's executives knew that East Tennessee had a high and disproportionate 

number of individuals addicted to opioids. While Food City's executives undoubtedly knew 

sooner, on May 12, 2010, Food City's Phaimacy Professional Services Manager sent his fellow 

Food City executives an e-mail, shown below, with the subject "Interesting Read" with a link to 
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an aiticle from Knoxville 's ABC affiliate, WATE, titled "Florida pain clinics provide pipeline of 

drngs to East Tennessee addicts."132 
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139. Food City executives were not only aware of East Tennessee's opioid addiction 

problem, they were aware that many of the Company's stores were filling holy trinity prescription 

combinations of an opioid, a benzodiazepine, and a muscle relaxer. On August 3, 2010, then 

Director of Phrumacy Operations Don Clark sent an e-mail to Mickey Blazer without comment 

with a spreadsheet that showed holy trinity prescription combinations were being sold from one 

provider, who was later indicted for illegal disn·ibution of narcotics, at multiple Food City locations 

throughout East Tennessee, including# 609, # 615, #616, #626, #630, # 647, # 650, # 654, # 655, 

# 661, # 667, # 672, # 673, #676, #679, and # 694. 133 

132 

133 

TNAG-FC-CUST00123064 (highlight emphasis added) .. 

TNAG-FC-CUSTOOOO 1989-90. 
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140. On September 23 and again on October 1, 2010, Food City’s Vice President of 

Pharmacy Operations Don Clark told all pharmacies that they needed to order Oxy 30 and other 

controlled substances from a secondary distributor, Masters Pharmacy.134   

141. Food City and its executives continued to work to make sure that Food City had a 

distributor that would supply the Company with the growing supply of Oxy 30 and other 

immediate release oxycodone it would need.   

142. Food City’s executives had knowledge of red flags for diversion or abuse just based 

on distributor invoices it received for extremely high purchases of opioids, like oxycodone, that 

they knew were highly abused and diverted.  As examples, on November 1, 2010, Food City # 694 

purchased 72,000 Oxy 30 pills and 30,000 Oxy 15 pills for a total of 102,000 in one order.  On 

November 2, 2010, Food City # 674 purchased 168,000 Oxy 30 pills and 12,000 Oxy 15 pills.  The 

Food City # 674 Oxy 30 order was submitted with orders from 11 other stores and yet the Food 

City # 674 still accounted for 96% of the oxycodone that day, which was 187,700 tablets.  Food 

City had to pay these outsized invoices for oxycodone and were aware of the extremely high opioid 

sales at certain based on dispensing records. 

143. On April 7, 2011, Food City’s Don Clark sent another e-mail to Food City’s 

pharmacists announcing that he had secured a special agreement with Masters Pharmaceutical for 

Oxy 30 and other immediate release oxycodone after Masters assured Food City that it “will keep 

[them] in supply throughout the year.”135 The e-mail read: 

 
134  TNAG-FC-CUST00001974–75. 
135  TNAG-FC-CUST00001967-68. 
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144. Food City and its executives used a seconda1y distributor not only because they 

thought they could (purp01tedly) get a better price than ordering all of Food City's opioids from 

the Company's primary distributor, but also because a secondary distributor would help Food City 

avoid already high opioid thresholds imposed on the Company by its primary distributor. 

145. But to Food City' s top opioid sales perf01mer, Food City # 674, any change, 

including more reliance on secondary distributors for supply, was risky for sales. In two e-mails 

on April 7 and 21, 2011, Julie Varnum, the phannacist at Food City# 674, expressed concern. 

First, she was concerned that Masters would not be able to supply enough oxycodone to her 

pharmacy. She stated in pali, "[I]t may be difficult for me to order all of the Oxycodone from 

Masters due to the sheer quantity I order (240 bottles of 15 mg and 1224 bottles of Oxycodone 

were ordered from ABC in March 2011). Can I continue to order my Oxycodone from 
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Amerisource[?]”136  Second, she complained about the price of immediate release oxycodone from 

Masters, wanted to be assured Masters would provide Food City a rebate off the cost, and stated 

in part, “I do not want to have to explain why my gross profit may be down in 3 months, since I 

have inventory tomorrow.”137 

146. Food City continued with Masters for oxycodone.  According to ARCOS data, 

Masters sent Food City # 674, # 694, and # 616 a total of 318,395 opioid pills in May 2011.  Eighty-

one percent of this was oxycodone, and 81% of the oxycodone was Oxy 30. 

147. During this time, Food City executives worked with Food City’s buying group, 

Topco Associates, to secure cashback payments known as volume incentive rebates from opioid 

manufacturers.  As proposed, Food City, as a Topco member, could receive money back from an 

opioid manufacturer based on purchasing volume—with more cash back from more volume. 

148. By June 2011, Food City had developed the reputation as the go-to place where you 

could get cheap Oxy 30 and other opioids with minimal hassle.  Food City priced its Oxy 30 

aggressively and used steep discounts on opioids from its prescription savings cards to gain market 

share.  By June 2011, Food City through its prescription savings card was selling oxycodone nearly 

fifty percent cheaper than its major competitors.138 

149. But while opioid sales climbed after June 2011, Food City was not receiving the 

rebates it was purportedly promised for oxycodone sales.  By August 2011, Don Clark was in the 

hot seat at the Company because the rebates from Masters for Oxy never materialized.139 

 
136  TNAG-FC-CUST00001967 (emphasis added). 
137  TNAG-FC-CUST00007636 (emphasis added). 
138  TNAG-FC-CUST00001616. 
139  TNAG-FC-CUST00094698. 
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150. On August 15, 2011, then-Food City Pharmacy Operations Manager Mickey Blazer 

sent Food City’s Knoxville pharmacies the directive to purchase Oxy 30 and other immediate 

release oxycodone from Amerisource and to discontinue ordering from Masters.140 

151. After this directive, Food City’s Knoxville pharmacies continued to sell oxycodone 

and other opioids in huge numbers overall, but also in huge numbers at one time.  One Food City 

customer drove half an hour to Food City # 616 on September 1, 2011 where he purchased 720 

Oxy 30s, 180 Oxy 15s, and 120 OxyContin 80 mg written by Bearden prescribers.  The customer 

would fill the same prescriptions again on September 29, 2011.  In September 2011 alone, the 

Food City customer received prescription opioids worth around $67,800, assuming $1/mg on the 

black market. Over time, Food City sold this customer 24,810 total Oxy 30s, which averaged 

around 450 Oxy 30 pills per prescription. 

152. Other Food City pharmacies continued to sell extremely high volumes of 

oxycodone in September 2011.  For example, Food City # 674 sold one customer, who lived 

approximately 67 miles away from the store, 720 Oxy 30s and 600 Oxy 15s on September 6, 2011.   

153. Another Food City # 674 customer, who lived over 100 miles away from the 

pharmacy, purchased 240 OxyContin 80 mg, 240 OxyContin 60 mg, and 650 Roxicodone 30 mg, 

totaling 1,130 opioid dosage units equal to 79,650 MMEs, in one pharmacy visit.  Assuming a 

street value of $1/mg, the opioids from this one visit had a street value of $53,100. 

154. By September 13, 2011, Mickey Blazer had replaced Don Clark as Director of 

Pharmacy Operations at Food City.  On that date he sent an e-mail to all pharmacies that all product 

had to be ordered from Amerisource or the Food City Distribution Centers and that pharmacists 

should only order through secondary distributors if they could not get it from Food City’s primary 

 
140  TNAG-FC-CUST00094698. 



distributors.141 On the same day, Mr. Blazer fo1warded his e-mail and a question from a 

phannacist about whether Amerisource was really cheaper with the message: 

- :i 
From : Mickey Blazer 
Sent: Tuesday, September 13, 2011 06:53 PM 
To: Wick 1-!ayton; Will Bevins; Tom Geoghagan; Chris Ashby; Christian Darnell; Connie Reed 
Cc: Jody Helms; Steve Smith; Jesse LewiS 
Subject: FW: Ordering Pharmacy Product 

Guys, 

I need your guys rull support on helping our f'.olks understand this. My directive pretw much goes against 
everything they have been told in the past. I want to make sure we are all sending the same message 

Your phones are going to light up in the morning, so be ready. 

MlcksyBlllJll/Jr 
FoodOit;y 
DiraclDr of Pbarmaqy ()poratioas 
(376) 623·5)00 

Ext. 5787 

155. In a response the next day, Food City CEO Steve Smith stated: 

From: 
Sent : 
To; 
Subjec;t; 

Steve Smith [smiths@FoodCity.com] 
9/14/201112:03:38 AM 
MTckev Blazer [blazerml@FoodCity.com l 
Re: Ordering Pharmacv Product 

Hang tight we will find a secondary supplier to use or even get a better deal from ASS! Steve 

i 

156. The exchange showed that Food City had used secondary distributors extensively 

to supply its high-volume stores and to escape from threshold limits imposed by distributors. After 

Food City's directive to use only Amerisource, Amerisource's distribution of oxycodone, and Oxy 

30 specifically, increased significantly. 

141 TNAG-FC-CUSTOO 122629. 
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157. By October 21, 2011 , Food City had submitted an oxycodone usage projection for 

November and December 2011 based on September sales that it shared with Topco and 

Amerisource. But the projections were so large that they made Amerisource nervous and 

Amerisource floated the idea of not filling Food City's complete projection. In a response with 

the subject "RE: Oxycodone Projections," Amerisource told Food City through Topco that "there 

is a sh01tage of product that may have an impact on KV AT getting product even once we figure 

out their allocation." In an internal e-mail from Topco, shown below, Topco President and CEO 

Randy Skoda asked, "Do we have any backup sources?", tiy ing to secure more oxycodone. 142 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subje<t: 

Skoda, Randy [/ O=SKOKIE, ILLINOIS/OU=SKOKIE/CN=RECIPIENTS/ CN=RSKOOA] 

10/21/20112:58:44 PM 
M aki, Curt [cmaki@topco.com] 

Re: Oxycodone Projections 

Do we have any backup sources? 

From: Maki, Curt 
Sent: Friday, October 21, 2011 02:55 PM 
To: Skoda, Randy 
Subject: RE: Oxycodone Projections 

OK. 
I hil.,.e been on 1hc phone with JY1ickcy n~ice and excha11gcd S<Wcral i:rnails \viUt .Mickey iu1d ADC. And I bave been on lhc phone with Rits. Since 
you nod I ll1lko:xl ABC said that there is a short.1ge of product tliat may have M impact 011 KVAT getting product even once we figureo111. their 
allocation. We wil l stay on top of it 
Clli t 

158. Ultimately, sales were too tempting and Amerisource ended up supplying Food 

City with exti·emely high amounts of oxycodone. Between October 2011 and Januaiy 2012, 

Amerisource distributed more Oxy 30 to Food City# 674 and Food City# 694 than it did to its 

pharmacy customers in 42 states.143 These 42 states are set forth in the graphic below. Blue 

142 TC0345048. 

143 See ABDCMDL00301692. 
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represents the number of states that received fewer Oxy 30s from Amerisource than Knoxville’s 

Food City # 674 and # 694, from October 2011 to January 2012. 

States with Fewer IR Oxycodone 30 mg Tablets 
from Amerisource than Food City # 674 and # 694 

Oct. 2011 to Jan. 2012 

 

159. Around November 2011, Amerisource forced Food City to hire a third-party 

compliance consultant, Pharma Compliance Group (PCG), to audit its Special 3 stores in 

Knoxville, due to concerns regarding the levels of controlled substances dispensed from the 

pharmacies.144  The investigators spent November 29 and 30 conducting an in-depth regulatory 

compliance inspection and then submitted a report to Mickey Blazer, Food City’s Director of 

Pharmacy.  The investigators’ findings were alarming.  They stated in relevant part (shown in gray 

below): 

 

 
144  Acquired_Actavis_00761942. 
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FINDINGS 
 
The high percentage of controlled substances associated with pain management 
dispensed by the three Food City Store pharmacies is the single most compelling 
finding revealed during the PCG investigation. 
 
The Pharma Compliance Group has identified the following “High Risk” factors 
regarding the impact of the Beardon [sic] Healthcare Associates pain clinics to 
Food City Store Pharmacies 616, 674, and 694: 
 

• Practitioners employed by the Beardon [sic] Healthcare Associates are the 
highest prescribers of total controlled substance prescriptions fulfilled and 
dispensed by pharmacies 616,674 [sic], and 694 

• Practitioners employed by Beardon [sic] Healthcare Associates prescribe 
21% of controlled substances dispensed by pharmacies 616,674 [sic] and 
694 

• Practitioners employed by Beardon [sic] Healthcare Associates prescribe 
extremely high levels of Schedule II controlled substances associated with 
pain management that are considered high risk by DEA 

• Dr. Frank McNeil [sic], Medical Director, Beardon [sic] Healthcare 
Associates, has been the target of several investigations resulting in 
sanctions by the State of Tennessee Medical Board for overprescribing.  He 
has also been the subject of a lawsuit concerning overdose deaths 

• DEA is investigating Dr. McNeil and approximately three years ago 
executed a search warrant at the Beardon [sic] Healthcare Associates 
location 

• DEA has restricted Dr. McNeil’s DEA registration, although he is 
authorized to prescribe controlled substances 

• CVS, Walgreens, and Walmart will not accept prescriptions from Beardon 
[sic] Healthcare Associates 

• Beardon [sic] Healthcare Associates vs. Westwood Homeowners 
Association 

 
The Pharma Compliance Group concerns regarding the Beardon [sic] Healthcare 
Associates clinic are based on facts articulated in this executive summary.  The 
DEA and other law enforcement and regulatory agencies continue to target DEA 
registrants that are considered a threat to public safety and welfare.  There is also 
cause for concern regarding the possible adverse action against Food City Store 
pharmaceutical drug distributor, AmerisourceBergen Corp.  …  The PCG findings 
are not a repudiation of the pain management philosophy of Dr. McNeil or the 
practitioners he employs.  However, it is the finding of the Pharma Compliance 
Group that the prescribing habits of Beardon [sic] Healthcare Associates 
practitioners are a “High Risk” to the business operations and the reputational 
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image of Food City Store pharmacies.  While conducting this investigation, PCG 
Investigators made a decision to conduct additional dispensing data analysis from 
the three pharmacies, focusing on metrics relative to the prescribing habits of the 
Beardon [sic] practitioners.  …  PCG determined it was necessary to provide this 
analysis because of the unique relationship between volume of controlled substance 
prescriptions issued by Beardon [sic] Healthcare Associates that are subsequently 
dispensed by Food City Pharmacies 616,674 [sic], and 694. 
 
The data analysis of the “top ten prescribers” of controlled substances reveals that 
Beardon [sic] Healthcare Associates practitioners are listed in the top ten category 
in all three pharmacies; they prescribe high levels of pain medications, often in 
“cocktail combinations” that are sought by those who illicitly seek pain 
medications. 
 
The dispensing data also reveals that certain benchmarks measured by PCG 
Investigators considered “High Risk” metrics has determined that the Beardon 
[sic] Healthcare Associates practitioners are a risk in most categories, specifically 
as it relates to the dispensing of certain Schedule II (Oxycodone) and Schedule III 
(Hydrocodone) products that are a particular concern to the DEA. 
 
Furthermore, the high concentration of practitioners specializing in pain 
management in the Knoxville metropolitan geographical area and the subsequent 
impact to the three pharmacies overall operations is a concern to PCG 
Investigators. 
 
The PCG investigation identified several practitioners whose prescribing habits the 
DEA would consider a “High Risk”.  The practitioners are listed in the prescriber 
section of the report.  A ssignificant [sic] concern is the pharmacies filling 
prescriptions for practitioners located in Georgia and North Carolina.  … 
 
Food City Store Pharmacy management has instituted pro-active corporate policies 
to prevent the illicit diversion of controlled substances.  … 
 
Although the aforementioned policies are necessary due diligence benchmarks, the 
fact remains that the three Food City Store pharmacies investigated dispense 
controlled substances significantly above the national average.  This is a red flag 
and a concern to the DEA.  The PCG investigation has revealed that the current 
Food City Store Pharmacy policy lacks a mechanism to determine the business 
practices of the practitioners and specifically their employers. 
 
The Pharma Compliance Group recommends that Food City Store implement 
safeguards to prevent fulfilling an excessive amount of controlled substances from 
individual prescribers.  The Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) mandates that a 
pharmacist ensure that a prescription was written for a legitimate medical purpose.  
The PCG investigation has revealed that several of the Food City Store Pharmacy 
competitors have determined that fulfilling prescriptions from certain pain 
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management clinics and practitioners could result in fines or sanctions from the 
DEA.  The Pharma Compliance Group investigation has determined that a 
correlation exists between the refusal of other pharmacies in the Knoxville area to 
fill prescriptions from specific practitioners and Pain management clinics and the 
excessive amount of controlled substance prescriptions filled at Food City 
Pharmacy 616, 674, and 694. 
 
Dr. FRANK McNEIL [SIC] INTERVIEW 
 
On November 30, 2011 Pharma Compliance Investigators Matthew Murphy and 
Carlos Aquino conducted an in-depth interview with Dr. Frank McNeil, Medical 
Director, Beardon [sic] Healthcare Associates (BHCA).  The meeting took place at 
the BHCA offices located at 10321 Kingston Pike, Knoxville, TN. 
 
…. 
 
Dr. McNeil said that the practitioners at BHCA examine about one hundred patients 
per day and the patients are examined every thirty days.  The BHCA has thousands 
of patients; however, Dr. McNeil does not know the exact number. 
 
…. 
 
Dr. McNeil said he is concerned that practitioners that legitimately practice pain 
management often become the target of law enforcement and regulatory agencies.  
Dr. McNeil stated that he has been the target of several law enforcement 
investigations dating back to 1992, when the Tennessee Board of Medical 
Examiners sanctioned him.  Dr. McNeil told the investigators that in either 2008 or 
2009 the DEA executed a federal search warrant at the BHCA offices.  
Approximately forty law enforcement officers were on site including the Tennessee 
Bureau of Investigation (TBI).  During the execution of the warrant law 
enforcement officials requested and removed specific patient files.  Dr. McNeil was 
not present during the execution of the warrant.  Dr. McNeil told the investigators 
that he has not received a status relative to the investigation that is apparently 
ongoing.  His attorney told him that there is a five year [sic] statute of limitations 
for charges to be filed. 
 
Dr. McNeil said he has been subject to two wrongful death suits involving overdose 
deaths.  One case alleged that he caused a patient to become addicted to controlled 
substances.  Dr. McNeil stated that one of the cases brought against him resulted in 
a negotiated settlement during a mediation process, partly due to his insurance 
provider notifying him that he would be personally responsible for the damages if 
he were found to be negligent subsequent to trial.  The family of the plaintiff was 
awarded $250,000.00.  Dr. McNeil said that his malpractice insurance has tripled 
and that he pays approximately $85,000.00 per year for coverage. 
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Dr. McNeil said that this DEA registration is in restricted states because the DEA 
has not renewed the registration upon its expiration.  Although, he said he is able 
to write prescriptions for Schedule II through V controlled substances.  (not unusual 
when the registrant is the subject of investigation). 
 
Dr. McNeil told the investigators that the practitioners employed by the clinic have 
also been targets of various law enforcement and regulatory agencies, one Nurse 
Practitioner who left BHCA cannot obtain a clean DEA registration. 
 
In conclusion, Dr. McNeil told the investigators that there is no standard of care for 
pain management only a standard of fear.  He also said that Walgreens, Walmart, 
and CVS will not accept his prescriptions.145 
 
160.  The PCG investigators also wrote separate reports for each of the three Food City 

pharmacies they investigated.  They performed their in-store audit of Pharmacy # 674 on 

November 29, 2011 and wrote the following, in relevant part:146 

[T]he Investigators spoke with Registered Pharmacist Julie Varnum] regarding 
Food City Store pharmacy operations, specifically store 674.  Pharmacist Varnum 
told the investigators that she has been an employee of Food City Store Company 
for approximately ten years.  During that time, she was a supervisory pharmacist 
for approximately five and a half to six years and has been assigned to store 674 for 
the past four years.  … 
 
During her tenure with Food City Store Corp., Pharmacist Varnum has provided 
training to pharmacists regarding Food City Pharmacy company policies and 
procedures.  She also provides the pharmacist(s) with guidance and direction 
relative to specific company policies when fulfilling prescriptions for practitioners 
that are high prescribers of pain medications or specialize in pain management. 
…. 
 
Pharmacist Varnum said that the pharmacy fulfills a high volume of prescriptions 
of drugs of concern than most of the other stores because of the close proximity to 
the Beardon [sic] Healthcare Associates, (BHCA), a pain clinic operated by Dr. 
Frank McNeil that specializes in chronic pain management.  …  It is her 
professional opinion that Beardon [sic] Healthcare Associates legitimately 
provides pain management to patients and that Dr. McNeil and his staff prescribe 
controlled substances appropriately.  Although she also said that when the Beardon 
[sic] clinic was nearby, the DEA and other law enforcement agencies would visit 
the pharmacy periodically in conjunction with an investigation that concerned a 

 
145  # 82.1 (italic emphasis added, bold emphasis in original). 
146  # 104.1 (italic emphasis added). 
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patient of the clinic or a prescription written by a practitioner employed at Beardon 
[sic] Healthcare Associates. 
 
…. 
 
Schedule III to V controlled substances are dispersed throughout the pharmacy.  … 
 
Food City Pharmacy # 674 has an armed City of Knoxville police officer, 
contracted through the City of Knoxville.  Pharmacist Varnum stated that the 
purpose of the armed guard is to act as a deterrent to a robbery while the pharmacy 
is open.  Several robberies have occurred during business hours. 
 
161. After the disastrous results of the PCG audits, Tom Geoghagan e-mailed Mickey 

Blazer and Ken Slagle on January 13, 2012 with an updated “Action Plan in response to Pharma 

Compliance Group.”147  The one-page Action Plan stated: 

 
147  TNAG-FC-CUST00007696. 
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162. Despite PCG’s finding that “the prescribing habits of Beardon [sic] Healthcare 

Associates practitioners are a “High Risk” to the business operations and the reputational image 

of Food City Store pharmacies” and numerous other “high risk” factors,148 which effectively 

 
148  # 73.1 (italic emphasis added, bold emphasis in original). 
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recommended that Food City cease honoring Bearden prescriptions, the Action Plan did not 

address Food City’s core underlying problems and allowed for Bearden opioid sales to continue at 

its three pharmacies.  Instead, the Plan was designed to make modest changes that would not 

disrupt Food City’s high opioid sales.   

163. After December 5, 2011, Food City sold just over 5 million opioid dosage units 

prescribed by Bearden Health Care Associates providers at its eight highest volume pharmacies. 

After December 5, 2011, Food City sold nearly 150,000 opioids prescribed by Dr. Frank McNiel. 

164. Food City’s Action Plan did not address the massive diversion that was occurring 

from these pharmacies in any meaningful or serious way.  It did not even suggest creating an 

inventory for oxycodone—the biggest opioid seller at these stores. The Action Plan referenced 

inventory counts, invoices, transfer forms, and a new security camera at # 694 over the controlled 

substances safe.  Aside from this, the Action Plan only stated that Food City pharmacies “may” 

refuse to honor controlled substance prescription written by “Pain Management Clinics” that were 

not registered with the State.  As stated, Food City authorized its pharmacies to continue selling 

opioids based on prescriptions from pain management clinics that were operating unlawfully in 

Tennessee. 

165. During this time, Food City executives continued to monitor DEA opioids 

enforcement.  On February 7, 2012, Tom Geoghagan, the Pharmacy Professional Services 

Manager, sent an e-mail to other Food City executives with an excerpt and a link to a WALL STREET 

JOURNAL article about a DEA enforcement action against the distributor Cardinal.149  As shown 

below, Mr. Geoghagan’s excerpt stated, “The DEA said the Cardinal facility ‘failed to maintain 

effective controls’ while noting a similar DEA move there, and at other Cardinal locations, in 

 
149  TNAG-FC-CUST00007692. 



2007" and highlighted in bold, red font the statement: "The drng agency also noted the heavy flow 

ofOxycodone doses through the CVS pharmacies and alleged those outlets either knew, or should 

have known, 'a large number' of prescriptions weren 'tfor legitimate purposes." 

r'°'" Tom Gqhorp" l11cotllilrffe~adClt"t ~ml 
SHI 1/7 /lr:>lH 33.SS PM 
To M-tl!>iv 81.u;i-o lbluf'f"'l(llfooliu fycoll"I 
CC tM Sh111l,. f1li11 rkf)f~cxlCitl'.a>m] 

Sllbtfft DEA o ~toe !to m 'Illa I Streoeet .k>tatn31 

_Th& OEA !Mlld th& Ca1dnisl lecllily 1atled to maillalfl elliottl'IO oontrol~" """' ~ noting 11 "lmtar DEA moYO thecc 11nd ol 
otller C11tdinal 10callol'I$, n 201>7 lh• df\IO 1gell(y •l•o 1101td the hu~y tlow ot Oi.tCOdOtlt doses through tn. CVS 
phannaclt9 anci 1llt1P1d ti'lou outlet<i e1Uter kntw, or atioUld hn• known."• brge numbll,.. of prucNptlOfu. 
wenn'l fot l•gltK"* purpo•H. 

Tom G~gh~1 
I'~ l'w.....-.J""..:J S.,,,~call&11..j1ir1 
L-\\·ft..o.J~ 

"""I;"'",_.,, 
~llt~J. 
Ln• '"T" t, 't' f.'\fi-" 
hl•til '"' ~· ?!JUI l.I. !\». 
t Jot•llor , .. ~1t.111"f~ 
,.., IR11•1tA• .i.11' 

166. Likewise, Food City and its executives not only knew specifically about their duty 

to maintain effective controls against diversion, they knew or should have known based on the 

heavy flow of oxycodone doses through its phannacies that a large number of oxycodone 

prescriptions were not for legitimate purposes-especially given the high numbers of combination 

prescriptions in which oxycodone was combined with a benzodiazepine (e.g., Xanax) and a muscle 

relaxer (e.g., Soma). 

167. Eye-popping opioid sales continued at the end of Winter 2012. As one example, 

on March 16, 2012, Food City# 674 sold 950 Oxy 30 mg tablets in one prescription from Bearden 

provider Dr. Donald Douglas to an individual from Kingspo1i, which is over an hour and a half 

away. 

82 
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168. Two months later, on April 5, 2012, PCG audited Pharmacy # 674 again and other 

troubling discrepancies reappeared, such as: 

• The CII substances are not locked until the end of the business day; 

• The CII safes are kept open during business; 

• The [Pharmacy Manager] has not completed a random count on the CII drug 
quantities; 

• The initials of the dispensing pharmacist were not noted on the 
prescriptions; 

• The pharmacy is filling a high percentage of pain management 
prescriptions; 

• The pharmacy is filling a high percentage of out of state / area prescriptions; 

• Patient prescription information is not stored in a secure location; 

• The security monitor does not have a time or date posted; 

• There was insufficient video on-hand from the previous day’s activities; and 

• The 24-Hour Post-filling Audit was not being completed.150 

169. On April 6, 2012, PCG audited Pharmacy # 616 in Hardin Valley and reported the 

following, in addition to various record-keeping deficiencies: 

• A DEA 106 form was completed on 3/26/12 for employee pilferage in the 
amount of $1,147 for Buprenorphine and Suboxone. 

 
• The last Pharmacy Visit Checklist was completed on 1/12/11 by Tom 

Geoghagan.151 
 

170. On April 17, 2012, PCG audited Pharmacy # 682 in Knoxville and reported the 

following, in addition to various record-keeping deficiencies: 

• Physical inventories are not completed on a consistent basis when shipment 
received or product dispensed. 

 
150  # 179.1 (emphasis added). 
151  # 180.1. 
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• There is no inventory count to update within the system. 
 
• [PIC] is unaware of any time her PPSM came in for a visit and verified VII 

quantities. 
 
• [PIC] is unaware of where the [Food City standard operating procedure for 

controlled drugs] is located. 
 
• [PIC] estimated that 40% of the prescriptions filled would be considered 

high risk.152 
 

171. That same day, PCG also audited Food City # 644, located in Seymour, and 

reported the following, in addition to various record-keeping deficiencies: 

• [PIC] stated that last documented incident for theft/loss occurred in October 
of 2009.  Completed 106 on file dated 10/19/09.  There was no 
documentation or fax indicating the form had been submitted. 

 
• The cabinet containing all the invoices and other records was found 

unsecured upon inspection. 
 
• The way the pharmacy is set up they would have to open up a door to access 

the register area each time a customer is present.  For this reason, the door 
to the pharmacy remains open at all times leaving the scripts and drugs 
accessible. 

 
•  [Inventory e]xceptions found are as follows: Oxycontin 10mg -25 units, 

Alprazolam .25mg -36 units, Hydrocodone 10/650 +533 units.  An error 
was found within the perpetual binder for the Oxycontin around the date 
range of 2/10 through 3/10 involving a miscount of 25 units. 

 
• [PIC] stated that only large discrepancies would be reported to Tom when 

they occur.  Example would be a missing bottle.  Anything less would just 
get adjustment in the book. 

 
• [PIC] stated that Tom has not visited the pharmacy within the current year.  

It is unknown as to when the last random inventory count check was 
completed. 

 

 
152  # 176.1. 
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• [At least one part-time pharmacist was unfamiliar with the PMP inquiry 
process.]153 

 
172. On April 18, 2012, PCG audited Pharmacy # 687 in Knoxville and reported the 

following, in addition to various record-keeping deficiencies: 

• [PIC] stated that the practitioners ar [sic] Bearden Healthcare Associates 
have the majority of the prescriptions that they fill.  She estimated that 
around  40% would come from there.  Other clinics identified [as writing a 
disproportionate share of the prescriptions for controlled substances]: Pain 
Management Center and Comprehensive Healthcare Systems. 

 
• [PIC] roughly estimated that 85% of the prescriptions for pain management 

she would consider of “high risk”. 
 
• [PIC] estimates that Oxycodone owns at least 40% of the total of controlled 

substances filled. 
 
• [PIC] estimated insurance being the primary method of payment with 60% 

compared to cash at 40%.154 
 

173. That same day, PCG audited Food City # 672 in Knoxville and reported the 

following, in addition to various record-keeping deficiencies: 

• [Most recent inventory was retained within an unsecured drawer and 
conducting pharmacist’s signature was not present.] 

• Completed POA on file for Tom Geoghagan and [former staff pharmacist].  
There was not one found for [current PIC, who had been PIC since 2005.] 

• [Cabinet containing filed CII invoices was unlocked]. 

• Most recent returns to Medturn, dated 4/16, did not have a completed 222 
attached. 

• Record cabinet is always kept unsecured. 

• Perpetual binders were kept on top of the counter.  These were left 
unsecured throughout the day. 

 
153  # 177.1 (emphasis added). 
154  # 174.1 (emphasis added). 
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• Door to the pharmacy remained open during the course of the audit.  Scripts 
are kept in an unlocked drawer. 

• [PIC] does not keep his wallet card on his person. 

• Cabinet contained [CII] pain medications was found unsecured with key in 
place.  In speaking with [PIC], he stated that he usually keeps it unlocked 
as he frequently fills from the cabinet. 

• Existing inventory of CII’s are only verified when dispensing and not when 
shipment is received. 

• Several shipment entries found for CII’s where the pharmacist did not 
sign/initial. 

• [PIC] was unaware that monthly audits are required to be documented.  
There was a random audit completed this year on 4/4/12.  No other 
documented inventories found for the current year. 

• [PIC] is unaware of any random counts being conducted by the PPSM. 

• There are no cameras within the pharmacy itself. 

• Barry Rosemand [sic] (Knoxville Algiatry) was identified as having 
excessive prescribing habits. 

• [PIC] estimated that cash would be the primary payment at 60% [for 
controlled substance prescriptions].155 

174. By May 11, 2012, Food City and its executives were responding to a DEA audit of 

Food City # 674, # 694, and # 616.  Food City’s executives prepared spreadsheets to respond to 

the audit.  These spreadsheets not only showed that a number of its customers, most of whom 

received oxycodone from a Bearden Health Care Associates provider, had the same or similar 

address,156 but also showed that individual patients were receiving huge dosages of oxycodone and 

other opioids in monthly prescriptions, including: 

 
155  # 175.1 (emphasis added). 
156  TNAG-FC-CUST00007670–73. 
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• 500 Oxy 30 pills, 420 OxyContin 80 mg pills, and 300 methadone 10 mg 
pills issued to the same person on the same date based on a prescription 
from a Bearden provider;157 

• 420 Oxy 30 pills, 180 hydromorphone 8 mg pills, and 30 OxyContin 60 mg 
pills sold by # 674 to the same person on the same date based on a 
prescription from a Bearden provider;158 

• 428 Oxy 30 pills and 150 OxyContin 60 mg pills sold at # 674 to the same 
person on the same date based on a prescription from a Bearden provider;159 

• 375 Oxy 30 pills sold to an individual at # 674 with a prescription from Dr. 
Frank McNiel of Bearden Health Care Associates;160 

• 360 Oxy 30 pills and 270 methadone 10 mg pills sold to the same person on 
the same date at # 694 based on a prescription from a Bearden provider;161 

• 540 Oxy 15 pills and 60 morphine sulfate 60 mg pills sold to the same 
person on the same date at # 694 based on a prescription from a Bearden 
provider;162 and 

• 400 Oxy 30 pills and another 100 Oxy 30 pills on April 10, 2012, another 
400 Oxy 30 pills and still another 100 Oxy 30 pills two days later on April 
12, 2012, and 120 OxyContin 80 mg and 360 methadone 10 mg on April 
14, 2012 sold to the same person based on a prescription from Dr. Frank 
McNiel of Bearden Health Care Associates.163 

175. In April 2012, Amerisource’s compliance department made a special trip to 

Knoxville to conduct site visits of the Food City # 674, # 694, and # 616 stores along with PCG, 

which was conducting a quarterly audit. 

176. Despite the DEA audit, the PCG audit findings, and stated concerns from 

Amerisource, Food City refused to take compliance seriously.  On April 20, 2012, Food City’s 

Director of Pharmacy sent an e-mail to other Food City executives, including its CEO Steve Smith, 

 
157  TNAG-FC-CUST00007672. 
158  Id. 
159  Id. 
160  Id. 
161  TNAG-FC-CUST00007671. 
162  Id. 
163  TNAG-FC-CUST00007673. 



dismissing concerns about a pmp01ted pill mill, whose presc.riptions Food City continued to fill. 

The e-mail stated: 

From: 

Sent : 

M1cl1ey Blazer [/O=FOOD CITY /OU=FOODCITY / CN=RECI Pl ENTS/CN=Bl.AZERMI] 
4/20/2012 12:51:09 PM 

To: Lou Scudere (scuderel@FoodCity.com J 

CC: 
Subject: 

John Jones Uonesj@foodcity.com] ; Steve Smi th [smiths@Food City.com] 

RE: Prodigal Primary care 

Lou, 
David Brickhouse does not have any pendtng investigation or disciplinary action or attached to his DEA license. 
He was previously involved wlth a Dr. Rodenberg that got him a lot of attention with the media. 
"Don Oare'' did a segment on Rodenburg and intervlewed Brickhouse about his association with him. 
There are a couple of Biogs indicating Brickhouse ls running a pill mill but I don't put much stock in Biogs. 
Please note: Prodigal Primary Care ls registered with the State of Tennessee as a Pai n Clink in t he following three 
locations. (This requirement of registration become mandatory January 2012 wi th a grace period until April, 2012.) 

Prodigal Primary Care, PC 
291 I Essary Road 

Knoxville, TN 37918 

Prodigal Primary Care, PC 
10904 Kingston Pike 
Knoxville, TN 37934 

Prodigal Primary Care, PC 
901 Merchan ts Drive 
Knoxville, TN 37912 

The State requires you to register as a Pain Clinic when: 

"Pain management clinic" means a privately-owned facility in which a 
medical doctor, an osteopathic physician, an advanced practice nurse, and/or a 
physician assistant provides pain management servic.es to patients. a majority of 
"'1-lom are issued a prescripbon fo r. or are dispensed. op101ds. benzodlazeplne, 
batt>iturates. or carisoprodol, but not including suboxone. for moce than ninety (90) 
days in a twelve-m0011h period: and 

Please Jet me know if I need to provide any further information. 
Thanks, 
Mic.ley B.l.azer 
Food Ci ty 
J)irector of Pharmacy Operations 

177. For years, Food City and Bearden Health Oue Associates have had a symbiotic and 

close relationship, including in May 2012. When Food City had some of its Oxy 30 cut back, 

Bearden began writing Oxy 15s to help Food City avoid its (already high) Oxy 30 threshold with 

its distributor, and in tum caused Food City to hit thresholds for Oxy 15. An e-mail from Food 

City's phan nacist at # 694 that was passed along to other executives at Food City described the 

dynamic. It stated: 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 
Subject: 

see below 

Tom Geoghagan [geoghagt @FoodCity.com] 

S/30/2012 8:27 :48 PM 
Mickey Blazer Jblazermi@FoodCity.com] 
FW: 

Tom Geoghaga11 
"'Phm·n1ac.y J>mfessio nnl Sef"ices Mnn~er 

1(-VA-T Food St°""' 
6:105 Lonas Drive 
Suite QOt 

Kno~'\ille, TN 37909 
l'hone: (665)564-70\\1 XL ,5::2 
Mobile: (42.'j)36i-c>426 
Fax: {865)588-2;!81 

From: Pharmacy Rx694 
Sent: Wednesday, May 30, 2012 4 :27 PM 
To: Tom Geoghagan; Ken Slagle 
Subject: 

Hey Guys, just wanted to give you a heads up. Since the cut backs on the oxy30s, they have been wrning increasing 
amounts of oxy15s. I went through and did a !ally of what we 've used to so rar this month. We just skirting the line on the 
30's, but for the 1 S's even though we are fine this month because they didn't start writing it for everyone until mid-
month. Next month we aren't going to be able to keep up if they keep writing it like they have along with the 30s. I just 
wanted to let you know tllat tllis is probably going to create a problem soon. 
Rachel, 694 

178. In yet another sign that Food City was an outlier even among high volume 

pharmacies, Purdue Phanna 's Executive Director of Compliance conducted a site visit of Food 

City's# 674 location in June 2012, like Amerisource 's Compliance team had done in April. While 

visits from sales representatives from distributors and manufacturers, including Purdue, were 

relatively commonplace, it was extremely unusual for compliance directors to visit phannacies in 

person, especially more than one within a two-month period. 

179. On July 10, 2012, PCG audited Food City # 667 in Sevierville and reported the 

following, in addition to various record-keeping deficiencies: 

• [Investigator] tried to reconcile the perpetual invent01y enti·ies to the 
shipment rep01t and activity report for the Oxycodone discrepancy, 
however, was unable to due to a pharmacist dispensing a partial quantity, 
but entered the full quantity as disp ensed on the log leaving a negative on 
hand count. . . . Large discrepancies found for each drug. 
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• The main two clinics that own the majority of the prescriptions are 
Affordable Healthcare Medical Clinic and Skyview Medical Center.  
Charles Weckesser, MD (Affordable Healthcare Medical Clinic), Valeria 
[sic] Sawicki, ARNP (writing under Charles’ supervision).  Larry Sims, PA-
C, Portia Hutchinson, Jerome Sherard MD (Skyview Medical Center).  
Robert Maughon (General Practitioner). 

• Per the DEA Report ran by Tom G, the following prescribers own the 
majority of the prescriptions written: Valerie Sawicki (7.71%), Rodney C 
(3.91%), Larry Sting (2.09%)[,] Courtney Newman (2.09%). 

• [PIC] stated that the said prescribers above write prescriptions that would 
be considered a “lethal cocktail” on a daily basis.  She has received 
prescriptions containing narcotics, benzodiazepines and muscle relaxers 
all on one prescription (Oxycodone/Xanax-alprazolam/soma-zolpidem). 

• [Does the Pharmacy purchase an amount of controlled substances 
associated with pain management that are greater than 20% of the total 
controlled substance purchases?]  yes.  [PIC] stated that their shipment of 
Oxycodone (regular) was cut off by the DEA due to over purchasing as a 
percentage of controlled substances. 

• [PIC] identified the Dr. McNeil (General Practitioner[)] as one who has 
excessive prescribing habits.  [PIC] stated she stopped filling his 
prescriptions as soon as she started as RX Manager.164 

180. Food City’s problematic audits continued that month.  On July 11, 2012, PCG again 

audited Food City # 674 in Knoxville and reported the following, in addition to various record-

keeping deficiencies: 

• [CII’s are retained in four safes, which all have a locking feature.] 

• Two of the CII safes were found unsecured.   

• Julie stated that the remaining inventory is only verified upon dispensing 
for a prescription. 

• Julie stated that she is unaware of any routine or random counts on CII drug 
quantities by the PSM. 

 
164   # 168.1 (emphasis added) (Note: “cut off by the DEA” could be imprecise reference to threshold limits). 
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• The majority of the prescriptions filled for pain management are from 
Bearden Healthcare, Tennova/St. Mary’s and Active Pain Treatment (Dr. 
Fox). 

• Julie stated that the amount of prescriptions are somewhat equal from the 
prescribers from the three facilities noted above ( Bearden – Dr. McNeil / 
Teodora Neagu / Barbara Wilson / Christina Collins / Brandy Burchell / 
Don Douglas, Tennova – Pamela Pullin / James Wike, Julie Bliss / Mark 
Nelson / Christopher Vinsant / Krista Cutshaw, Active Pain Clinic – Dr. Fox 
/ Rachel Payne. 

• Julie stated that she estimates at least 75% of the customer from Bearden 
receive prescriptions from all three groups (Narc/Benzo/Muscle 
Relaxant).  The other two, Tennova/St. Mary’s/Active Pain Treatment do 
prescribe for both Narcotics and Muscle Relaxants.  They usually let the 
patient’s general practitioner or psychiatrist prescribe the benzodiazepines. 

• Julie estimates that the pain management purchases are around 60% of the 
total controlled substance purchased. 

• Julie stated that she does not consider any prescriber to be excessive or 
unusual.  Based on the patient’s history and diagnosis they are prescribed 
the appropriate amounts. 

• Julie estimates that 75% of the total prescriptions filled are controlled 
substances.165 

181. Notably, Julie Varnum was not disciplined despite the repeated problems (e.g., 

leaving CII safes unlocked), not following Food City policy (e.g., early refills), and questionable 

judgment (e.g., identified no prescriber as excessive yet said 75% of Bearden patients were 

receiving highly suspect, lethal prescription combinations).  Instead, Varnum continued training 

other Food City pharmacists on how to dispense controlled substances. 

182. That same day, PCG also audited Food City # 694 in Knoxville and reported the 

following, in addition to various record-keeping deficiencies: 

• Bearden Healthcare and Chilhowee Pain Center are the two main facilities 
that own the majority of the prescriptions.  [PIC] stated that all prescribers 

 
165  # 165.1 (emphasis added). 



from these facilities are equal m [controlled substance] prescriptions 
written . 

• [PIC] stated she believes the quantity of prescriptions seem equal across the 
board for Bearden Healthcare. As far as Chilhowee Pain Center , Donna 
Smith (Nurse Practitioner) writes the majority of the prescriptions (85% qf 
the scripts are estimated to be from Donna[)]. 

• [PIC] stated that most of the prescriptions from Bearden contain several 
drugs for one patient that would be considered high risk. 
(Oxycodone/Xanax/Soma). 

72. Rachel stated t hat most of prescriptions from Bearden contain seve·aJ drugs for one patient t hat would be considered high r isk. 
( Oxycodone/Xanax/Sorna) 

• Bearden is the on~v facility with what would be considered "excessive" 
prescribing habits. 

• [PIC] estimated at least 40% of the total prescriptions filled would be 
controlled substances. 166 

183. Aside from the other obvious issues with this repo11, it is worth noting that Donna 

Smith alone should have been a red flag. She was a nurse practitioner with Breakthrough Pain 

Therapy, the pill mill run by Sandy and Randy Kincaid in 2009 and 2010, and she later pled guilty 

to federal dmg conspiracy charges. 

184. On July 18, 2012, PCG audited Food City # 609 in Kodak and reported the 

following, in addition to various record-keeping deficiencies: 

• [At least eleven] CII invoices found without an executed 222 attached. 

• Completed DEA 106 form [for theft or loss] on file dated 719112 for 
"Employee Pilferage. " There was no documentation attached showing 
submission to State Board/Phannacy Director. 

• The latest [state board of pharmacy] inspection on file was dated 4/23/12. 
One deficiency noted, which was the inability of the phannacist to access 
the CSMD due to not having a login/password. In speaking with [RPh], it 

166 # 172.1 (emphasis added). 
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was identified that she has never had access to this system to complete PMP 
inquiries. 

• Both the CII cabinet and drawer were found unsecured.  In speaking with 
[RPh], this was common practice to leave both unsecured during and 
outside of business hours. 

• Keys to the pharmacy were retained on [RPh’s] person.  The keys to the CII 
lock up were found in the unsecured CII drawer. 

• Other than the documented annual inventory from June, there were no 
entries found for the monthly inventory.  In speaking with [RPh], she stated 
that to her knowledge there have been no monthly inventories completed for 
the CII’s. 

• Monthly accountability inventories were not conducted to identify 
discrepancy.  [RPh] stated that the occasionally discrepancy of a pill would 
be noted in the book, but not communicated due to the insignificance. 

• [RPh] was without a [CSMD] login ID since she has been RPH, so PMP 
inquiries were not being done. 

• [Inspector] figured the percentage being close to 50% for the total 
purchases of controlled substances associated with pain management 
compared to the total number of controlled substances purchased by the 
pharmacy.  This number is skewed due to the recent incident involving 
employee pilferage of Hydrocodone.  Excessive ordering of the Hydro 
10/325 was occurring. 

• Three practitioners identified as owning a disproportion share of [controlled 
substance] prescriptions.  They are as follows: Roger Barnes (6.38%), Gary 
Gribble (3.37%) and Valerie Sawickie (1.55%). 

• [RPh] stated that the only prescriber she would consider high risk would be 
Dr. Weckesser (Oxy, Xanax, Zanaflex).167  

185. On September 18, 2012, PCG audited Food City # 674 in Knoxville and reported 

the following, in addition to various record-keeping deficiencies: 

• Two of the CII lock ups remained open during the entire course of the audit.  
Julie stated that they usually stay open during the day due to the frequency 
(Julie confirmed that 72 CII’s were filled on 9/19). 

 
167  # 169.1 (emphasis added). 
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• [Oxy, hydro, and alprazolam variances found during accountability 
inventory.] 

• [Does Pharmacy service pain management and clinics / physicians?]  Yes.  
Bearden, St. Mary’s, Jackson Family Health, R. Allen Rice. 

• The DEA Audit report was not supplied to the auditor to determine accurate 
numbers.  Based on discussion and review of CII scripts, it was determined 
that Bearden Healthcare associates [sic] own the majority share of CII 
prescriptions filled. 

• Julie stated that both Bearden and St. Mary’s writes prescriptions that 
would be considered high risk (Narc/Benzo/Anti-Depressant[).] 

• Julie estimates that 75% of the purchases of controlled substances would 
be associated with pain management.  Review of the prescriptions 
confirmed more than half were associated with pain management. 

• Julie stated that she does not service anyone that she feels would be 
considered as an unusual or excessive prescriber. 

• Julie estimates that the controlled substance prescriptions filled would 
account for around 50% of the total prescriptions filled at the pharmacy. 

• In review of the Sales Data Report ran from 6/15 to 9/15 the amount 
contributed to cash sales listed as 40%.168 

186. Again, as with the earlier audits, Ms. Varnum’s claim that she filled for no “unusual 

or excessive” prescribers is directly belied by the report itself, specifically that she was filling high 

risk combinations prescribed by Bearden and St. Mary’s.  

187. Food City pharmacies, in many cases, did not act upon PCG findings despite being 

told about them repeatedly.  Most notably, almost a year after PCG told them that Bearden posed 

a substantial risk to the Company, Bearden Health Care Associates still had the majority of 

Schedule II controlled substances sold at Food City # 674. 

188. But there were others.  For example, PCG had notified Food City’s executives that 

Food City # 674’s CII safes stayed open during business hours in back-to-back audits in April   and 

 
168  # 166.1 (emphasis added). 
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September 2012.169 Moreover, Food City’s executive team had been notified of this CII security 

problem before April 2012 in other audits of 674 and in audits of other Food City pharmacies. 

189. On September 19, 2012, PCG audited Food City # 616 in Knoxville and reported 

the following, in addition to various record-keeping deficiencies: 

• All three cabinets that are accessed throughout the day to fill CII scripts 
are kept unsecured until close of business. 

• Bearden Healthcare, Comprehensive Healthcare and Clinic for Productive 
Living are the three pain clinics serviced. 

• Per the EDA Audit Report ran from 6/1, Bearden Healthcare writes 58% of 
the total controlled substance scripts filled at the pharmacy.  Individual 
prescriber percentages from Bearden are as follows: Christina Collins 9%, 
Brandy Burchell 10%, Don Douglas 9%, Teodora Neagu 9%, Barbara 
Wilson 13%. (Total controlled scripts filled was 4211, which Bearden wrote 
2,455). 

• 37% is the total amount of controlled substance prescriptions filled 
compared to the total prescriptions filled at the pharmacy.170 

190. On September 20, 2012, PCG audited Food City # 694 in Knoxville and reported 

the following, in addition to various record-keeping deficiencies: 

• [998 units of Alprazolam 1mg and 91 units of Alprazolam 0.5mg were 
missing.] 

• [Does Pharmacy service pain management and clinics / physicians?]  
Bearden, Chilhowee and Preferred Pain Management are the three major 
clinics that the pharmacy fills for. 

• The DEA Audit Report was run from 6/1 to 9/19 to obtain statistical 
information.  Bearden Healthcare wrote [52.1%, or] 2,214 prescriptions out 
of the 4,360 control substance prescriptions filled at the pharmacy since 
6/1.  Individual prescriber totals are as follows:  Brandy Burchell 373 scripts 
@ 8.5%, Christina Collins 541 scripts @ 12.5%, Donald Douglas 455 
scripts at 10.5%, Teodora Neagu 471 scripts @ 10.8%, Barbara Wilson 428 
scripts @ 9.8%. 

 
169  # 179.1. 
170  # 160.1 (emphasis added). 
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• [PIC] is still seeing prescriptions frequently patients [sic] consisting of 
Narcotics, Benzos and Muscle Relaxants.  The common drugs written for 
these “cocktails” were explained as Oxycodone 30/15, Soma and Xanax. 

• Controlled substance purchases associated with pain management was 34% 
of the total controlled substance purchases since 6/1. 

• Other than Bearden writing half the number of controlled prescriptions, 
there are no others that are excessive.  Christina Collins writes the most 
prescriptions with 541, but her patient load is unknown. 

• Controlled substance prescription filled factor 28% of the total number of 
prescriptions filled since 6/1.171 

191. On September 21, 2012, PCG audited Food City # 650 in Lenoir City and reported 

the following, in addition to various record-keeping deficiencies: 

• [F]rom May through September 2012, there were 8 CIII-V invoices that 
were not signed by an authorized person. 

• The Accountability Audit revealed that there was a deviation of 864 dosage 
units short of the Oxycodone 15mg, which resulted in a difference of 8.95%.  
During the reconciliation process the DEA Audit Report, the Drug Usage 
Summary Report, and a count of each dispensation located in the perpetual 
inventory log book resulted in different totals; however, none of the methods 
used accounted for all dispensations. 

• …  The Oxycontin 80mg was physically inventoried resulting in 150 dosage 
units; however, the perpetual inventory indicated that 136 dosage units 
should be on-hand.  The Oxycodone/APAP 5/325mg was physically 
inventoried resulting in 147 dosage units; however, the perpetual inventory 
indicated that 197 dosage units should be on-hand.  The Morphine Sulfate 
ER 15mg was physically inventoried resulting in 196 dosage units; 
however, the perpetual inventory indicated that 218 dosage units should be 
on-hand. … 

• [RPh]  stated that she does not consistently conduct monthly inventories as 
required. 

• During the duration of the inspection the entry door into the pharmacy was 
open.  This could pose a possible risk for pharmacy personnel and theft. 

• Per the DEA Report from 6/29/2012 to 9/21/2012 and RpH, there are 
several pain doctors who prescribed a high percentage of controlled 

 
171  # 90.1 (emphasis added). 
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substances compared to other drugs prescribed.  Dr [sic] Christina Collins 
wrote 19 prescriptions and 14 of them were for controlled substances. Dr 
Clara Cobb wrote 19 prescriptions and 14 of them were for controlled 
substances.  Dr Lindsay Stubblefield wrote 19 prescriptions and 15 were for 
controlled substances.  Dr Richard Larson wrote 14 prescriptions and 11 of 
them were for controlled substances.  According to [RpH], the last three 
doctors are associated with Comprehensive Healthcare Systems, which is a 
pain clinic that raises suspicion.172 

192. Signs of massive diversion from Food City pharmacies was apparent to the 

manufacturers and distributors that were supplying Food City with Oxy 30 and other oxycodone.  

On October 22, 2012, Actavis, an Oxy 30 manufacturer, met with AmerisourceBergen (Food 

City’s primary distributor) to discuss suspicious order monitoring and review of ARCOS data 

specific to Oxy 15 and Oxy 30. 

193. At the meeting, which Food City was not invited to, Actavis showed Amerisource 

data slides and relayed its serious concerns about Food City and other Tennessee pharmacies. The 

first of the slides showed 15 problematic Actavis pharmacy customers out of its top 50 customers 

for Oxy 30 that used Amerisource as a distributor.  The top three pharmacies in the country that 

dispensed the most Actavis Oxy 30 were Knoxville’s Food City # 674, # 694, and # 616. 

194. Actavis’s Director of Customer Service and Controlled Substance Compliance, 

Nancy Baran, took handwritten, contemporaneous notes on the slides that she used during the 

meeting and made a point to scan them electronically the next morning to document the meeting.173   

 
172  # 173.1 (emphasis added). 
173  MULTI3537738. 



195. During the meeting, Acta vis told Amerisource that Actavis was "showing you these 

slides because there is a probe[,]" "needs to be rectified," and "we know this stuff is being 

diverted." 174 

196. H owever, Amerisource was soon replaced by McKesson as the prima1y distributor 

for Food City. McKesson had entered a contract with Food City's buying group, which became 

effective around November 15, 2012. 

197. Food City's transition to McKesson was rocky from the start. Food City wanted 

McKesson to supply Oxy 30 and other opioids in the same manner and the same quantities that 

Amerisource had. So while the contract was in its infancy, Food City and its executives became 

livid when McKesson refused to supply Oxy 30. They demanded that Topco get McKesson to 

raise its threshold for the stores, stating that McKesson knew what Food City's Oxy 30 high 

volume supply needs were when it signed the primary distributor contract with Topco. 

198. fu the first of a series of related e-mails, Food City Director of Pha1macy Operations 

Mickey Blazer relayed this message to Topco and copied Food City CEO Steve Smith: 175 

174 MULTI3537759. 

175 TNAG-FC-CUST00094526. 
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From: Mickey Slater [mailto:blatermi@FoodCity.comJ 
5ent: Monday, November 191 2012 11:47 AM 
To: Fan, William; Maki, Curt 
Cc: Jody Helms; Steve Smith 
Subject: McKesson Control Orders 

Will and Curt, 
I spoke with Sheri at McKesson about an hour ago to see what progress they were making gettfng the Control Threshold 
issues resolved. 
She told me she was contacting their Regulatory M anager and they were working on it . 
I have not heard back from her. 
Are there any other Members that went live last week experiencing these problems? 
we are going to be out of business at Pharmacy 11674 after today ff we don't get some resol11e on this. 
This is very disappointing, after the effort Will, Curt, and myself made t o communicate to McKesson there were no 
surprises with this conversion. 

!Mici.ly <Bfaur 
~ef~Opendiolu 
1( ..iJl}IJf PocHfStom; l!J(C 

201 'TtW Sttwt 
~ 0. <B<r.1c.11S8 
~'fl.ft. 242J2,11S8 
(2'16) 623-5100 'b;J:J.131 
~~ 

199. After Topco assured Food City that it was "working very closely with McKesson 

to hy and get [it] product today at #674" and that obtaining a supply of Oxy 30 was a high priority, 

Steve Smith, who also sat on Topco' s Board of Directors, personally intervened and fo1warded the 

exchange to Topco 's President and CEO, Randy Skoda, to express his displeasure. He stated:176 

From: Steve Smith (mailto:smit.t\s:@FoodCily.c:om] 
Sent: Monday, November 19, 2012 2~09 PM 
To: Skoda, Randy 
Subject: FW: McKes'son Control Orders 

I was afraid this would happen. We were quite clear on our situation and how we needed to be serviced. Hopefully we 
will now have to revert bac~ to ABC for service. Steve 

- ' 

- ,,,1. 

176 TNAG-FC-CUST00094526. 
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200. Ultimately, Topco was able to get McKesson to ship the Oxy 30 to # 674 by 

November 21, which Topco's President conveyed to Steve Smith through this e-mail: 177 

From: 
Sent: 
To! 

Subject: 

Skoda, Randy {rskoda@topco.com] 
U / 20/2012 4 :45:57 AM 
Ste11e Smith [smit h.s@FoodCity.com] 

RE: McKesson Control Orders 

Was able to catch up with Curt on this earlier today and while I understand what happened, its inexcusable. 

My understanding is that is that #674 was able to "make it" through the day and that they should be rec:e1ving the 
appropriate shipment by 9 tomorrow. Again, apologize for the issue and I believe the team is on it. 

201. Despite the Oxy 30 shipment though, McKesson was still reluctant to raise 

thresholds. Increasingly desperate, Food City's Mickey Blazer met with McKesson's Bill 

Mahoney on November 27, 2012 and they toured# 674, # 694, and# 616, and Mr. Mahoney later 

separately toured the Bearden Health Care clinic. Topco 's President told other Topco executives 

to keep pushing McKesson on thresholds after receiving an e-mail summarizing Food City's 

cmTent status. 178 

177 

178 

TNAG-FC-CUST00094526. 

TC0318793. 
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----- ng1na essage ----
From: Skoda, Randy 
Sent: Tuesday, November 27, 2012 08 :13 PM 
To ~ Maki, Curt; Broccolo, Andy 
Subject: Re: KVAT 

Need to stay on McKesson on thls ... push them don't wart for it to happen to us. 

---- - Orlglnal Message ---- 
From: Maki, Curt 
5ent: Tuesday, November 2.7, 2012. 08 :10 PM 
To: Skoda, Randy; Broccolo, Andy 
Subject: KVAT 

I just spoke to Mickey Blazer at KVAT. He toured three stores with Bill Mahoney from McKesson today and 
Mickey said that it seemed to go well. They are tou ring another two stores tomorrow and Bill is going to 
visit on hls own the Bearden (sp?) clinic that is writing most of the oxycodone scripts. We have a 
conference call with Bill, Mickey, and others from McKesson at 8 :30 AM Central tomorrow to discuss the 
results of the tour and the next steps. Sam Thompson is scheduled to be on the call which will be very 
helpful. We are hopeful that Bill has seen enough to increase the t hresholds for those key stores to the 
appropriate levels. 
Curt 

202. Meanwhile, Food City continued to engage in problematic conduct outside of the 

three largest Knoxville stores. In November 2012, PCG audited Food City# 601 in Johnson City 

and reported the following, in addition to various record-keeping deficiencies: 

• After a review of the invoices for CID to CV from May 2012 through 
November 2012 there were 15 invoices that were not dated [sic] by an 
authorized person. 

• Per the DEA Audit Report ... ftlhere were 555 prescriptions were filled for 
controlled substances associated with pain management. These controlled 
substances include Oxycodone 15mg (37), Oxycodone 30mg (23), 
Hydrocodone 10-325mg (58), Alprazolam 2mg (28), Hydrocodone 10-
500mg (255), Hydrocodone 5-500mg (154). These quantities reflect a 22% 
of controlled substances being filled for dtugs typically associated with pain 
management and are highly abused. According to Will Bevins the 
Hydrocodone 10-500mg and the Hydt·ocodone 5-500mg are more likely to 
be dive1t ed and abused in this region. In counting only the quantities for 
Hydrocodone 10-500mg and 5-500mg it resulted in 16% of these dtugs 
being filled. 

• The pharmacy currently does not have CCTV cameras monitoring the 
activities within the phan11a~y[.] 

• During the duration of the inspection the entry door to the pharmacy was 
open. This could pose a possible risk for pharmacy personnel and theft. 
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• Per the DEA Repo1t from 6/5/2012 to 11115/2012 there are several doctors 
who prescribed a higher than 20% qf controlled substances compared to 
other drugs prescribed. Dr Dana Allen wrote 153 prescriptions and 89 of 
them were for controlled substances or 58%. Dr Sheny BaITett wrote 245 
prescriptions and 66 of them were for controlled substances or 27%. Dr 
William Clever wrote 516 prescriptions and 145 were for controlled 
substance or 28%. Dr Debra Uncapher wrote 251 prescriptions and 107 
were for controlled substances or 43%. 

• After a revielv qf the DEA Audit Report.from 61512012 to 1111512012 it 
revealed that PA Dana Allen consistently prescribed a cocktail 
combination of controlled substances to all the patients who have .filled 
prescriptions at this location. After [RpH} queried the PMP on 2 
individuals with the same last name it was found that both of these patients 
utilized multiple same addresses when tryinR to fill a prescription; 
however, the Food City system indicated a different address for each of 
these two patients. The PMP query also indicated that these patients in 
particular had prescriptions written by PA Allen for controlled substances 
that were filled at several different pharmacies in the area. 179 

203. Food City's supply problems persisted. On December 6, 2012, Food City# 694 's 

phannacist info1med the Company 's exec.utives that the store had not received the Oxy 30 it 

ordered because it had ah-eady hit its limit, despite only being six days into the month: 180 

179 

180 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
CC: 
Subject: 

Pharmacy Rx694 [rx694@FoodClty.com) 
12/6/2012 4:26:08 PM 
Tom Geoghagan (geoghagt@FoodCity.com); Ken Slag,le [slaglek@Fooddty.com] 
Mickey Blazer lblazetm1@FoodCity.comJ 
o~ycodone 

Hey Guys, I just unloaded my mckesson ell order and I did not receive the oxycodone 30 I ordered. I have ordered 1 box 
of lSs and 1 box of 30s so far this month and they denied them because it says that I have already met my monthly 
allotment. This is going to be a probl'em If I cannot order anymore for the rest of the month as we are already low on 
the stock of 30s when we ordered them. Please help! 
Rachel, 694 

# 158.l (emphasis added). 

TNAG-FC-CUSTOOO 18036. 
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204. The next day, on December 7, 2012, Mickey Blazer received a message :from 

McKesson that it was not filling an alprazolam order :from # 682 and that it had increased the 

threshold for Oxy 30 for # 616 but not before the order was placed. According to the e-mail, # 616 

had ordered 2,400 doses of Oxy 30 on the 5th, followed by an order for an additional 4,800 doses 

of Oxy 30 the next day. 181 

From : Martindale, Karen [mailto:Karen.Martlndale@McKesson.com] 
Sent: Friday, December 07, 2012 10:20 AM 
To: Mickey Bfazer 
Cc: McKenna, Ned; Joslyn, Denise; de Gutierrez-Mahoney, Bill 
Subject: KVAT Controlled Omits 

HI Mickey, 

I wanted to give you a heads up on 2 stores that h<id controlled omits today. Selow .:ire the stores. •:md Items omitted 
and the reason for the omits. For store 516, they did recewe 24xl00 Oxycod 30mg yesterday for an order placed 
Wednesday. As indicated below, the order they placed yesterday came in before Bill made a threshold increase in the 
system. For store 682, they're threshold for Alprazolam is 8000 doses per month. If there is a need to Increase their 
threshold, let me know. I'm filling in for Denise today so feel free to call me if you have any questions. 

Customer# Customer Name Material# Material Des. Omit Code QtyOrd. 

75851 FOOO CITY PHCY #616 2124527 OXYCOD HCL TAB 30MG v 48 

450086 FOOO CfTY PHCY #682 2146538 Al.PRAZOL TAB lMG CAR v 24 

Oxycodone threshold for #616 was addressed yesterday. They ordered before change; have plenty of 
capacity now. 

Alprazolam issue for #682-they averaged less than 7K doses/month in three month data period; 
ordered 24X500=12000 last n ight. 

Thanks, 

205. Food City's Mickey Blazer was furious and sent the following response including 

to senior executives at McKesson who were not pait of the original e-mail thread: 182 

181 

182 

TNAG-FC-CUST00018037. 

TNAG-FC-CUSTOOO 18037. 
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From; 
Sent; 
To : 

Subject: 

Mickey Blazer l/O=F-000 CITY/OU,,,fOODCITY{CN=RECIPIE'NTS/CN=BlAZERMI) 
12/7/ 2012 3 :49:26 PM 
'McKenna. Ned(Ned.McKenna@McKesson.com)' [Ned.McKenna@McKesson,com); 'Joslyn. Oemse 
(Oenise.Joslyn@MeKesson.com)' (Denis.eJoslyn@MeKesson.com) 
FW: KVAT Controlled Omits 

Unbelievable!! 11 
#616 ????????????? 
#616 will be out of product over the week end. 
I know you asked me to not involve anyone else but you oind Oenise so that issues c;in be resolved in a more timely 
manner but I don' t !.eem to be making any progress this way. 

The tt682 ALPRAZOL TAB lMG CAR was a miss key but the t hreshold may need to be reset so they can get the 4 they 
need for Monday. 

!Mi4n <Bfaur 
~of~Opmdioiv 
'1( • .-'~.AJJ'IFot>tf St-. rJ(C 

201'1iWSt.rut 
(P,Q~11J8 

ft~ 'JI.)( 2421Z..W8 
(276)623.JJOO'El(/;5737 
~wa 

206. In response, McKesson "ananged a special delive1y to store 616 for the 

Oxycodone" and told Food City that Food City # 682 still had "6000 doses [of Alprazolam] 

available on their thresholds so if they key an order under that amount it will get filled for Monday 

deliveiy ,"183 as shown below: 

.............................................................................. ~! '! 

183 

from: 
Sent: 
To: 
CC: 

Subject : 

Mickey, 

Martindale , Karen [Karen.Martlndale@McKesson.oom] 
U /'7/2012 4:40:18 PM 
Martindale , Karen [Karen.Martindale@McKesson.ooml; Mickey Blazer [blazermi@FoodClty.com) 
Mcl(enna, Ned INed.McKenna@M d(esson.com}; Joslyn, Oen1se [Oenise.Joslyn@M cl(esson.com]; de Gutrerrez· 
Mahoney, Bill IBill.Mahoney@McKesson.coml 
RE; KVAT Controlled Omits 

Per my 11oicemall, l'11e arranged a special deli11ery to store 616 for the Oxycodone. Store wdl receive later today. I spoke 
with Ellen (pharmacist) at the ~tore. She has keyed her order and the DC rs picking it now. As for ~tore 682, Alprazolam, 
they still ha11e 6000 doses available on their threshold so if they key an order under that amount it will get filled for a 
Monday delivery. 

Thanks, 
Karen 

TNAG-FC-CUSTOOO 18029. 
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207. Food City continued to keep tabs on developments at Bearden Health Care 

Associates, and in pru.ticular Dr. Frank McNiel, because so much of its phru.macy business-

especially at # 674, # 694, and # 616- was tied to the clinic .. On December 21, 2012 Food City 

Phru.macy Operations Manager Ken Slagle forwru.·ded a message from Julie Vru.1mm, the 

phru.macist at # 674, to Mickey Blazer expressing unce1tainty about the future of Bearden. Thee-

mails stated: 184 

'""'": W:M SIJille (sl~11 lek@FoodCity.~m] 
5eftt; l2/2l./ZDU S:24:LZ PM 
To: Mldtey l!la1.e:- (blaurmlaif (l<ld0ty.corr I 
CC; Ai>'>ifv Williom• ["'illia rm r@faodClt'(A;aml 
~blMl! fW: ll HCA 

From: Pharmacy Rx674 
Sent: Friday, Occem0cr 2J, 2012 J2:0l PM 
To: Tom GttigMgan; !(en Slagle 
Subject: BIO 

FYI. ... Or. B<lrry ROielT\a n Wiii be the new med lc;il dlreaCf at ll.e¥den H~<1 l1hCare A$5<>datei. He 15 s1<1rtln11 We<ine5~, 

Dcc;~m~r 26, ZOl Z. Dr. Fr.111k M' Nltl is "rellriot('. 

Tll!1t1b, 

Julie 
fDt674 

208. But Food City's Ken Slagle had other problems besides unceitainty at Bearden or 

the new medical director with pill mill ties. On December 26, 2012, he sent an e-mail, which is 

shown below, to the Knox phannacy division, as well as store managers and district managers in 

the Knoxville division, that outlined significant compliance problems, including 12 stores that had 

not filed their Schedule II controlled substance invoices properly, 2 stores that had "significant 

discrepancies when we counted their CJ! safes," and "2 stores were not performing CJ! inventories 

monthly !" 

184 TNAG-FC-CUSTOO 122922 . 
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- ·om: 
~•ml; 

To: 

Ken Sl.lgle 
Wednesd.;y, December 26, 2012 3:16 PM 
<Knox Pharmacy Division>; <KnoJ(Div Store Mgr» 
<l<hoxDiv District Mgr$>; John J1>nes; Jody Helms 
'2012 Rx Checklists for 2nd half 

Cc: 
Subject. 

Follow Up Ftag; 
Fl;ag St,:itus: 

To all. 

Follow up 
Flagged 

Tom and I have now completed the 2°d half checklists for the Knoxville Division for 2012. Below isa btief reeap of the 
opportunities uncovered; 

'lS stores had incomplete temp logs - Equipment needs to be checked and recorded 3x a day! 

.. 

13 nores had not completed their DMEPOS quanerly ~e[f-audits! 
!2 ~tores had not filed their CU Invoices properly· Physical ly separa ted by month, placed in order, 

each Gr'Ug cirded/chccl<ed and each page sig11ed. 
:-".!tores had an eKcesslve amount of Return to S1ocks as recorded from tile Enterprise system. 
:: !::: res tia.:I rotation issues. -" ¥ 

_, ::: s::res r.ad dress code violations. 
2 r::-r2s we:e not up to date on their1'ec.hnician Rei;ist.ries 
£;;:~shad s'zniflcant dfscrepancies when we counted their CU safes. 
2 s:~ce5 wer.c not performing Cll inventories monthly! 

next step rs to ro;".~·11 the problem areas ·Of the 21\$ half checklists and compar~ tnem with the 1" ha lf che~llsts . I' 
ire having rt.-~ a: issues at ti"le same store, we will need to get some invol\'ement from the s:ore managl!ment tc:~:r: 
;sist in r: ;·: h•!:l), 

'ave made $li;n1i :: -~ heaclw.:i.y ln ourpharmacfos, bvt we want tomak:: sure all ,issues ere addressed in a 
:resslve manner. Out goof i~ for you to feel totally confident that if yov have a state iMpection, Insurance ovdit, 
there wffl be no areas of ccncern. 

,, Slagle 
macy Operation:; Manage~ 
ville Division 
~ ltrru r oodcitv.com 
Lonas Drive Suite 201 
viii~, TN 37909 
!: 865-584· 7051 Ext. 520 
~65-S"SB-2381 

86S-S06·3156 
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209. On February 4, 2013, the PIC at Food City # 674 told Ken Slagle and Tom 

Geoghagan that she had heard that due to the city’s dire opioid crisis Walgreens had adopted a 

new policy specifically for its Knoxville stores in which they could only fill 120 pain medication 

pills at a time for patients with insurance and only 60 pills for individuals paying in cash.  Mr. 

Slagle responded that he had heard about Walgreens’ local policy and that it applied to oxycodone, 

hydromorphone, and methadone.  Mr. Slagle then forwarded the exchange to Mickey Blazer and 

noted, “They plan to lose a substantial amount of scripts.”185  With its eye ever on sales, Food City 

declined to adopt the measures.  

210. As testament to the scale and obviousness of Food City’s diversion problem, on 

February 11, 2013, unbeknownst to Food City, a senior compliance employee at Actavis, an Oxy 

30 manufacturer, told his counterpart at Amerisource that “[w]e were very pleased to hear [that] 

you no longer distribute the before mentioned Actavis products [Oxy 15 and Oxy 30] to the Food 

City pharmacy chain located in Knoxville, TN[.]”186 

211. Problematic audit findings continued in 2013 and in stores other than # 674, # 694, 

and # 616, which is unsurprising because Food City rarely, if ever, disciplined pharmacists 

following receipt of negative PCG audits and failed to provide training on red flags for diversion 

or abuse until 2014.  This was despite the fact that these problems spanned across multiple stores, 

extended for years, and contributed to consequences such as armed robberies; even issues as basic 

as leaving the safes where Schedule II drugs were stored unsecured were given a pass. 

212. On March 12, 2013, PCG audited Pharmacy # 604 in Newport and reported the 

following, in addition to various record-keeping deficiencies: 

 
185  TNAG-FC-CUST00010484. 
186  ACQUIRED_ACTAVIS_1675185. 
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• A set of CII lock up keys were found unsecured at the pharmacist’s work 
station.  The pharmacist was not present at the counter on multiple 
occasions leaving them unattended. 

• [PIC] stated that a back fill count is completed when a CII is dispensed, but 
not done when received. 

• The perpetual inventory sheets do not contain any documentation showing 
monthly audits are being conducted. 

• [PIC] stated that the patients he fills for are not associated with pain 
management clinics or physicians.  95-99% of the prescriptions are 
prescribed by family practitioners. 

• …  The total number of controlled substance prescriptions filled was 6,854.  
The following prescribers owned the majority of the prescription [sic] 
written.  Thomas Conway 301 @ 4.3%, Michael Hood 136 @ 1.9% and 
David Kickliter 179 @ 2.6%. 

• Based off of the McKesson shipment report supplied with the time frame of 
12/1/12 through 3/11, controlled substance purchases associated with pain 
management factor at 52% of the total amount of controlled substance 
purchased. 

• [Since 12/1/12, 42% of prescriptions filled were for controlled substances.] 

• [Cash payments were 12%]187 

213. On March 13, 2013, PCG audited Pharmacy # 630 in Dandridge and reported that, 

in addition to various record-keeping deficiencies, such as incorrect dates on at least 15 

prescriptions for controlled substances, the pharmacy was filling prescriptions from Bearden 

Healthcare and Advance Pain Therapeutic, and 45% of the controlled substance purchases were 

associated with pain management, over double the national average.188    

214. On March 22, 2012, PCG audited Pharmacy # 617 in Bristol and reported the 

following, in addition to various record-keeping deficiencies: 

 
187  # 96.1 (emphasis added). 
188  # 90.1. 
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• Keys were not kept in pharmacist’s possession.  Keys were left near the 
back computer for the technician to use. 

• [PIC] reported counts are completed upon dispense to patients.  She stated 
counts are not done upon receipt of shipments. 

• [Lyrica 200mg variance was -22% and Diazepam [a benzodiazepine] 
variance was +38%.] 

• [At least a dozen prescriptions had the date of issuance recorded 
incorrectly.] 

• [PIC] reported the pharmacists rarely fill out of state scripts.  She reported 
several prescriptions come from the Knoxville, Tennessee area [which is 
not in a surrounding county to Sullivan]  These have their filling history 
reviewed prior to issuing a prescription. 

• [PIC] stated that the pharmacy fills prescriptions for approximately 15 pain 
management centers in the area.189 

215. Food City and its executives continued to receive updates about DEA enforcement 

actions against large retail pharmacy chains.  On April 4, 2013, the pharmacist for Food City # 664 

in Kingsport forwarded an e-mail to Food City pharmacy managers containing a DEA press release 

titled “CVS TO PAY $11 MILLION TO SETTLE CIVIL PENALTY CLAIMS INVOLVING 

VIOLATIONS OF THE CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES ACT[,]” which resolved CSA 

recordkeeping violations, saying “Here is another reason for us to clean up our MD files.....”190 

 
189  # 97.1 (emphasis added). 
190  TNAG-FC-CUST00013974 (excerpt of e-mail thread shown). 
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from: Pharmacy RlC664 (o664@FoodCity comf 
Sent : 4/4/2013 l :2l:l8 PM 
To' Witl Bevins lbevi!ls\v@FoodCitv corn I: Wick Hayton IHavtorr1Y@Fol)clOtv.cornJ 
cc- M1c1cey 8tazer (blaiermi@FoodCitv comf 
SUb)etl: FW: CVS TO PAY $11 MIU ION TO SETILE 0 \lll PENALTY CLAIMSINVOLVtNG VIOLATIONS Of CONTROLlEO 

SUBSTANCES ACT 

Mere is <trtother reason tor us to clean up our MD fll@J.., 

I.on• 

Ft-om: Loni G•roa 1mailto:loni(9tlcha<ter.net] 
Sent: Wednesday. April 031 2013 10:03 PM 
To: Pharmacy Rx664 
Subj ect: FVI : CVS TO PAY SI I MIWON TO SErn.f CML PENAi. T< Cl.Al MS INVOLVJNG VIOLATIONS OF CONTROLLED 
SUISTANCES />CT 

Ft-om: U.S. Druo Enrorrement AllmlnlStratron [mallto.:dea.®go.~delillf1Y.C001] 
Sent: Wednesday. ADril 03, 2013 5:16 PM 
To: lonitq@alurml.unc.edu 
Subject: CVS TO PAY $11 MIWON TO SETTLE ClVIL PENALTY CLAIMS INVOLVING VIOLATIONS OF CXJNTROLLEI> 
SUJSTANCES ACT 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Contact: OEA Public Affairs 

(ZOZ) 307·79n 

Press Release 

CVS TO PAY $11 MILLION TO SETTLE CIVIL PENAL TY CLAIMS INVOLVING 

VIOLATIONS OF CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES ACT 

Food City had direct knowledge of clear, ongoing indicators of diversion and abuse 

at its other phaimacy locations in Knoxville besides# 674, # 694, and # 616. On May 23, 2013, 

the phaimacist at Food City # 682, located at 7608 Mountain Grove Drive in Knoxville, sent 

Mickey Blazer 2 e-mails stating that she had serious concerns about some of its pain customers. 

At 11:00 p.m . ET, she sent this message: 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject : 

Pharmacy Rx682 [rx682@FoodCity.com] 

5/23/2013 11:00:05 PM 
M ickey Blazer [blazermi@FoodCity.com] 
RE: Cont rol Substance Monitoring Data Base Requirements 

I am concerned about the safety of pour pharmacy. The people we say no to will not leave. My techs have noticed they 
are pushier. One man was hanging on the swinging gate when I came back from the bathroom. I had said no the 
insurance would not cover etc. and he had come back in with na guy wearing a gang hat whom l had never seen. I ask 
him what's going on you are too close to the door. This was way before the news about the shooting. I just wanted you 
to know I am concerned. My techs are somewhat naive. 

Sixteen minutes later she sent another e-mail to Food City' s Director of Phaimacy Operations that 

stated: 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Pharmacy Rx682 [rx682@FoodOty.com] 

5/23/2013 11:16:35 PM 
Mickey Blazer [blazermi@FoodCity.com] 
RE: Control Substance Monitoring Data Base Requirements 

Dear Mr. Blazer, 
I just wanted to send you a note about some of our pain customer and the problems we are having with some of 
them. If there is a problem or question about their Rx. They refuse to take no we cannot fill your prescription as an 
answer. They hang around the pharmacy or come back repeatedly during the day_ They take up our time and this 
prevents us from taking care of our regular customer in a t imely fashion. Some of our regular monthly customer have 
left and gone to other pharmacies because of our "problem pain customers#. Sometimes the pain customers will hang 
around the store and we have had to have someone walk us to our cars on several occasions. We would appreciate any 
help you can give us regarding this problem and our safety. 

217. But Mickey Blazer and Food City were about to have larger problems. McKesson, 

facing a DEA probe of its own, had mounting concerns about the sales of oxycodone at Food City 

# 674, # 694, and # 616 and planned to once again cut off shipments of oxycodone and other 

controlled substances to those stores on or around June 19, 2013. 191 A subsequent analysis of this 

time period by T opco concluded, among other things, that McKesson already had high thresholds 

191 TC000571. 
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to begin with and that Food City's "Oxy usage was way out of line compared to other [Topco} 

member typical thresholds." 

Observations: 

1. In June 2013, it looks like McKessJ;;";;;'ay hav~ady had high thresholds on t~e OYC>f sine~ did not c~s at 2 of the 3 stores before shutdow n. 
2. Their Oxy usage was way out of l il)e compared to other member typical thresholds. 

218. On June 20, 2013, Topco, at Food City's behest, contacted McKesson to get more 

infonnation about the oxycodone stoppage. The day before, June 19, T opco, again on behalf of 

and with Food City's knowledge, reached out to Anda, an Oxy 30 manufacturer and distributor, to 

tiy to obtain a backup supply of Oxy 30 for the three stores. 192 

219. An Anda sales executive responded to Topco on June 20, 2013, 193 stating, among 

other things: 

192 

193 

KVAT Food City was actually the one chain pharmacy I was referring to yesterday 
as one of the only chains we have turned down. It basically comes down to our 
compliance team had great concerns regarding their product mix as having the 
highest top dispensed problem items that we look for. Our compliance director 
actually said it was the highest quantities he had seen from any Anda customer 
(and he has been here/or like 15 years)[.] 

TC0321575-76; TC0321560. 

TC0321575 (emphasis added). 
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Fmm: MJd\eJJe K fl~<iuet (m111tto:M&chell~Fl~ctihauerc;.Andaru!L0>rnj 
Sent 'fhursd.Jy, June 20, 2013 2: l~ Pr-t 
To: F•n, \\'•lit.am 
SubJf:ct: ~E : Control Orders 

HI Will, sorry I got In a M Lale todav and l'lave ~en In back to back meetino; s1nCl! but I will call you "' 11 
bft. KVAT Food City w•i; •clually the one chain pharmacy I was refemllg to yesterday as one of tne onlv 
c:tiall'IS we II.ave turl'ed down. rt basically c.omes down to oor compliance team had Qteat concerns 
reoardlng the.r orodua mix as na1nng the nrgtlest too dtspen:.ed orobl-em llems mat tie IOOIC for. Our 
compilan<» director •ctually ...,'° 1t w•'> the h'Ol'le!.t ciuantJ~e!a he l'lad ~en from .iny Anda custamer (and 
!'le h;as l>ttn here ror like 15 Ye<tl"i) 

l'Qvmo Sl'ltO that. tl\ey oroer from us r19Mdtess •nd h•v~ been for over• ynr TI11' ts oer1nttely 
!Om!!lhing we an re Vl!.lt e5peo11lly now that we are rohlnQ this program out.. 

1 will cao yau In a t>•l 

Senior National faccount M;i!'lolger 

220. By the next day, McKesson had already agreed to ship eve1ything but the Oxy 30 

to the three Food City stores. Meanwhile, as shown in the e-mail below, Topco asked its fo1mer 

distributor, Amerisource, to supply Oxy 30 to the three stores while it also continued to pursue 

Anda. 
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From: 
Sent· 
To· 

Subject: 

Maki, curt 1/0 ... SKOKlE, tlUNOIS/OU:SKOIOE/CN=REOPIENTS/~=CIJRlf MAKI] 

6/2.1/2013 t·Z3'48 PM 
Picar!Uo, Dave [ dplcarlllo@topsourccllc.com I 
FW; KVl\T 

This me~ has been archived. View the. or1alnal Item 

see nole below to Sam. 

Also, I left a vm tor ABC and they have yet to returned my call. Also, we are working with Anda though 
we have not received deflnltlve word that they will ship to KVAT. 

Curt 

From: Maki, Curt. 
Sent: Friday, June 21, 2013 1:07 PM 
To: 'Thompson, Sam' (Sam.Thompson@McKesson.com) 
SubJed: KVAT 

Sam, 

I JUSt spoke to Randy and he said that Jack cal led him to say that McKesson wlll resume shipping all but 
30mg. 

As we discussed we would recilly like Lo hcive this shrpment arnve on Saturday. Please let me know ir that 
is not possible and why. 

And does the st-ore need to transmit new orders and who Is going t-o work wtth KVAT to get 1t done? 

Curt 

Curtis Maki 

Vlce President PharmaC'Y 

Topco Associates LL.C 

221 . The same day, Topco received word that Amerisomce had "no interest in serving 

those three KVAT stores(,]" (though they expressed "interest(] in pursuing a broader 

arrangement") and, with increasing desperation, T opco continued to pursue Anda for more 

oxycodone for Food City. 194 

194 TC321625. 
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... , 

From: 
Sent: 
To· 
SubjMt ; 

Pl~.tflllo, Oa~e [/O=SKOl(JE, I LLINOlS/OU=SKOl<.IE/CN~REOPIENTS/CN=OPICARI] 

6/21/2013 6 :11.01 PM 
Maki, Curt (r.mo~l@topco com! 
RI!: KVAT 

This message has been archived. Ylew the orjgjnal Item 

Anda' 

From: Maki, Curt 
Sent: Friday, June 21 1 2013 03:48 PM 
To: P1car1110, Dave 
Subject: l<VAT 

Dave, 

I just got off the line with AmerisourceBergen and they have no interest in serving those three l<VAT 
stores. They S<!ld they may be interested In pursulno a broader arrcingemer1t with KVAT but I said t t'lat Is 
not an opbon. 

Curt 

Curtls Maki 

Vice President Pharmacy 

Topco Associates LLC 

I 

I 

I,.,, 

222. By June 25, 2013, Topco, on Food City's behalf and with its knowledge, had gotten 

Anda 's compliance committee to at least consider supplying the three stores so Mickey Blazer 

then sent data to Anda as pali of the committee 's review.195 

223. But Topco's own analysis, sent internally the same day, showed why Food City 

continued to be such a risky prospect. Topco's analysis, which was sent to Randy Skoda, its 

President and CEO, stated, "[W]hile the 3 store totals are down about 50% over last year, it appears 

the store 674 may have taken up the slack as their usage increased by J 3%." 196 

224. Anda was hesitant and, two days later, requested additional info1mation. Food City 

and its executives were becoming more and more anxious. At the same time it was hying to secure 

195 

196 

TC0321857; TC0321774. 

TC0348009 (emphasis added). 
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Anda as a secondary Oxy 30 distributor for the Big 3, Food City tried its hand with yet a third 

distributor, Harvard Dmg Group. In an e-mail to onboard Harvard as a new vendor, Food City 

CEO and President Steve Smith expressed the urgency in four simple words: 197 

From; 
Sent: 
To: 
CC: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Steve Smith [/O=FOOO OTY/OU=JOODOTYJCN=REOPlENTS/CN=SMIT>i SI 
6/27/2013 7:46:23 PM 
M ld'lael Loclc;ird (lo,lulrdm@FoodCity.comJ 
M id(ey Blazer [blazermf@FoodCltv.com] 
FW: Newv~~r 

Credit AQpllc.ltlon.pdf 

We need thi!. loday. Steve 

225. During Food City's ongoing Oxy 30 supply crisis, PCG continue to audit its 

pharmacies, the results of which only ftnther underscored why distributors were hesitant to open 

themselves up to such clear liability. Food City # 674 was audited by PCG on June 27, 2013, the 

same day Mr. Smith's email was sent, and the investigator noted the following: 

197 

• The total number of scripts listed for "pain management" was 1346 
compared to the total number of scripts of 2914. The average came to 46%. 

• Julie stated that the patients that she fills the majority of pain management 
scripts for Bearden Healthcare. 

• The following prescribers owned the majority of the prescriptions 
written. James Santella had 651 scripts or 22.40%; Teodora Neagu had 
336 scripts or 12.30%; and Donald Douglas had 216 scripts or 7.40% [All 
of whom were at Bearden Health Care Associates, totalin~ 42.1 % for the 
clinic.] 

• The pharmacy prescribes 27% of prescriptions that would be considered 
pain management 

• Julie stated that she would consider James Santella as being a prescriber 
who has "unusual" or excessive prescribing habits. 

TNAG-FC-CUST00026298 . 
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• ... Prescriptions filled as controlled substances totaled 2914 of the [7499] 
total scripts, or 38%. 198 

226. The next morning Food City CEO Steve Smith was still hying to convmce 

McKesson to change its mind about the three stores. Mr. Smith sent an e-mail to T opco 's President 

and CEO the morning of June 28, 2013 to express his frnsti·ation about being lmable to schedule a 

meeting with a "decision maker" from McKesson and wanted the number for the CEO: 199 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
CC: 
Subject: 

Steve Smith 1/0.:FOOO CITY/OU=FOODCITY/CN=RECIPIENTS/ CN.:SMITHS) 
6/28/2013 12:52:24 PM 
rskoda@topco.com 
Mickey Blazer [blazerml@foodClty.com]; Charlie f'ugate [fugatec@FoodCity.com) 
McKesson 

Randy, I have still had NO luck with getting a meeting scheduled for McKesson to come and talk. I have talked to Mark 
Walehirk both Wen. and Thur. with promises that he would schedule someone in the regulatory and legal departments 

to come and talk. I have explained to him that this Is fine but we need a decision maker on that trip. I was promised an 

email last night but did not receive one with potential dates ror a meeting. I wil l give him to noon but feel I need to tty 

my last resort, a call to the CEO. Can you relay his number to me. Steve 

227. Topco continued to work on behalf of Food City to convince Anda to supply Oxy 

30 to Food City's three highest volume stores. In an internal Topco e-mail dated June 28, 2013, 

Dave Picarillo, Senior Vice President at T opco, said the following about the effo1ts to secure Oxy 

30 supply from Anda: 

198 

199 

# 99.1 (emphasis added). 
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From: P1canllo, Dave 
Sent: Friday, June 28, 2013 11; 20 AM 
To: Maki, Curt 
Subject: RE: Anda Update 

We need to pul greater pres~ure. I am not getung the .:;ense or URGENCY trom these notes. WHEN WILL 
WE GET AN ANSWER 

David Plcanllo 

senior Vice President - TopSource Uc 

228. fu response, another Topco executive stressed the urgency of the situation with 

Anda and his understanding of the importance of the task, stating: 

From 
Sent : 
To 
Subject 

~~k ' Cun !/~OIC1£, ILLINOIS/OU=$KOKIE/CN~£0f'tENTS/CN:CUllT MAICI] 
6/28/2013 11:31 27 AM 
P'<Mllo, D.we [dp1cat1Uo(lf)to?'(lurtellc.COMj 
RE. Anda Update 

This message. has been a~tved. View the grlqlnal Item 

I had c:alled Bill Versosky lhe VP some time aoo and have not heard back rrom him. 1 again stressed U\e 
urgeney or gettmg product to KVAT. Unfortunately we i!re up against a sltu<ltion where Anda 1s getting 
s""amoed w1U1 reQuestl>. I also called Mldielle and tel\ a vm and stressed lhe uroe1'cy to rnove this along 
and give me a call. I also just talked to Mickey and confirmed that Anda needs additional numbers. 

I wi ll stay on top of thls. 

229. Later that day, Topco and Food City upped their joint effort to obtain Oxy 30 for 

the three Knoxville stores. fu addition to asking Hanrard, Anda, and Amerisource, Topco also 

reached out to a subsidia1y of Cardinal Health, one of the nation 's three largest distributors. But 

this was a dead end because the subsidiaiy said it would take up to 90 days to make a decision and 

might be reluctant because " [C]ardinal was hit real hai·d by the DEA several years ago."200 

200 TC321876. 
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230. Still later that same Friday evening, June 28, 2013, Food City thought it had solved 

the Oxy 30 supply crisis for # 67 4 and the other two stores. Mickey Blazer e-mailed T opco sho1i ly 

after 9 p.m. ET, copying Steve Smith, to say that Food City had seemed an anangement with 

Harvard and was still waiting to hear back from Anda:201 

hom: 
S.nt: 
10; 

CC: 
Subl~; 

Curt .lnd WID. 

Modley 81.uer [bluernW@foodOty.com] 
6/28/1013 9:08:57 PM 
Cu.ti M :il<I CCM.)k4ftopco,co m) [CM~.tl{Ptopco.com~ Wiii f .onn twfal\g>topco.c:omJ &win 1'16 to pro c0<m I 
Steve Srn'th (srnms@foodCjty_coml: Jesse lewis (wwiS<j@FoodCitv.m 1'11 
ICVAT Ph~rfr!.lty 

lwantod to elvo you a quick update.- M to where 1 :im with our current slt..r.ltlon. 
t have submitted the latest greatest data requested by Anda to Robert Brown or their Compliance Department. 
' '&ot a mcuaec bade that ho 111;1 out of ti"otl omce unti July9·". I copied Michelle, •o hopclull'y irthetre is so~one else 
!.he t:1t1 get to review the Data she wal forward it on, 

I h:ive·Mi-Cl.lfed the arrangt?mMt with Hal\l;ird and i hou1d b-e able.- 10 ettt the flm cont·rol order on TuM<lav. 
I will keep you poMed as we ixoceed with secondary s.uppl len. 

!M~<91Aur 
~-.1~o,ammu 
t;:-'VA..lff"oPI~ J:NC. 
Z01~Stn# 
f:O. "'*'c.1111 
~. 'l!ll '4JU.J1JI 
~16)QJ.JJOO~T 
Hurrpi!feeftbmt 

23 1. By this time, CEO Steve Smith, who remained active in these discussions, was 

becoming increasingly upset with McKesson for cutting off the supply of Oxy 30 to the Big 3 

pham1acies. He e-mailed Topco's President at 10:35 p.m. ET that Friday night, copying Mickey 

Blazer, and expressed his frustration with his contac.ts at McKesson while also stating, "On a 

positive note Mickey says Harvard will ship controls to us next Tuesday. Still no answer from 

Anda? When this is over I will need some control drugs myself!! Steve."202 

201 

202 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
CC: 
Subj«t : 

$.te\'C! Sm:th V04000 Cln/CU•fOODCITY/CN•R£Cll>1£NfS/CN-SMITH$J 
6/28/20 ll 10:3S:3 6 PM 
nkodi)@to?(O com 
M lc:key Dli>tcr l?>'.3r t$rr.4@F<xx!City.eomj 
fW: M ckesion 

I t4l ke-d to Dl~ne, H.s~rorens Adnl n told her ~ho I W4S and requested t o s peak to hin. W.l.S t old he ~~s 
out but !;he l\'!Xlld rel :i.y ny nc:~.J19e t o hi n . Told her l h.id .J1ttcn:11tcd to resolve ay h:1uc with K.trk 
w.:il C'hirlt but ~$n't 9~ttit19 return C'ill1$ . s~a .Ji~lc if ..,._,rlk could he l p .:ind l t old fu r he ~<11, . t ~o far l I 
'This "leSS.lOe is "'hat I oot a.t 416 £OT. o,.,~st tMno I ' ve ewr ue11. On .- oosi t~vt note Mi ckey s.-ys 
k.!lrvard wi ll shi p controls. t o us next Tuesd!y. Stt ll no ans\Yi! r froni And<i? ~lien t:bh 1 5. over 1 w111 nt·!!d 
so~e control en19s nyself!! Steve 

Mr. Skoda responded just to MT. Smith at 11 : 12 p.m. ET that evening and echoed his frnstration 

with McKesson, stating: 203 

From: 
Sent: 
To 

Subject: 

Skoda, R.lndy (rskotl<ll[<lt(ll)to,cornj 
6{28/2<113 11; 12:2 1 PM 
StiWe Smith (smlthsfj!FoodClty.comJ 
Re: Mckesson 

Good news on Harvard! Thlng are moving forward, albeit way too slow, on Anda. Hoi>efully we wru at least 
have options soon. 

On MCK, agreed. never seen anyttung like this In my career. I gtH if they have Df:A issues, but the 
communteat1.ons aod how to deal with eustomers is the wor$t I've fVFR seen. I haven't heard from anyone at 
MCK since Tuesday .... head In the sand. 

Unbelievable. 

232. Separate from this discussion, Food City's Mickey Blazer sent another e-mail late 

that evening at 10:39 p.m. ET to Food City CEO Steve Smith, copying other Food City executives 

and Randy Skoda, complaining about McKesson's treatment of Food City. Among other things, 

Mr. Blazer stated "Sam Thompson [a McKesson employee] is the fellow that Curt [Maki] and I 

met with in Denver and informed that I had 3 high volume control stores and wanted to make sure 

I would not have any issues after the conversion. He assured me that they would tak,e care of us 

203 TNAG-FC-CUST00027598 . 
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based off of our ordering history with ABC [ Amerisource}. . . . I have a feeling that these are the 

two guys that told us last Friday that we could get everything but the Oxy 30's and got over 

rode."204 

From: Mioey Blaier 
Sent: f rlday, June 28, 2013 10:)() PH 
To: St.eve Smith 
Cc~ Charlie F119ate~ Jesse Le•ms; 'Randy Skoda' 
Subject: RE: Mct<es:son metbrl9 

Sam TI10n1p$On i~ the !\-! low that Clll1 Md I m~t with in D<nver and infonned that I bad 3 hig.!t ••olume control 
stores ond I w11.n1ed to make sure I \\Otald n01 h;;we any i~'iucs aficr ~he coo-.crsioo He assured me thut they 
woold take c:nn: of u bnscd ofrof our ordering hi5tOr)' with 1\ llC With 1h4.1 $<\id, I don't h1we much coofi den<c 
in him and I hiive not hnd nny dc;1Ji ngs with Jacli. f mgie I hrwe ;1 !\-cling lh<' t th~c tu~ Lh(" two guys th<lt told us 
lu t Friday tb(tt \~e could get C'\'t:rythiug but the Oxy J(}'5iltl<I 1)01 o' CT rot.le. 
Mk key 

233. The next day, on Saturday, June 29, 2013, Steve Smith responded to Mr. Blazer's 

e-mail and stated that he was going to talk with another contact at McKesson. In his response, Mr. 

Blazer referenced a previous incident with a McKesson sales executive in which Mr. Blazer "went 

off on them for the limited thresholds the [sic J set after they told me they would base all rny Stores 

on the ordering history from ABC 'That was a joke '! !"205 

204 

205 
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f"rom 
Sent 
To 
54.ibjttt. 

Nop~. 

,, dey 111.1.ttr l~ Foo«:it'j' '°"" 
6/1.9/WU l:<lO'.U PM 
St"'"° Y.1 !'ti (sm1: /n(jfoodC1tV cornJ 
U : Md<<:\'°"~ 

The Only pe~e from t.'d~~ll that h.n COl'l'.ll! to me k 8 ft M..ahancy and eel Md1nney 
6111 IS !"hell Compll~nu Offar tn ... • \I ted lir.16 nu .. 1694 
Ned 1s ii vr ol Salft tt~ sent to me«i me i.nA.til~na!tf!f I 111oent ofl an IMrn tor IN trd thtMhalc1 the s.et !?1 

th~ told mr they would luw all mvStmt!S on the order• '1~tQfY Imm A!C. ·Tir.it ~.afob:• I 
ltuo~ him to it the iwo &kwJ Store~ 

234. Later that same Saturday night at 8:44 p.m. ET, Steve Smith expressed more 

frnstration with McKesson's effotis and with the junior status of the McKesson representatives 

who were planning to meet with Food City the next week in another e-mail to Randy Skoda. 

Among other things, Mr. Smith stated: 

206 

I told [the McKesson contact] if he would read the repoli his Chief Compliance 
Officer for the Southeast, Bill Mahoney wrote in November the only thing that had 
changed was we incotporated some of their suggestions and om Control volume 
was down. They are going through the motions and in my opinion will not turn us 
back on. I did tell him that every day that went by his liabilities got larger because 
of the lost business. I also explain to him my position at Topco when we made the 
decision to go with McKesson and my concern since they had snubbed their noses 
at Topco the first time around. I also told him we make the change at great expense 
based on his companies [sic] F ULL knowledge of our business.206 

TNAG-FC-CUST00085710 (emphasis added). 
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... ... 

From: 
Sent; 
To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Steve Smith [smiths@FoodCity.com) 
6/29/2013 8:44:05 PM 
'Skoda, Randy' [rskoda@topco.com] 
Je~ Lew rs [Lew isj @FoodCity.com] ; Charlie Fugate (fugat ec@FoodClty.com ]; M fckey Blazer 
(bla1ermi@FoodCity.com) 
RE: M cKesson meet ing 

He said they were complying with my request for a meeting and they would be gathering information to make a decision 
wfth. I told him if he would read the report his Chief Compliance Officer for the Southeast, Bfll Mahoney wrote in 
November the only thfng that had changed was we incorporated some of their suggestions and our Control volume was 
down. They are going through the motions and in my opinion will not turn us back on. I did tell him that every day that 
went by his liabilities got larger because of the lost business. I also explain to him my position at Topco when we made 
the decision to go with McKesson and my concern since they had snubbed their nose at Topco the first time around. I 
also told him we make the change at great expense based on his companies FULL knowledge of our business. 

23 5. By July 1, 2013, T opco and Food City were still faying to convince Anda to become 

a seconda1y distributor for the three stores. Topco prepared a letter to send to Anda and sent it to 

Food City for their input. 207 Mickey Blazer , copying Steve Smith, responded with concerns about 

the letter, including that he did not want to make it appear as if Food City was only interested in 

obtaining Anda's controlled substance business for the three stores. The e-mail stated: 

207 TC321915. 
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From: M~ ea..ttf' ( tNlllo:bl•ze-mi1PFooOCily.c01T1) 
Sent: MondJY •. My 01, 201) ti:Sl PH 
To: Parillo,~ 
~ M.Jld, Curt Steiie Sm!tll; Cllilrte Fl.9i(e 
Sutitett: Rf.: cl ralt l!Uer to Anda re: PNrmac.y CO"llpMance wM CS Dlstrt>utlon 

Oave, 
WhJle Muth of I.be conlenl dthlJ. lett.er ~.ill'P'Ofl•l.Jh.• thcre ilrt!" Cb!.4!1le of slBtements lll..t.11.hll'll.. would do Li1 mote
hdrm 1t.<1th An~ than good. 

i.·VA· r hows as~d that we co,..,munlcate wnh Anda, Inc. t .. Anda0
) for ptirp~s ol esiabJ1~hl"8. Anda n a dbuib1110t or 

COl'll•olled ~~t~r'ltes.10 IU food City 10<:.lt!Ons 1:61&, ,!l.6/4, ;incl "694, ..Jll located 111 l<r\();i(•il•e, f e11MSSee lth-t •11:nol(Vllle 
Storen 

1f 1 we1t1 Arldil, I 1Voufd not conwdc:r 10 Jun ~upplV th~ 3 Sl-OrM w.th <:on lrol Sub~lanc6 .:i~ the letter lnd1Gt~ we 
want them to open op our et1tJte Chain to be ablt 10 order Co 111tols along w•tb the Lfgertd Drl.i{!s we Ml! alrudv 
otd('(ln11. t.et'\ oot m;ike •t ;ippear th;it we :ire 011tyw;if\tl11S therr for 11 \cturce or Control ~lls.1.1nc:~ 

Bec:riu~ ot my ~pl!flenc:e 1n lhb ill'e.:1, (.VAT has askedtlii1t I .u.~u thl'tfl 11111htit.\bllV.lngAnda .utile sour<eo for 
w~>lle- disttlbotoon of Mnllolltd ~ubs1aocti kif K-VA· ~·~ l(noJl\'llle StOres. 

ln D«~~ of 20 U , K·VA· T engag~ Pb.um.\ Com p11.:inte Gl'OYp ("PCG ") . .i lhltchiartv pl'IMmacy COMpllance .il.ldlt<Jr 
'°"~ ;incl oper;i ted by lorrier ~ents ti om lhl" f edeo' <>I °"Ull tnforcemtnt ~el\cy I "DtA" ), to corrolete ;a due ·d••l~t1~e 
i!)w~ia;:ition or il'i lnoxville Store\, following too del!p.div1> reoview of tf'le Knoll.Ville Storts. PCG ~ubn'itt1>d to IC-VA-T ~~ 
wcuti\'e Summ'1ty and f'lru:linp and llerornmendations rel atfd lo each KnoAVille Shire lltil! "PCG Report" 1. 

This Stotemem IT'il~es h aPQear thm we d.<d not e~a1;e "PCG"' uricll No\•ember of 2012 when m tact we had e 11$ai;ed 
them in :?011. A •Dfoep Oiww /\udlt was pe-rformed in November '{)12 w11ich was ttieo second "'Oeep Dive" Audil That's 
why th• Audit ~~tes t'hat «VAT HM rn.i1fo s.ignlliQnt pragfll$S 1n lol'A!riflg the number a.f Con trok being dispen~ed at 
lht'.SI! 3 IOCAIJ01n. 

As<1 ii'\ I ii rr Ii ne witil l~rnishins Ar.Qi! a letter from l(evin °" C>llf beha If bu HI 11!'4!-ds 10 be a~inl.'l'ltlo wtiat 'o\1" ire 

woantin1 to ac;cornplish as 11<eU as tacl\J<ll. 

[page break] 

----------------------------------------------------------------.. ,f Can 1 ael: ii tin.:. CCll1'f of wnat Kevin set McKemm 1 i 

'~ 

236. Meanwhile, Topco won-ied internally that the controlled substances it was going to 

receive from Harvard would be delivered dming the exact time that Topco, Food City, and 
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McKesson regulato1y would be conducting a site visit to the three stores, as shown below in an e-

mail sent the same day: 208 

,nl<n M•~i. C11•tf/O SKOkJE, ILUNOIS/OU-SliOKIE/th RE01'1£f\Ts,/O .. cuRT MAA!l 
S11~1 7/1/'l-O~J t -41:14 ~'M 
To t'luir Ao 1~111• ld?lt.••llloif" op~u .. 1<1i(.tnml 
Sutliff! 11 ...... d 

1'h11 me!Jwiae hu been archlYed. Yltw &l!Sl Ot!qlM! ttcm 
By tl'I• way, ttl• Harv~l'd cont.rolled drugs may be dellvl!r'!l(f tot~ KnOlC\11111 stQl'e<; about tn bme th;it w1, 
1(1dudln9 Silm and McKesson reguli!torv, will be •n the store'\. 
Cutt 

237. On July 2, 2013, Food City, Topco, and McKesson met in Knoxville to discuss 

McKesson 's refusal to deliver Oxy 30 to the 3 Knoxville phaimacies. Food City attendees 

included Steve Smith, Jesse Lewis (COO and Senior Vice President) , Mickey Blazer, John Jones 

(Executive Vice President of the Knoxville Division), and Charlie Fugate (Food City's General 

Counsel). Topco's Vice President for Phaimacy, Cuit Maki, attended on its behalf. McKesson 

attendees included Sam Thompson and Joe Lumpkin. And at least some representatives from the 

three companies also conducted a site visit to Phaimacy # 674. 

238. McKesson did not provide any immediate answers for Food City or Topcoat the 

July 2, 2013 meeting. The next day, Randy Skoda sent an e-mail to only Steve Smith, outlining 

his efforts to reach McKesson executives and an update on Topco's communication with Anda. 

Mr. Skoda stated: 209 

208 
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-----Original Message-
Fro111: Sko<la, Randy [rskoda@toµco.com] 
$('nt : Wednesday. July03, 2013 05.53 PM Eastern Standard Time 
To: Steve Smith 
Subj ect: McKesson 

Steve, 

I reached out today, several times, to Jack Fragie (the EVP of Sales) to get an update as well as telf him we wanted to 
schedule a call with Mark. Daye Picarillo has also been working to get ahold o f Don Walker to discuss yesterflay's 
visit. Not surprisingly, ne,ither of us received any return calls or notes. You just can't make this stuff up. I wlll continue 
to pursue t hem and keep you in the loop. 

On a related note, we continue to push wi th Anda and the latest update we received this afternoon from their 
compliance officer was, and I quote " I understand t he urgency. We are currently in the final stage of the review and are 
working dlltgently to get 1t fin<1llzed. I w ill foUow up w it h you as soon as pos~lble." Perhaps there's something (n the 
water. 

On an unrelated note, hopefully your busines.s is picking up and w ill be strong through the long weekend. Hope you, 
Debbie and the girls haye a happy and safe fourth of July. 

Talk to you soon. 

Randy 

Early on the Fourth of July, Steve Smith replied and expressed his continued fmstration with 

McKesson. Food City's CEO stated, among other things, "I sent Joe and Sam a Thank You for 

their time yesterday OMG I'm tired of p uckering!"210 

Fro m: 
Sent : 
To: 
Subject; 

Steve Smith [/O=fOOO CITY/OU,,FOODCITY/CN:.RECIPIENTS/CN=SMITHS) 
7/4/2013 12:24:54 AM 
'Skoda, Randy' [rskoda@topco.com) 
RE~ McKesson 

I called Mark W and gL1eSS what Voice Mall! Surprise Surprise. I sent Joe and Sam a Thank You for rheir time 
yesterday OMG I'm tired of puckering' Hopefully soon we can move on one way or lhe other Rain Rain and 

.. '.n•o•re• ra .. in• h• e•r•e•! •S•al•e•s •so• ft• _•H• .• ap•p•)·· 4. ili .. t•o•yo .. u•g•u•y·s· .. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~"' 

110 TNAG-FC-CUST00092394 (emphasis added) . 
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239. The following day, Food City received two pieces of bad news: the in-person 

meeting had not changed McKesson's mind and Harvard did not even cany the oxycodone Food 

City needed. In an internal Topco e-mail, Randy Skoda stated: 211 

... 
04 Original M:ess:age • • ··~ 

from: Skcda, R~ndy 
Sent: Friday, Julv 05, 2013 01 :24 PM 
To~ PlcarUlo, Dave 
Cc; Broccolo, Andy 
SutlJea: RE: can when you nave a cnance 

Dave, 

CallmeatSLS-

Spolce with Smith, not happy obviously. Wants to know at,., hat lev~I they would be comrortdble or wn.a.t 
if Uley reduced Bearden etc. While I w;:is on the phone with him, he oot a cal l on the oth~r line from 
Sam ... you c.an't make this up. He didn't take the call yet, so don•t know where that 1$ q~lng to end up. 

Also on Harvard, tu ms out they don' t carry any of the Oicy products so they are oet11ng all controlled 
~cect the oxv's, 

Need lo keel> pushino on Anda, :ind I wi ll fill You h'I on hrs rec.iuest for next steps. 

240. Notably, even at this moment, Food City was unwilling to cut off Bearden entirely. 

The Company wanted to negotiate and, at most, possibly "reduce Bearden." Not only was 

obtaining Oxy 30 for three of its 72 phannacies such an integral part of Food City's business that 

it required the full attention of the Company's CEO, but it was so integral to Food City's business 

that it required the full attention of the President and CEO of Food City's buying group. 

241. Topco and Food City were also woITied about other, larger potential implications 

of McKesson 's decision to cut off Oxy 30 and controlled substance shipments to the three stores. 

Later that day, Topco's Cmi Maki, who had attended the Knoxville meeting a few days before 

summarized a call with McKesson in which he "also asked [McKesson} about any requirement 

211 TC0322029. 
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that McKesson would have regarding notifying the DEA if McKesson took action toward one of 

their customers."212 

From: Mal<1, Curt 
Sent: Frid<ty, Ju ly 05, 2013 03:19 PM 
To: Plcarlllo, Dave 
Subject: KVAT 

Dave, 

I spoke with Sam just after you and I till Iced. I shared with him the lnl'ormat lon you and l tillked about 
with regiird LO McKesson calling KVAT and he underStood though he had: not yet talked with Jade (though 
he cut our call short as Jack was c.al ling him). 

I also asked him about any r~uirement that McKesson would have re<;iardlno notifying the DEA Ir 
McKesson tool< action toward one of their customers. Sam said he did not know the requirements of if 
McKesson noUfled the DEA (no surprise). 

Curt 

Curtis Mak} 

Vice President Pharmacy 

Topco Associates LLC 

242. Because of this, both Food City and Topco redoubled their eff01ts to secme Anda 

as an oxycodone distributor. To help this effoit, Topco sent Mickey Blazer a proposed letter to 

Anda that he edited on the evening of July 5, 2013, stating:213 

212 

213 
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Fi'Om ; 

Sent: 
To: 

Mlatey Bl:.u('r (blaiermi@foodCity.com] 
?/S/2013 S:Sl:.21 PM 
'P1carlllo, l>ave' [dplcarlllofilltop~ourc:.ellc.com] 

CC: 
5ubj11d· 

Steve Smith [smiths@lfoodCity.c.om); Charlie f11&ate (fugatec@FoodCity.com] 
RF: Letter to And~ re 1(-VA·T 

Attad1ments: letter to Anda re 11'.-VA·T 11 .docx 

Davi?, 
The content of this letter Is much better to asslst with engaging Anda than the pre11ious one. 
Original secof'ld version attildled. 
I do have a c:ouple of things,. tflat in my opinion still need to be c:hang.ed. 

Current Stal@rn11nt rn Lett~ d1sptaved 1n red. suggested chan~es dJsplayed in dark blue: 

K-VA-T has ar.ked that we communicate with Anda, Inc. ("Anda") for purposes of estabJishing Anda a-; a distritiutor of 
prescription drugs to Its Food City pharmaoe.s (the "Food City Pharrnacie$P). 

K· VA·T has ;isked that we communiC.lte with Anda, Inc. (~Anda") ror pur~es of exp<1ndtng Andn's ;ind KVArs business 
relatiOflship to include the distribution of Control Substances to its Food City pharl'l"acies (the "Food City Pharmacies~). 

The Audited Stores and pharmacy employees therein comply with all applicable federal and state inventory 
requirements relating to controlled su~tant~. Including the DEA biennial rnvl!ntory, annual Tennes~ee Soard of 
l'h<11 rt'acv in11enlo1v, and Ch.inge in Pharmacist·1n·Charge ir111en lory fo1 Schedule II tonlrolled suosl;irices. 

K-Vl\-T retail ph.arrnacy location$, inclltrling tile 11.uoited Stores and pharmaf;V employees therein oomptv with all 
applicable federal and state inventory requirements. relating to controlled substances, including the OEA biennial 
inventory, Tenne:!isee Board of Pharmacy inventol')', and Change in Pharrnaeist-in-Charge inventory for Sdledule II 
controlled substances. 

K-VA·T is de<licated to the s.afety of its customers and the general public:. It has in place at the Audited Stores CCTV 
systems with range and quality sufficient to iissist law enforcement with the identification of a person attempting to 
commit a crime within the pharmacv. The PCG Report found that the security systems. meet and exceed all DEA security 
requirements alliJcialed Wllh the handling and storage of schedules II through V controlled su~tance.. Fu1lher, tile 
exterlorsoftJ1e ph.'.lrmoc.es, ncluding front and rear doors of each of the Auditeo Sto<es, are well securea and pro1111:1e 
an effective detemmt to theft. Finally, the Audited Stores each have an alarrr svstem that provides effective c;.ontrots to 
guard against crime$ involving the theft and diversion of controlled sub$!antes, fnduding a back-up alarm system in the 
event of a power failure or willful destruction oft.he ~ystem, and pamc buttons 1n the event of a robbery. 

K·VA·T 1s dedlcated to the safety of its customers and the general public. K·VA-T retail pharmacy locations, lncludrng the 
Audit'ed Stores have in place CCTV systems with range and quality sufficient to assist law enforcement with the 
identification of a person <1ttempting to commjt a crime within the pharmacy. The PCG Report lound that the security 
svstems meet and exceed all DEA securitv retiuirements associated with the handlin.g and storage of Schedules II 
through v eot1tiolled substances.. Further, the exteriors of the pharmaelcs, including front and tear doors of each of the 
.Audited Store~. ore well sewred and provide an effectlve deterrent to theft . finally, K·YA·T retail pharmacv loc.:ttions, 
in,ludins !tie Audited Stores eacll h3Ve an alarm system that provides elfettive controls to guard against crimes 
involving the theft and diversion of controlled substances, including a back-up alarm system in the even~ of a power 
failure or willrul de$trui:lion of the system, and panic buttons in the event of a robbery. 

Thanks, 

~<B&aur 
~".!~~ 
7(4"AJ1'9'0H~ IM; 
101 '1'"'1 Sind 
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243. Food City’s edits to the letter, as well as its compliance audits more generally, tried 

to highlight its supposed inventory and physical security controls and intentionally did not address 

the immense volume of oxycodone at the three stores or the Company’s closely-guarded 

relationship with problematic prescribers.  But even those statements about inventory and physical 

security from Food City were grossly misleading because PCG had already found numerous 

examples of serious issues—inventory discrepancies, pharmacies not conducting monthly 

inventories for controlled substances at all, problems with the storage of Schedule II medications, 

and even problems with how Food City was running its video security system.214 

244. Food City and Topco became progressively more frantic to get a supply of Oxy 30.  

On July 9, 2013, Topco found out that Anda, Food City’s last hope, would not supply it with any 

Schedule II controls, including oxycodone.  Topco executive Dave Picarillo sent Randy Skoda an 

e-mail that day, breaking the news that it was because it would place way too much risk on Anda:215 

 
214  See, e.g., # 175.1; # 176.1; # 177.1; 179.1; and # 180.1. 
215  TC0322076. 



From: 
S•nt: 
To· 
Sub Jen . 

Pigrlo. D~ve ({O•SKOKJE. llllf\OIS/OU•Sl:o.<1£/0l• RE<:IPI [fJ TS/CN•OPICARI) 
7/9/10U ?·l ! ;)l() PM 
$1to<h . RJlldJ' (r'\~ocl~~·(lp(OCOm) 
AAlb 

Thi• mtssag·~ t\ai-~en 'iid\lvea·;:y1s;wlt;e orl(ilMfltm ,-;;· ;;·:r::;;~:··:;-:1 :: ;; .;:~·: W:: :-·-: -:r·r:~ 
NO, will not ship '"' C2 lo. W.v too '"f risk "" them 

1 kno0w you are In mtg, let me know Ir you want to step out and I will come down 

Mlckey will know in 1 S minutes 

David Plc.arlllo 

Senior Vice President - TopSOurce lie 

245. Meanwhile, PCG continued to report problematic audit findings to Food City. For 

example, PCG audited Food City # 694 again on July 12, 2013 and the investigator noted the 

following: 

216 

• Chilhowee Pain Management, Bearden Healthcare, Pain Consultants of 
East TN, Active Pain, Pain Management Center are the main clinics that the 
phannacy services. 

• Per the DEA Audit Rep011, he f sicl following prescribers own the 
disprop011ioned share of the prescriptions written: James Santella (189 @ 
8%), Teodora Neagu (130 @ 5.5%), Kim Satterfield (125 @ 5.3%), Don 
Douglas (JOI @4.3%) . 

• [PIC] identified Donald Douglas at Bearden Healthcare as the only 
prescriber that once in a while prescribes Clonazepam with 
Oxycodone/Oxycontin/Opana. 

• [ 44% of the controlled substances purchased were associated with pain 
management.] 

• [Despite this, PIC] did not identify any of the prescribers as having unusual 
or excessive prescribing habits. 216 

# 107 .1 (emphasis added). 
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246. In this audit, the phrumacist "confinned that they do not fill for anyone outside of 

their filling market."217 But this was not hue. Phaimacy # 694 had in fact sold opioids to out-of-

state patients, including ones from No11h Carolina, Texas, Virginia, and Colorado, within the 

previous six months. 

247. On July 19, 2013, eight days after its PCG audit, the pham1acist for Food City# 694 

sent a message to Mickey Blazer asking him when the phannacy would get shipments of conti·ols. 

Because it was so reliant on opioid sales, Food City was feeling the financial impact of the 

McKesson decision. The # 694 phaimacist rep01ied that Food City was losing business, which 

she estimated at 60 prescriptions wo1ih approximately $6,000 to $8,000, because other phrumacies 

that had conti·ols in stock would not fill them until the individual switched all of their prescriptions, 

including non-conti·ols to the competing phannacy. The phaimacist stated:218 

From: Pharmacy Rx694 
5ent: Friday, July 19, 2013 9:36 AM 
To: Tom Geoghagan; Ken Slagle; Mickey Blazer 
Subject: percentage of controls 

Hey, I was just wondering if thete has been any word regarding if the percentage of the business that 1s pain 
management fa lls below their critica l level that we might be able to get anything again? I have in the last week lost 4 of 
my biggest customers, ones that get either expensive non control medication or a bunch of non-control medication 
because the other pharmacies are hol'ding the controls they've brou.ght tnem until they transfer aJJ their other 

medications. Between all of them, I would say that we' ve at least lost 60 rx' s and probably 6000-8000 worth of business 
and we many of these was have lost to Chad at Volunteer. None of these rx's are related Bearden Health Care, they are 

either PCP's or other smaller dinks they we don' t see many nc's from. 

I don' t mean to be a pain, I was just hoping that maybe we can eventually salvage some of the rest of our busi ness and 
stop the bteeding 

Thein ks 
Rachel, 694 

248. Mickey Blazer forwarded the# 694 phannacist 's e-mail to Steve Sinith and Jesse 

Lewis, the Company's Senior Vice President, later that day. Notably Mr. Blazer acknowledged 

217 Id . 

218 TNAG-FC-CUSTOOS 1880. 
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that Food City was directing many of its customers who would fill controlled prescriptions at 

# 67 4, # 694, and # 616 to other Food City phannacies as much as possible but that the other 

pham1acies were fearful. Mr. Blazer stated: 219 

From: Mickey Blazer 
Sent: Friday, July 19, 2013 12:04 PM 
To: Steve Smith; Jesse Lewis 
Cc: Jody Helms 
Subject: FW: percentage of controls 

Steve and Jessie, 
Please bear with me on all of the communication I am forwarding you but I want to make sure that you are hearing the 
whole impact of the McKesson issue. 
Please see the email below 
I know this is old news, but I think lt fs Important to understand what these Pharmacist are dealing with and how 1t is 
impacting the rest of our business. 
We are directing as many of these type Patients to other Food City Pharmacies as possible but the other Food City 
Pharmacist are terr ified to take on a new Patient w ith Controls because they are afraid they will get cut off. They are 
concerned with the stigma it brings to a Pharmacist when a Pharmacy that they work 1n or manage gets cut off 

Thanks, 

9rf.icqy <Bfaur 
~ef~Oprtatiaiu 
'1(-'fl~.IT'Footf StMu, l'!NC 

249. By August 9, 2013, Food City had hired Kut~ Rock as outside counsel to help 

convince McKesson to start supplying Oxy 30 and other controlled substances to Food City# 674, 

# 694, and# 616 again. As part of a lengthy exchange that Steve Smith ultimately fo1warded to 

Topco's Randy Skoda, Food City's counsel told McKesson the following: 220 

219 

220 

From: Burr, Kevin E. 
Sent: Friday, August 09, 2013 2:32 PM 
To: Peck, Krista (Krista.Peck@McKesson.com); 'Larry.Cote@quarles.com' { Larry.Cote@qU<trles.com) 

CONFIDENTIAL 

Id. 

TNAG-FC-CUST00092373 . 

TNAG-FC-CUST00092372 
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... 

... Su .. ~·ect--:K•-•VA•-•T ............................................................. , 11 

Importance: High 

HI Krista & Larry· 

I left a mesS.lge earlier today for Knsta - I'm wol'ldering if I ~an follow-up on just a couple of issues that were. disc:wsed 
on vesterday afternoon's call with Mickey and Don. 

In our initial oommun1cat100 to vou from last week (oullinln& the K-VA-1 policy enhancemems), we dmussed, cem-raltv. 
the changes thilt were made to t:Kisting t..•VA T policies for dispensing controlled substances. We did not. 1n th.oil 
cornmumcatlon. provide every single policv enhancement that was actually undertaken. 

Don's quesllons yesterday made me wonder 1f we ;hould not be more ~peof1t w1lh respect to those ctiilnges. In 
particular. w~ want to e'\pre~s to Don K-VA-T's overall commitment tu ur111e controlled subslanct- l)re5CTIPllOn volume$ 
lo a level c.cmmensurote with s1milar1v·situate.d pharmacy chain controlled substance volumes . 

Wtth regard to C It's, K I/AT rcco11nlic:1 that its 1'0lumCl must come down commensurately and has committed to 
li.eep1ns C·ll pre~cnpt1ons to a level of 10% ot /eS;S oi total prescrlpuon volume. we unoerstand the point that Don made 
wi th regard to "high dosage" C 11 pre~riptlons for oplo1ds (and other frequently abused drugs I and beheve that those 
ldnrJs or "hlgll do~ee· prest1•i:>bor1s will be additionally regulated w1th1n the alfl!m•d ~tores by new polieles Sl)eciheally 
addr~song prescnptfons that hilve dos.ages for more than 120 tablets/month. 

As on example, here. ure some o f the policies that have already been implemented that .:ire intended to address dosage 
•Ssues over and <Jbove the controls that K-VA·T lia.s implemented to ~eep wntrolled prescnpt1ons (as a percentage of 
ove1all presc111)llOns) dowr): 

Pt\armac1s1s will eMure thllt pre~iptlons v.t>re wtttletl In the usual coune or profe~ional treatment 
cons1denng the prescnbet's profewonal practu:e, field of medicine, specialty and their boilrd certrfocabons, 
Pilfl•wlarlv for the prescr1p110t1 of Oj)IOids as a s>art or a pain management ttPatment 
r0t presc.r1ptions tor optolds prescribed as a part ot a pain management treatment, pf\arrnocrsts will be 
reQulred to contact pr~tbers lO confiflT' tt>e e~l5t.-nte or a physmon/pat1ent 'elauonshtp, must confrrm 
with the patient and through the Tennessee CSMD when they last saw the prescriber, and should ask other 

general qu~hons related to the 10teratt10n wrth the prescnber; 
Any presoipt1one,.c.eeding 120 dosage units of an opioid will only be accepted for pan relating to cancer, 

intractable pam or hospice Pharrn<>asts will be required to contilCt the prescnber wtre11 such informiltroo rs 
not noted on the prescroptron or provrded by 1tre 1>hvs1e1an to the pharm.oicis1 .is p;in of t he cvstomer's 
treatment plan, 
If rvstorners .ire svbmltllng prescrlptiOM tor large Quantities of cont roll~ suhstMces \defined as more \hl)n 
120 dos<Jge uruts per prescrlpbon or muluple c.ontrolled substance prescnptlons), phi)rmaosts shall requMt 
a dlagno!Ollc c.cdP and purpose tor such presctlptions, a r.opy of the customer's tre111mPnt pliln and/or the 
piltlent contract from the prescribing physician and shall maintain such documentation 1n the c.ustomet's file 
\0 thal thP ptu11m~i•I~ can ensure chat 1he p.iln medicaUon Is ~ing u11h1cd to treat a valid medical 
con d11 Ion 1 n coordinat ion with other protocols ( 1.e., phys1clll th era PV, etc. ) , and: 
PhdrnHldMs rn11st a~~s .nrormah()rl felated to the riresCf'lber and ttre .(l.1t lent wit hln the Tenne5see 
Controlled Substllnu Monitoring Database. Impacted Pharmacies ilre required ilCCeiS the CMSD (or other 
relevant Pre~(rlption Monltonns Ptogram) on alt prescriptlOns for C-11 and •commonly ab1.1sed'. tontrolled 

subscances. 

I'd also like to l<lllo. a bit about Oon's reference In !tie conveN<!t loo v2sterday about • refusing to fill prescrlpuons" from 
certoin phys1clom and/or clln1C! (WhJch I interpret to be 11 reference to the Oeorclon Clinics). w, wont to male ll cleor 
that the refl!rence 1s not lost on I( \/A T and that >11e r«.ognire the 11.~uM. Again, the manner rn wh1ctr 1he policies have 
been implemented at the ilffected pharmacies 1s intended to addr~ the~ concerns 011Uow1ng pharmacists, in the 
exerCJse of tht>lr profenional drscret lon, only after rece111ing appropttate documentation regarding 11hv~1an ordefs or 
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the phy$1clan approved treatment plan, to accept Of reject the prescription (on a case-by-case basis) without 
imp~ement<ition of a system-wide ban on any physician or practice group. 

In any event, I' d like to take a few minutes to discuss these matters if you have a cha,nce. Can you (or you and Larry I give 
me a call at your earliest convenience? 

Thanks, in advance, for your attention I I'm lookiing forward to hea,ing from you soon I 

Kevfn E. Burr 
Partner 
Kulak Rock LLP 

250. But Food City's proposed solutions would do little to impact Food City' s opioid 

business. By the terms of the letter , Food City's commitment to keep C-II prescriptions to a level 

of 10% or less of total prescription volume was not for the three stores and appeared to be for all 

of Food City's 75 phannacies- meaning that it could offset high percentages at stores like # 674, 

# 694, and# 616 through non-controlled sales at its other pha1macies. In addition, Food City's 

commitment to not accept any prescription exceeding 120 dosage units except for cancer, hospice, 

or intractable pain would do nothing to stop business from pill mills that wrote illegitimate 

prescriptions in bulk pmpo1iedly for intractable pain. And Food City' s refusal to terminate the 

relationship with Bearden was telling. Bearden had made and would continue to make Food City 

substantial amounts of money. 

25 1. Moreover, Food City's reliance on policies that "ak eady have been implemented" 

were only made effective the month before, only applied to "specialty" phrum acies Mickey Blazer 

picked out, and were disregru·ded in the policies revised in August. 

252. On August 13, 2013, McKesson finally caved and sent a letter offering to reinstate 

the three Food City stores the next day, on the condition that Food City apply its controlled 
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substance compliance program to all phaimacies and that it administer an auditing plan to all 

phaimacies. 221 

253. Three days later, Steve Smith sent Randy Skoda an e-mail acknowledging that 

McKesson had delivered the Schedule II controlled substances to the three stores and stated that 

these three would be subject to thresholds set at the national average. He went on to say, "They 

won't tell us what that is so I guess we order until they won't ship and wait until the next month. 

Still a Helluva way to mn a raikoad. We work wo1ih with this and see."222 The full e-mail read: 

From: Steve Smith [mailto:smiths@FoodCity.com] 
Sent: Friday, August 16, 2013 7:40 AM 
To: S'k:oda, Randy 
Cc: Chartle Fugate 
Subject: Rx ls Jinxed!! 

We'll the Cl ls were delivered as promised to the 3 stores that were restricted by McKesson. Very good day to move 
forward, however they have put some very strong restrfctions on these stores which we are told equate to the Cll sat 
the national average. They won't tell us what that is so I guess we order until they won't ship and wait until the next 
month. Stil l a Hellwa way t o run a ra ilroad. We will work with this and s~e. On another bl:zarre note we had one of our 

1: Kingsport stores robbed at gunpoint yesterday and guess what they wanted, yep you guessed Clls. No one hurt just 
11 

scared and shook up. We have pictures of robber and the car he drove. Should be able to catch this guy. Another day in 
the Rx business. Thanks again for your help I l And I mean that I I Steve 1: 

254. However, during these intense negotiations smToundingMcKesson's June 19, 2013 

to August 16, 2013 cut off, Food City did sell Oxy 30, including at the three affected stores. At 

least at Food City# 674, many of the Bearden providers who had prescribed high amounts of Oxy 

30 or oxycodone staiied prescribing more hydrocodone, mo1phine, tramadol, and oxymorphone 

dming this time. 223 The shift, especially to other Schedule II and ill opioids is a strong indicator 

of coordination between providers at Bearden and its prefeITed phaimacy. 

221 

222 

223 

TNAG-FC-CUST00093 l 78 . 

TNAG-FC-CUST00093171 (emphasis added). 

TNAG-FC-CUST00007 672 . 
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255. And while Food City and Topco were fixated on Oxy 30, they soon began lobbying 

for threshold increases from McKesson for other opioids at the three stores, including for 

hydrocodone.  On October 29, 2013, Mickey Blazer, with Food City CEO Steve Smith’s 

knowledge, lobbied McKesson to increase the hydrocodone thresholds at # 674, # 694, and # 616, 

which Mr. Blazer said “appears to be set extremely low at 4000.224 

256. Food City had detailed knowledge not just about the threshold for hydrocodone, 

but also for oxycodone, despite the DEA instruction to distributors not to tell pharmacy customers 

the threshold levels so that they would not game the system.  In a separate e-mail titled “Threshold” 

on November 4, 2013, Mickey Blazer told Topco that “[1]% dose units of Oxycodone 30’s of total 

dose units is a red flag.”225 

257. Food City’s executives continued to receive disturbing reminders that a substantial 

portion of its customer base was suffering from opioid use disorder.  In an e-mail sent on November 

5, 2013, the Food City # 617 pharmacist in Bristol, Tennessee responded by not only comparing 

shortages of pain killers to the zombie apocalypse, but also mocking individuals struggling with 

addiction:226 

 
224  TNAG-FC-CUST00094511. 
225  TC0367329; TC0324866. 
226  TNAG-FC-CUST00007623. 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Pharmacy Rx617 [rx617@FoodCity.com] 

11/5/2013 4:12:46 PM 
Mickey Blazer [blazermi@FoodCity.com) 
RE: Mall inckrodt Oxycodone 

I just noticed that our SGXl-A generic lortab 10/SOOmg is unavailable in 500 count (manufacturing issues). The 100s are 
available, but the SGXl-ac product is much more expensive. 
So, we have manufacturing problems for oxycodone and hydrocodone. This is phase one of the zombie 
apocalypse. Phase two is increased pharmacy robberies and other violent crimes. Drug addicts move to whatever other 
drug is avai lable. The ones who shift to bath salts become temporary zombies (super-strong, incoherent, etc). If you 
haven't seen bath salt highs, watch one or two on youtube. All this time, we thought the movies were fantasy. 
Get prepared, and have a nice day. 

-Jamie 

PS: You may not know me well enough to know my sense of humor. 

258. Despite Food City's experience earlier in the year with McKesson, problematic 

audits continued-including at the three stores in Knoxville. For example, on November 15, 2013, 

PCG reported that 42% of all prescriptions that Food City# 616 sold were controlled substances-

well above Food City's commitment to limit the amount of controls to 10% of total 

prescriptions. 227 

SECTION JV: PHARMACY INFORMATION 

25~·H;~;;my j;;:;·~rij;tio~d~es-the··--·-11 -90-p;;;scription per day approximately 1980 prescriptions 

pharmacy fill on average? per month . . .... ...... . .............. f .. ... .... . . . . ... _, ___ _ 
26. What % ofpharmacy ' sprescriptions I .... 
are for controlled substances? [ 42% 

I 
~--

259. In December 2013, Food City continued to have knowledge that it was operating 

pharmacies whose controlled substance policies "may raise some concerns." In an e-mail to other 

executives including Food City President and CEO Steve Smith. Mickey Blazer stated:228 

227 

228 

PCG-1N003531. 

1NAG-FC-CUST00087778. 
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From: M ickey Blazer (/O:FOOO OTY/OU=fOOOCITY/CN:RECIPIENTS/CN:BlAZERMI] 
l2/19/2013 12:38:22 AM Sent: 

To: 
S1;1bject: 

Jody 1-i~ms [helmsj@FoodCity.comJ; Jesse lewis (Lewisj@FoodCity,com); Steve Smith (smiths@F"oodCity com) 
Todays Topco Conference Call 

Just FYI 

• I had a conference call with Topro today. One topic discussed I want to share. 

• They said they had recefved notffication from McKesson that they had completed reviewing their Contro l 
Policies and they would be reaching out to each Member in January requesting 90 days of dispensing data for 
review. 

(Not sure where U'is wlll go, but bases on the crlterla they have dlscussed wlth me, we could have a couple of 
other Stores that may raise some concerns) 
They also said they wil l require a copy o f each Members Control SOP. (They already have ours) 

• They would require knowledge of what Members were doing corporately to prevent diversion and what each 
Member was dofJ'lg to monitor suspicious ordering habits.( I feel good with the process we have in plae:e)_ 

• They will be requiring Members to go through some sort of process ( I took it as watching some kind of video or 
listening to someone either hired by McKesson or someone from McKesson but that was not w hat was said 
exactly), to make sure we understood t he Pharmacy's ro le in deterring diversion. 

• They said we would continue to get the Threshold Reports that I currently get daily. (Any Store that gets within 
80% of their limit} 

• They said they would address threshold increase request on a case by case bases and they would be considered 
per their guidelines set forth 1n their new Control Policies. 

260. In 2013, Food City continued to have significant problems with compliance and 

with diversion including at the three stores that had caused it so many problems. At Food City # 

674 in 2013: 

• "An audit of patients who filled prescriptions at the pharmacy during this 
time revealed that individuals were driving long distances to the 
phannacy[;]" 

• "[P]rescriptions dispensed in 2013 had the inconect prescriber, inconect 
patient and inconect labeling on the vials. Incomplete info1mation occuned 
on transfened prescriptions and Respondent was found to be accepting post
dated prescriptions[; and]" 
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• "Dming the Respondent' s period of operation as a pharmacy in 2013, 
Respondent's staff failed to check the Controlled Substance Monitoring 
Data base prior to filling prescriptions for controlled substances. "229 

261. Notably, the findings conflicted with PCG reports that stated that Food City 

customers at# 674 were limited to Knox County and swrnunding counties. 

262. As evidence of its prioritization of profits over compliance, Food City executives 

asked the Company 's accountants to calculate the financial impact of McKesson cutting off 

controlled substances to three stores for just under two months and its other policies. An exce1pt 

from an e-mail sent by one of these accountants to Steve Smith stated: 230 

From: Mlch!d Lock.!ltd [lock~rdm@FoodCTry.com] 

~nt: l/21/2014 12:53:43 AM 
lo: StwE! Smitl1 [smiths@Food'Ciw.c:omJ 
CC: l.lura Mullin$ [Mullin)L@H:>odCity.com J; Midtcy 81.l:er [bl:i:crmi@FoodCity.C:Oml; P;,tul Cox [c:oap@foodCity.com j 
54.ob)ect: FW: 61~4-694 Compatlson 

AtUchments: 616-67~94 Pharmacy Comparisons Comblned.Jll!>X 

Steve, 

Laura and Micke'( worked together to anat'(7e the impact of McKess.on's alJocatioo on stores 616, 674, and 694. As you 
know, it is significant {unfavorable impact of 5- to $- for just the last 6 months) for both the Pharmacy operation 
and store overall since 'the June 19, 2013 decision. I put a h.ard copy of the reports in your mail sJm. 

263. Despite its ongoing compliance problems, Food City continued to lobby McKesson 

to increase its threshold limits on controlled substances, directly and through Topco. On Febmruy 

17, 2014, Food City's Mickey Blazer received a threshold warning repo1t from McKesson about 

the Oxy 30s and enlisted Topco's to help convince McKesson' s account manager to raise the 

threshold, which McKesson ultimately did at least temporarily. Mr. Blazer, who stated he had a 

separate conversation about the threshold issue with CEO Steve Smith, stated that the justification 

229 

230 

Consent Or., In the Matter of Food City Pharmacy #674, Case No. 2014000801 (Tem1. Bd. of Phmcy.) 
(emphasis added). 

TNAG-FC-CUST0097303 (exc.erpt; redactions over dollar figmes supplied by State). 
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for the increase was that # 694 was receiving the patient files from # 675, which closed. Mr. 

Blazer's e-mail stated: 231 

[page break] 

from: Mickey Blazer [ma1lto:blazerml@FoodC1ty.com) 
Sent: Monday, February 17, 2014 8:18 AM 
To: Picarillo, Dave 
Cc: Maki, Curt 
Subject- fW: CSMP Report: Follow-Up with Account Manager 

Dave, 

I wanted to give you a heads up on this. 

I had a conversation with Steve this morning and we dlsoµssed how th ings were going at 
our ~694 Pharmacy. 

I know you will be seeing hfm later today and l didn't want you to get caught off guard. 

We were told that the Thresholds at #694 would be adjusted by McKesson due to us dosing 
the Store #675 and moving the Patient files to #694. 

l was even told by Meg Mltctiell from McKesson that they had adjusted the Thresholds on 
Oxycodone, Hydrocodone, and Alprazolam for th is Store. 

I have attached the latest Threshold Warning Report. 

Pharmacy # 694 is on the list, showing Oxycodone 30's at a Threshold of 2000. 

This Is the same number they set It at when they tumed the 3 Stores back on. 

It is evident that the Oxy 30's has not been change. I can't tell yet -about anything else yet. 

I will try to follow up wilh you via a phone call as well . 

<lmageOOLjpg> 

Mickey Blazer 

Director or Pharmacy Operations 

I 

264. Food City and its executives were all too aware of strong indicators of pill mills 

and suspect prescribers, clinics, and practice groups-it just chose and continues to choose to 

231 TC032655 1. 
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ignore them. For example, on March 9, 2014, PCG delivered a presentation to Food City phannacy 

employees about pill mills, abuse, and diversion. This was the first such training Food City 

provided to its employees. Among other things, Food City was expressly told: 

232 

233 

234 

• "Alprazolain, hydrocodone 
and oxycodone ai·e controlled 
substances that ai·e often 
misused and illicitly 
distributed (under the header 
" 'High Risk ' Drngs ]"232 

• "'Pill Mill' Clinics are often 
disguised as independent 
pain-management 
centers[;]"233 

• "Signs of a 'Pill Mill' can 
include: 

o Only cash is accepted 

o No physical exam is given 

o No medical records or x
rays are needed 

I 

T-JLL U':k' 'r l~t· 
--------®:----------

• Alprazolam, hydrocodone and oxycodone 
are controlled substances that a re often 
misused and illicitly distributed 

Pill 1'11 
0 

• 'Pill Mill' clinics are often disguised as independent 
pain-management centers 

• Sign~ of a 'Pill Mill' Clln imfode: 
"Only C'.l f:h i~llCCf!l'llf!d 
• Ko physfoal e:x.am is giwn 
• No medical K'<:O!ds or X·nlYS ll'C OIXdcd 
• YOU gct (O pick )'Ol!.r OWll ttK.-didnC,00 \jUt'SliUOS uskcd 

" You arn di!Wf<'-d to -11hN phmn.1cy 
• They 1re.11 poln wllh pilk on~· 
• Yo~• g<.-t c1 t;o.•lnumi.....rof pill'..lclnd t11~ l~U)'l..lU ~\lipo..-.:oifl(> dnto.- tu 

c.vmc back tor moie 
" 11'~Y luv"' ~uritye,u.'l rd4 

" There inar bahug11 c:mwdi;clf peopkwailing to.see, the ctoctor 

o You get to pack yom own medicine, no questions asked 

o You are directed to "their" pharmacy 

o They treat pain with pills only 

o You get a set number of pills and they tell you a specific date to 
come back for more 

o They have secmity guards 

o There may be huge crowds of people waiting to see the doctor234 

• "Six Key Components to Analysis" 

PCG-TN008963. 

PCG-TN008965. 

PCG-TN008965. 
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o Due diligence analysis seeks the 
six critical points of review 

• Percent of 
distribution 
thrnugh V 

Schedule II 
to Schedule III 

• High risk narcotic distribution 

• Cash and insurance payment 
trends 

• Monthly trends in disu-ibution 
for specific dtugs 

• Top 10 prescriber analysis 

- 1f, t · I '' ysi ·· 
1~-----~~G)---~----1 

• Due diligence analysis seeks the six critical points 
ofreview 

.. Percent of Schedule II distribution to 
Schedule III through V 

, High risk narcotic distribution 
, Cash and insurance payment trends 
·•· Monthly trends in distribution for specific drugs 
,. Top 10 prescriber analysis 

• Individual analysis ofpreseribers of interest 

• Individual analysis of prescribers of interest[.]235 

265. In spite ofthis knowledge, Food City continued to sell prescription opioids written 

by prescribers, clinics, and practice groups that met many of the signs of a pill mill and despite 

having PCG reports that identified suspicious presc1ibers, clinics, and practice groups as high risk 

for opioid diversion or abuse. 

266. Notably, in the presentation, PCG listed "on-site prescriber reviews" as being a 

"critical element of understanding to 

a ' know your customer ' program." 

But aside from one interview with Dr. 

Frank McNiel in 2011 as pait of a 

compliance audit that PCG 

235 PCG-TN008969. 

·-·---- 4® --··-·------------1 
• An on-site prescriber review adds a critical element 

of understanding to a "know your customer" 
program 

o Helps ensure the prescriber's practice reflects the prescriber's 
regisb11tion 

o Helps ensure the prescriber is conducting his/her own due 
diligence 

o It ensure the prescriber is not operating a "pill mill" 

COMADENW.L 
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initiated,236 Food City did not ask PCG to perfonn on-site prescriber reviews and PCG often only 

had responses from Food City phaimacists about ce1tain prescribers. Nor did Food City itself did 

not conduct such reviews. Food City intentionally did not want to know the answers. 

267. Other paits of the PCG presentation focused on recognizing suspect phaimacies, 

and the red flags described Food City. Under the slide titled "Purchase Hist01y Review," PCG 

listed multiple factors, all of which described Food City, with the possible exception of two 

(Prometh w/codeine and High cost brand/high Medicare reimbursement (Potential Medicai·e 

fraud)). 237 

•r-------------··----------· e ·-----------
• Primary or Secondary account? 

o Generic only? 
• Percent of Controlled Substances vs Non-Controlled ~~---
• Percent of a particular controlled family of total CS ~~---
• High percentage of a particular controlled drug or cocktail 

o Oxycodone 30 mg ~~---
o Oxycodone 10/325 
o Hydrocodone 10 mg r a manufacturer's brand preferred?) 
o Alprazolam 2 mg 
o Trinity cocktail 
o Prometh w/codeine 
o High cost brand/high Medicare reimbursement (Potential Medicare 

fraud) 

NFIDE.-TIAL 

268. On one slide titled "Red Flag Indicators ofSuspectPhaimacies" shown below, PCG 

referenced aimed guards, demographic of customers, abundance of out of state license plates, 

236 

237 

PCG-TN008973. 

PCG-TN008996. 
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customers lining walkway prior to business opening, and proximity to pain clinics.238 Food City 

had armed guards at several stores, had customers who did not fit the demographics of the area, 

had individuals from across the country and even the world, and, in many instances, their 

pharmacies were located ve1y close to pain clinics. For years, Bearden Health Care Associates 

was located a half of a block from Food City# 674 and even after it moved, it was less than 10 

miles from the Big 3 Food City phannacies. 

Red FJag lrl(~ic::ators -of Su~spe~~t Phar111.acies,: 

-~_:_----~---~_::_~-------- --(@)----------------------
• Environmental Scan 

o Armed guards 

o Demographic of customers 

o Abundance of out of state license plates 

o Customers lining walkway prior to 
business opening 

o Proximity to Pain Clinics 

CONFIDENTIAL 

238 PCG-TN008987. 
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269. As Food City well knew before this, PCG's March 9, 2014 presentation also 

highlighted that the pill mills were a known problem in the 1-75 conidor especially with oxycodone 

and hydrocodone. 239 

Regio11al Issu .s 
-(€))1------

• Florida 
o Oxycodone 
o Hydromorphone 

• Philadelphia_ll_ 
o Oxycodone ...... 

still 

• Georgia, Tennessee, Kentucky 
o I-75 corridor 

x Pill Mills 

x Oxycodone & Hydrocodone 

C'..ONFIOENTlAL PC',..G. lN009011 

270. Notably, Phannacy # 674 is located about half of a mile from an 1-75 on-ramp, as 

well as other interstates. It could not have been easier for out of state patients to stop at Bearden 

for a prescription, fill it at # 674 next door, and then be back on the interstate without traveling 

more than 2 miles. 

271. In March 2014, Mickey Blazer submitted due diligence documents to McKesson, 

per its request, and to Topco "regarding the highlighted Phannacy locations on the KVAT Control 

Data Repo1t." The phannacies identified were# 437 (Pikeville, KY), # 611 (Gatlinbmg), # 620 

(Vonore), and # 632 (Loudon). 

239 PCG-TN009011. 
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272. Each due diligence review began by describing the town where the pharmacy was 

located, then evaluated three months of dispensing information, and concluded with an analysis of 

the main practices or pain clinics it serviced. Food City’s due diligence research showed both its 

awareness of certain red flags, but also exclusion of certain key analyses. 

273. For example, the dispensing analysis for Food City # 611, which was in Gatlinburg,  

read: 

During the time period ranging from December 1, 2013 to February 28, 2014, Food 
City Pharmacy # 611 filled 11,629 prescriptions with a total of 652,376.3 dosage 
units.  During that same time frame 2620 prescriptions were for a controlled 
substance equaling 187,889 dosage units.  This equates to 22.53% prescriptions and 
28.80% dosage units of the total dispensed.  Of those controlled substance 
prescriptions filled, 537 prescriptions were for a form of hydrocodone totaling 
42,735 dosage units.  Of the hydrocodone prescriptions, 350 prescriptions and 
33,221 dosage units were for a form that contained 10mg of hydrocodone.  The 
pharmacy filled 203 prescriptions for oxycodone 30mg totaling 22,774 dosage 
units.240 
 
274. This means that 65% of the prescriptions and 78% of the dosage units of 

hydrocodone that were dispensed were the 10mg, the highest available and most diverted dose.  

275. What was not disclosed to McKesson or Topco was that during this time period, 

Food City # 611 was selling these opioids to patients from as far as Alabama, Florida, Georgia, 

Kentucky, Michigan, Mississippi, North Carolina, North Dakota, and Ohio, as well as across 

Virginia and Tennessee.  It was accepting prescriptions written by HCPs in Alabama, Georgia, 

Kentucky, Maryland, Montana, North Carolina, New York, South Carolina, and West Virginia. 

276. The review of practices and pain clinics Food City # 611 serviced only included 

First Med, the highly suspicious clinic run by Dr. Robert Maughon, and showed where most of the 

 
240  TC0371246. 
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high dose immediate release hydrocodone was coming from at the pharmacy.  It stated in relevant 

part: 

[F]irst Med is an Urgent Care and Primary Care facility offering a full range of 
medical services.  During the stated time frame Food City Pharmacy #611 filled 
3768 total prescriptions and 214,772.25 total dosage units that were prescribed by 
the staff at First Med.  This equates to 32.40% of their total prescription volume 
and 32.92% of their total dosage units.  Food City Pharmacy filled 1178 controlled 
substance prescriptions equaling 98,741 dosage units.  This is 44.96% of their total 
controlled prescription percentage and 52.41% of the controlled dosage units 
dispensed.  A form of hydrocodone accounted for 268 prescriptions and 28,414 
dosage units with a product containing 10mg being 240 prescriptions and 24,742 
dosage units.  First Med prescribed 49.9% of all hydrocodone prescriptions 
accounting for 66.49% of the dosage units.  They also account for 68.57% of the 
prescriptions and 74.48% of the dosage units for hydrocodone 10mg product.  
Oxycodone 30mg accounted for 64 prescriptions and 7503 dosage units.  This 
amounts to 31.53% of the prescriptions and 32.95% of the dosage units.241 

 
277. The dispensing analysis for Food City # 620, located in Vonore showed a similarly 

high controlled substance percentage versus total prescriptions, but continued high sales of Oxy 

30 instead of hydrocodone. It read: 

During the time period ranging from December 1, 2013 to February 28, 2014, Food 
City Pharmacy #620 filled 3783 prescriptions with a total of 213,894.1 dosage 
units.  During that same time frame 916 prescriptions were for a controlled 
substance equaling 62,824 dosage units.  This equates to 24.21% prescriptions and 
29.37% dosage units of the total dispensed.  Of those controlled substance 
prescriptions filled 268 prescriptions were for a form of oxycodone totaling 26,960 
dosage units.  Of the oxycodone prescriptions, 139 prescriptions and 14,982 dosage 
units were for oxycodone 30mg.242 
 
278. According to this, 43% of the controlled substance dosage units sold were 

oxycodone tablets and of that oxycodone, 52% of the prescriptions for oxycodone were for Oxy 

30 and 56% of the oxycodone dosage units were Oxy 30.  Such unbalanced ratios should have 

been a red flag. 

 
241  TC0371246 (emphasis added). 
242  TC0371248. 
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279. The review continued: 

During the above time frame, 44 different prescribers wrote a prescription for a 
form of oxycodone with 18 of those prescribes writing for oxycodone 30mg.  Of 
those prescribers, there are 7 prescribers that account for 150 prescriptions and 
16,176 dosage units of a form of oxycodone with 111 prescriptions and 11,854 
dosage units being oxycodone 30mg.243 
 
280. This means that those seven prescribers accounted for 56% of the oxycodone 

prescriptions and 60% of the oxycodone dosage units, despite only accounting for 16% of the total 

oxycodone prescribers.  They also accounted for 80% of the Oxy 30 prescriptions and 79% of the 

Oxy 30 dosage units. 

281. The review then analyzed the dispensing for pain clinics, starting with Chilhowee 

Pain Center, located about half an hour away: 

Chilhowee Pain Center in Maryville, TN is located 23 miles via Hwy 411 from 
Food City Pharmacy #620.  Located in Chilhowee Professional Park, the clinic is 
the neighbor of five medical practices (2 dentists, 2 internal medicine doctors, and 
Blount Memorial Hospital’s outpatient lab).  Chilhowee Pain Center is registered 
with state of Tennessee as a pain management clinic listing Elizabeth LeBrun as 
the medical director.  Food City Pharmacy #620 has filled prescriptions for four of 
their prescribers, Elizabeth LeBrun, Thomas McDonald, Donna Smith and Martha 
Burnett.  Licensure search via the Tennessee Department of Health website showed 
no listed disciplinary actions for any of the prescribers.  A search was conducted to 
validate each prescriber’s DEA on the DEA website, which showed all registrations 
as active.  Between Dec. 1, 2013 and Feb. 28, 2014, the pharmacy filled a total of 
250 prescriptions equaling 19,408 dosage units.  112 prescriptions and 12,064 
dosage units were for a form of oxycodone with 86 prescriptions and 9304 dosage 
units being for oxycodone 30mg.244 
 
282. Both Elizabeth LeBrun and Thomas McDonald are gynecologists, a specialty 

which is commonly used as an example of an unusual specialty for pain management.  Donna 

Smith, who was also referenced in the review, had also previously worked at Breakthrough Pain 

Therapy prior to the DEA shutting it down.  According to the above analysis, 45% of the 

 
243  TC0371248. 
244  Id. 
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prescriptions the pharmacy filled were for oxycodone, 77% were for Oxy 30.  However, when 

analyzed by dosage unit, the issue becomes clearer—62% of the dosage units sold were oxycodone 

and 48% of the overall dosage units were Oxy 30.245 

283. The next clinic was East Knoxville Healthcare Services: 

East Knoxville Healthcare Services in Knoxville, TN is located 35 miles via I-75 
from Food City Pharmacy #620.  East Knoxville Healthcare Services is registered 
with the state of Tennessee as a pain management clinic listing Richard Larson as 
the medical director.  Food City Pharmacy #620 has filled prescriptions for three of 
their prescribers, Richard Larson, Courtney Newman, and Cynthia Clemmons [sic].  
Licensure search via the Tennessee Department of Health showed no listed 
disciplinary actions for any of the prescribers.  A search was conducted to validate 
each prescriber’s DEA on the DEA website, which showed all registrations as 
active.  Between Dec. 1, 2013 and Feb. 28, 2014, the pharmacy filled a total of 111 
prescriptions equaling 7925 dosage units.  38 prescriptions and 4112 dosage units 
were for a form of oxycodone with 25 prescriptions and 2550 dosage units being 
for oxycodone 30mg.246 
 
284. This means that that while only 34% of the prescriptions were for oxycodone, that 

drug made up 52% of the dosage units which were sold, 62% of which was Oxy 30.  Just over a 

year later, this clinic was raided, and its prescribers later indicted as “garden-variety drug dealers” 

in the massive $21 million Sylvia Hofstetter pill mill case.  The indictments alleged that medical 

professionals, including Larson, Clemons, and Newman, were paid to write prescriptions without 

examining patients and were accused of being responsible for the oxycodone overdose deaths of 

patients.247  The clinics run by Hofstetter were allegedly responsible for at least 700 overdose 

deaths in Florida and East Tennessee.  Dr. Larson, who had also run “feeder-clinics” for PA David 

Brickhouse prior to working with Hofstetter and “was medical director for nearly half a dozen 

 
245  Id. 
246  Id. 
247   “Moment of Decision,” WBIR, available at https://www.wbir.com/article/news/crime/moment-of-decision-

jury-about-to-get-lengthy-case-against-alleged-pill-mill-boss-former-staff/51-0e8ace77-19a2-41a4-98e4-
1f04a8e91e30. 
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clinics all tied to the medical dispensing of opiates to addicts,” died before he could be 

prosecuted.248  Nurses Cynthia Clemons and Courtney Newman were both convicted of 

maintaining a drug-involved premises. 

285. PCG also reviewed Food City # 632, located in Loudon, including its relevant 

dispensing information: 

During the time period ranging from December 1, 2013 to February 28, 2014, Food 
City Pharmacy #632 filled 4719 prescriptions with a total of 276,953.7 dosage 
units.  During that same time frame 1173 prescriptions were for a controlled 
substance equaling 79,819 dosage units.  This equates to 24.86% prescriptions and 
28.82% dosage units of the total dispensed.  Of those controlled substance 
prescriptions filled 298 prescriptions were for a form of oxycodone totaling 28,800 
dosage units.  Of the oxycodone prescriptions, 141 prescriptions and 15,848 dosage 
units were for oxycodone 30mg.249 
 
286. According to this, 36% of the controlled substance dosage units sold were 

oxycodone, 55% of which was Oxy 30—disproportionate ratios which were also red flags.   

287. Food City # 632 in Loudon also sold prescriptions for Chilhowee Pain Center, 

located about 40 minutes away and run by two gynecologists: 

…  Food City Pharmacy #632 has filled prescriptions for four of their prescribers, 
Elizabeth LeBrun, Thomas McDonald, Donna Smith and Martha Burnett.  
Licensure search via the Tennessee Department of Health website showed no listed 
disciplinary actions for any of the prescribers.  A search was conducted to validate 
each prescriber’s DEA on the DEA website, which showed all registrations as 
active.  Between Dec. 1, 2013 and Feb. 28, 2014, the pharmacy filled a total of 130 
prescriptions equaling 9955 dosage units.  48 prescriptions and 5748 dosage units 
were for a form of oxycodone all of which were for oxycodone 30mg.250 

288. This means that 58% of the dosage units sold were oxycodone, astoundingly “all 

of which were … oxycodone 30mg.” 

 
248  Jamie Satterfield, “Rare Medical RICO Conspiracy with Italian Ties Had its Roots in Meeting in a “Medical 

Spa,” KNOX NEWS SENTINEL, available at https://www.knoxnews.com/story/news/crime/2018/01/23/rare-
medical-rico-conspiracy-italian-ties-had-its-roots-meeting-medical-spa/1052559001/. 

249  TC0371250. 
250  TNAG-FC-CUST00056579 (italic emphasis added). 
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289. Food City # 632 also filled for East Knoxville Healthcare Services, a pill mill 

located a half an hour away: 

…  Food City Pharmacy #632 has filled prescriptions for three of their prescribers, 
Richard Larson, Courtney Newman, and Cynthia Clemmons.  …  Between Dec. 1, 
2013 and Feb. 28, 2014, the pharmacy filled a total of 106 prescriptions equaling 
9422.5 dosage units.  35 prescriptions and 3905 dosage units were for a form of 
oxycodone with 26 prescriptions and 2915 dosage units being for oxycodone 
30mg.251 

 
290. This means that 75% of the oxycodone sold was Oxy 30. 

291. As of May 20, 2014, Food City knew that it continued to have major compliance 

problems at its pharmacies, including # 694.  As of that date, Food City had: 

• “[P]harmacists employed by Respondent failed to perform satisfactory 
Drug Utilization Review (DUR) prior to dispensing controlled substance 
prescriptions to patients[;]” 

 
• “Pharmacists employed by Respondent filled and refilled controlled 

substance prescriptions early, prior to the exhaustion of the prescribed 
supply of medication[;]” 

 
• “Pharmacists employed by Respondent dispensed Schedule II prescriptions 

which were written on the same date, instead of requiring new prescriptions 
written subsequent to a contemporaneous examination[; and]” 

 
• “Pharmacists employed by Respondent dispensed controlled substance 

prescriptions to at least 4 patients who received those prescriptions from 
multiple providers with fewer than 30 days between each visit.”252 

 
292. On June 5, 2014, Topco conducted a post-mortem on the anniversary of the 

stoppage of controlled substances to Food City’s three Knoxville stores. In an e-mail titled “KVAT 

3 store CS follow-up one year later …” sent that day to Topco’s Vice President of Pharmacy, Curt 

Maki, an analyst stated the following: 

 
251  TC0371250. 
252  Agreed Or., In the Matter of Food City Pharmacy # 694, Dkt. No. 17.56-127199A (Tenn. Bd. of Phmcy.). 



..... ..... 

From~ 

Sent . 
To: 
cc: 
Subject: 

Smeele, Roger (/O..SKOKIE, ll l fNOIS/OU<>EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FY0180HFZ3Sl'Ol T)/CN•RECIPIENTS/CN,,SMEHE. ROGER40C) 
6/5/20141:20.SO PM 
Matci, C1m f~akl@mp1;0 <:0011 
Charter, Andrew tacli.arter@topco .. com) 
l(VAT 3 store CS follow-up one ye;i, l3ter ... . 

This ruessage has been archived. View the orlaJoal item 

Curt., 

Attadied are numbers that l extracted on KVAT rollowtng your r equest this mom1ng. The data looks at i 
general areas- 1) threshold alerts for the period immedlately during and after the June s.huttlown (plus 
genera l non-KVAT member thresholds for comparison) and 2) actual purohase usage for alerted Items. 

Below is a reprint of the observations from that data , 

Let me know if you need anything else. 

Observations: 

l . Jn June 2013, It looks like McKesson may have already had hlgh thresholds on the Oxy since they did 
not creole olerts at 2 of the 3 stores before shutdown . 

2. Their Oxy usage was way out of lfne compared to other member typical thresholds. 

3. It looks like some CS monitoring categories were lnltlally brought back al about half the typtcal 
threshold. 

4. It looks like although the initial lowered has not changed in most cases, each of the location looks t:o 
be operating within guidelines. 

5. McKesson wi ll not share threshotds by I was oble to extract from dally CSMP reporting. 

6 . It looks like some thresholds may have been adjusted recently (noted by their absence from alert 
report (e.g. store 694 using more Hydrocodone and Oxy 30 than alerts noted In January but are not 
appeat'ing on currenl threshold r~port). 

7. Initial cutoff in June 2013 appears lo have only been Oxy and not all C2s sinc.e other c2s continued to 
create alerts. 
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293. By June 2014, Food City Director of Pharmacy Operations Mickey Blazer was 

continuing to send Food City CEO Steve Smith reports on high prescribers.253 

294. In December 2014, Food City continued to receive audits that showed that recurring 

problems had not been fixed and that red flags from prescribers continued.  For example, PCG 

notified Food City in December 2014 that Pharmacy # 694 was selling opioids prescribed by 

providers who were identified as writing “high risk” prescriptions up to 66% of the times that they 

prescribed a controlled substance, such as:254  

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

295. In another PCG report from December 2014, Food City was notified that Pharmacy 

# 616 had sold 589 prescriptions for high risk controlled substances, including oxycodone, 

hydrocodone, and alprazolam from June 1, 2014 to November 30, 2014.255 

 
253  TNAG-FC-CUST00094830 (referencing Food City # 839). 
254  PCG-TN005575; PCG-TN005580. 
255  PCG-TN005934. 



296. Food City and its executives continued to receive red flags about opioid diversion 

and abuse in April 2015. On April 29, 2015, one of Food City's loss prevention specialists at Food 

City # 676, located in Knoxville, e-mailed Steve Smith and Mickey Blazer, among other Food City 

executives, and notified them that a woman had died in the parking lot the previous day from an 

apparent drug overdose and was found with a syringe in her hand. The e-mail stated:256 

.. .. 

From: 
sent: 
To: 

CC: 
Subject: 

David Edwards [edwardsd@FoodCity.com) 
4/29/2015 2:07:56 AM 
Steve Smith [smiths@FoodCity.com]; Jesse lewis (lewisj.@FoodCify.com); John Jones Uonesj@foodcity.com]; Mickey 
61ai:er lbla~em'!l@F0¢dC1tv .coml ; Randy Wllllams {williamr@Fol)dOty.eoml 
Haskel Bledsoe IBledsoeh@i«lodCiry.com); Robby GOine1l (gosnallt@foodCit y.com) 

676 Incident 

on 4/28/15, I received a phone call, from Assist ant Manager Barry Horn at Food ci t y #676 , at 
approKimately 6:00pm stating that he believed there was a dead body in the parking lot. Mr . Horn s~ated 
tha t the police 1,-ere at: the store and were want:ing to review video. I illll!lediat:e1y went t:o the store and 
moet with the ~noxville Police ()(>partlilent , I was informed that a fe11ale was deceased f roN an apparent drug 
overdose in a whi t e Chevrolet elazer in our parking lot. A 11ale was a l so found in the vehic1e a1ive but 
heavi ly under the influence of narcotics. I reviewed video and found the vehicl e enter the parking lot at 
4:llpm and park out side of camera view. At approximat e ly 5:30pm, a customer not ified the Gas N Go 
attendant tliat someone needed to d1eck on the woman in the chevrolet Blazer. The paramedi cs were noti fied 
and t;hen alerred the police. The WONa.1'! was found deceased with a syringe in her hand . The police >1re 
invest igating a rash of recent overdoses bel ieving there to be a bad batch of heroin in the area. The 
body as well as the vehicle was removed from the premises. 1'1le male subject was taken into custody for 
f\Jr ther questioning. All' relevant video was burned for t he police. As ~ore infor11ation beco~es available , 
follow up reports will be submitted. 

Oavid Edwards 
Loss Prevention 

297. In May 2015, nearly two years afier McKesson stopped controlled substance 

shipments to Food City # 674, # 694, and # 616, Mickey Blazer sent an e-mail to CEO Steve Smith 

and other Food City executives indicating that McKesson stopped the shipments to the three stores 

because it was under investigation by the DEA. Mr. Blazer's e-mail stated: 

256 TNAG-FC-CUST00215517. 
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.... 

----Original Message-
From: tvfickey Blazer 
Sent: Friday, May 01, 2015 06:33 A.\1 Eastern Standard Time 
To: Steve Smi th; Jesse Lewis: Charlie Fugate; John Jones; Will Bevins 
Cc: Ken Slagle; Tom Geoghagan 
Subje-ct: McKesson 

Here you go!l 
Not a 1ot of details but this does explain a lot about June of 2013. 
The Cardinal issue a couple of years ago was strictly with the DEA, if I remember correctly. 
This article indicates that there were several government agencies involved ·in the McKesson investigat ion . 

McKesson settles investigation on controlled substances 
Reuters t3 hour~ <igo 

~<N4.ur 
~'lb~ ef0pm1'il1ru 
~~ 
1(--11~.Jl' 'Foo4 Storu f nL 

298. As of September 11, 2015, Food City' s major compliance problems persisted. At 

Knoxville 's Food City# 687, among other things: 

251 

• "Investigators also found that there were pharmacy technicians without 
registrations or affidavits, C2 were not signed and dated and the C2 
pe1petual invent01y was incoITect[;]" 

• "Incomplete invoices were found by the investigators, as well as incomplete 
or missing C222 fomlS. [DEA required fonns to transfer controlled 
substances] Numerous C2 drugs were transferred without sending C222 
forms to the DEA[;]" 

• "Investigators found the Pharmacist-In-Charge had been unable to log into 
the CSMD and admitted rarely checking the CSMD[;]" 

• "Respondent 's staff admitted to never refusing to fill a prescription unless 
it was ex,tremely early . Staff would early refill for cash and admitted to 
filling out of state prescriptions without question." 257 

In the Matter of Food City Pharmacy# 611 [sic should be # 687 based on Lovell Road address], Case No. 
201503561 (Tenn. Bd. of Pluncy.) (emphasis added) . 
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299. On October 3 through 4, 201 5, Food City was again taught red flags for pill mills 

m a presentation dming an on-site training titled "Legitimate vs. Illegitimate Presc1ibing of 

Controlled Substances." As shown in the slides below, the training referenced the "standard pill 

practice model" from Georgia and described customers with out-of-state license plates, customers 

receiving essentially identical prescriptions, and holy trinity prescription combinations of an 

opioid, Xanax, and muscle relaxer. 258 

The P 

legitimate vs Illegitimate Prescribing 
of Control led Substances 

GENE 5. KENNEDY. M.D. 
Island P.iin Cart 

Saint Simons Island, CA 

Food City Stores 
On Site Tral t1lng 
oet®er 3-4, zo15 

Here is the standard pill mill 
practice model, at least in Georgia: 
1. Lots of out-of-state license plates. especially from Ohio, Kentucky 

and West Virgin ia. At one point, there were organized. regularly 
scheduled bus excursions from these states, with stops at "pain 
management clin ics" throughout Florida. Pat ients purchased their 
scheduled medications wi th cash directly from the physician 
prescribing them, or from a nearby participating pharmacy. Where I 
practice, physicians call t hese opiate tourists "pillbill ies." 

2. A party In the cl inic oarking lot, characteristically denoted by people 
sitt ing on the hoods of their cars smoking marijuana, playing loud 
music, generally behaving badly and garnering the ill w ill of local 
merchants. local physicians call t hese patients "oxymorons." 

3. All patients, regardless of age, medical history, or present ing 
complaint, wil l pay $200- $350 cash for a 6- 10 minute encounter 
and receive essentially identical prescriptions. Typically, this would 
include oxycodone 30 mg, 1 20- 180 pills AND oxycodone I S mg, 
90- 120 pills AND Xanax 2 mg, 90- 120 pills. Usually, 90~ 120 
Soma would also be prescribed. Keep in mind, th is is for everyone 
who walks through the door with money in their hand. 

300. Food City continued to be aware that holy tiinity prescription combinations were 

signs of pills mills and of diversion and abuse, including through these ti·ainings, but it persisted 

selling holy trinity combination presc1iptions and opioids presc1ibed by suspect providers who met 

these factors. Food City also continued to be aware of and ignore other red flags for diversion and 

abuse referenced in the trainings. 

258 PCG-TNOOl 1759, -92. 
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301. And despite previously committing to restrict sales of under 10% of its total 

prescriptions as controlled substances, Food City continued to have stores that had much higher 

percentages of controlled substances compared to total prescriptions.  A PCG audit of Food City 

# 687, located in Knoxville, on November 19, 2015, stated that 16% of its total prescriptions were 

controlled substances.259 

302. Food City received still more news that its policies were not being implemented 

based on audit findings from PCG in December 2015.  On December 2nd, PCG reported to Food 

City, as shown below, that its consultant “had identified two family members, possibly husband 

and wife, who were filling prescriptions for “Trinity Cocktails” . . . Collectively this couple filled 

approximately # 59 prescriptions at Food City # 616 between June, 5, and November 2015 of the 

above mentioned combination medications from those five prescribers listed above.”260   

 
259  PCG-TN003879 (Response No. 79, line 238). 
260  PCG-TN004023. 



ELEMENT J: DUE DILICEl'iCE - PRESCRIPTlO~S 

Consultant Sullivan had the opportunity to review some of the 1>nticnts'customcrs prcscriptioas randomly who 
were receiving controlled substnnces for pain management. The prescri ptions were then queri ed by Consul lJ!nt 
Sull ivan on the pharmacy's McKesson Enterprise system patient profiles. 

Consultant Sullivan identified two fantlly members. possibly husband and wife, \\hO were filliJ1g prescriptions 
for "Trinity Cockmils" written by the following practitioners: 

RX#40 19655 
RX /14019556 
RX 11-10 1950 1 
RX#2027163 
RX#2027162 

MA1903830 
MG-0541587 
AM5434 117 
MMOl25989 
BR6963816 

f lurazepam J0111g 
Alprazol:uu I mg 
Cari soprodol 350 mg 
Oxycodone IS mg 
Oxycontin 40 mg 

#30du 
11 120 du 
#84 du 
# 90 du 
# 60 du 

Collectively. this couple filled approximn1ely # 59 prescriptions at Food City 116 L6 between June 5, 2015 and 
November 04, 2015 of the above: mentioned combination medications from those top five prescriber.; listed 
above. 

303. In addition, PCG told Food City, ''There were multiple controlled substance 

prescriptions with no documentation in some of the patient profiles."261 

304. In 2016, Food City continued to sell high risk opioids. On July 8, 2016, PCG 

conducted an audit of Food City# 616 in which the pha1macist-in-charge stated that 5-10% of the 

prescriptions "could be considered high risk."262 While 5-10% is smaller than estimated 

percentage at other stores, the figme is still high given the likelihood of diversion and/or abuse. 

305. In October 2017, Food City continued to follow news of DEA enforcement actions. 

On October 16, 2017, Executive Vice President Mickey Blazer sent an e-mail to other executives, 

including CEO Steve Smith and his subordinates, sUI111nru·izing a 60 MINUTES news sto1y about 

the origins of the opioid epidemic that featured Fo1mer DEA Deputy Assistant Administrator Joe 

261 

262 

PCG-TN004024. 

# 87.1. 
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Rannazzisi. Mr. Blazer noted that the sto1y was "why we have to be so diligent with our policies 

when it comes to filling Controls" while also noting: "The first question that a Phannacist is asked 

during a Board of Phannacy inspection for over the past two years is ' are you getting pressure 

from your Supervisor or Company" to fill Prescriptions you are not comfortable with.' Eve1y 

inspection!!! !"263 

From: Mld<ev 6larer 
Sent: Monday, Octob-erJG, 2017 3:2?;0SAM 
To: Mark Hubba rd; Le1 tl.ciwah; Srandon Mowelt David RobinsCJn; llirady Parvin: Steve Trout; Randy Wiiiiams; Joe 
Greene: Rodney Dil ard; Darvt Massey; John Cecil; Ron T<1cker; flick Bishop; Jglul Jones; Greg Sparlcs; Steve STTiith; Omlie 
Fugate 
Cc; Witl< ft<Jyto~ Ken Slaglv; Tom Geoshilg,un; Melirn1 MCC:<ill: Amanda Ml:C~ll: Oiri rsy Darnel I 
Sul>jr;ct: 60 Minute~ Opioid Addition 

All, 
If )VU did no .. gct<>nopport\lnity to waroh #60 Mi~llto~ last riJtl't, I encoumge you to l)OOg!e •60 Minules Opioid 
Add:iciiort . 
Thi s i~ ll>e rest of the Stol)' on 'Opcra1fon Choke' 
Ali'thO\lsh I don't <>ertt with J~ Roon~1zisi st<lnce on the Di111ib\l\or1 bcinguntoo¢hcd it is i>n intt:fMti~stocv. 
McKesson p'ilid 1J.,2ml in fincJ .;ind Ca rdin.:>I p~ic! 34mJ, 
He ill so t.ilkl ;ibout Puin Cliriics, P h<irm.;ic.Jst, and Qiu in Pl\ilrni)tic$ lh~t u1oed the· Opio;d Cpid cmi.; to gel rith. 
The'!' ir;tcrv~'Cd "M;JU Murphy" former OD\ A~t. 
MMI iS my ditect .;onl1ltt \vlth PJ.or111.-i Corn pliMce, the Thwd P-orty "IC vs-c to o>udit our Plmtmi)c:ic~ 

He l»lic~llv t ried to connrm lh~t RuMIUll$l got r:Jllrol)ded. 
TI•lS Story will Rive some fde.l or our PhO•t'tl<le4t l1Xcevery d.'1'( ll n<I •\lh'l'\\'<C hrwc to be so cl illge111 wll11 ovr polleles whet! 
it c:Qme$ 10 lllflng C:Ot1tfol$.. 
The flrst questloo lhat a Phartl"atls115 as-~ed d.\llng a f!oaro 01 Pl'larr\ilcy lrupealon for O\'er 1he past 1wo vearrs IS ".ire 
you cett1ng pressure fronyour SUpEl\llSClf or conipanvr to UI Presolp1lons ~ou are not c0f11 lortable with". Eve1y 
lnspeclJOn I! I 
I enc0Ufal1,-e vou ~o re.ad or I iSten to the d ips of the article 111hen you ha~·e a fl) lnute; 
111.ank~ 

9/Jt~~ 
~ '1-blP'IWfm 
ftl~=f'lWfe>rn•"-
7(;~.tr'F'oJStmJ lne. 

306. Steve Smith responded later that day just to Mr. Blazer and indicated that 

he thought Mr. Rannazzisi was the DEA agent who caused them so many problems because 

he placed pressure on McKesson, which caused the distributor to place pressure on Food 

City, albeit temporarily . Mr. Smith stated: 264 

263 

264 

TNAG-FC-CUST00092600 (highlighted emphasis added). 

TNAG-FC-CUST00092600 (highlighted emphasis added). 
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From: 

Sent~ 

To: 
Su'bjec:t; 

S1.e.-e Sm lh l/O=EXCHANGElABSIOU=EXOi~UGE ADMlllllSTRATIVE GROIJI' 
CFYOIOOHf23.S'l'Olll/GN "'~~CJPl1ENfS/CN~3150'4-4,-C>J£).ll~ECM;'1&1:3U7Y:i<:ElCJ •SKYE SMltHJ 
10/1i>f)ill? l :2.?;41 PM 
Mickey !la1cr (b'3tcrml@JoadCity.com J 
Re: '60 Minute• Opioid Additio n 

I tbiok we found the guy tliut put 11:> in sucli 11 bind. J Jc wu tbtcatcai1lg lhc d~stri bujOf and rcuilly ·wnnkd some 
of their blood as well 11·~ jllil time. l s1ill bc:Jic\·c th11l whole situl!tion <:oold h1wc been hu.ndlc.<l better if 
cv<rybody had hacl a a.dull conversation 

Ste"e Smith 

307. Food City executives did place pressure on its phaimacists to fill opioid 

prescriptions to increase profits from the phaimacy. In one case, after heai·ing that a Food City 

phaimacist was uncomfortable with filling suspec.t opioid prescriptions from Beai·den Health Care 

Associates after the DEA's raid, the executive got in his cai· and drove almost two hours to 

Knoxville from Abingdon, Virginia to personally tell the phaimacist that the phaimacist had to 

keep filling these Bearden opioid prescriptions. 

308. As of April 2018, Food City had knowledge of signs that diversion was occuning 

from Food City# 705, located in Chattanooga. Food City sold Endocet based on a "pre-dated" 

prescription to an individual who had died before the sale occuITed. Mickey Blazer was sent the 

following e-mail: 265 

265 TNAG-FC-CUSTOO 107 679. 
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From: Rebecca Blackstone [blackstone@FoodCity.com) 
Sent : 4/27/2018 9:02:18 PM 
To: Mickey Blazer (blazerml@FoodCity.com) 
Subject : Audit we need to discuss 
Attachments: 3098_001.pdf 

Mickey, 

Attdched is a notice I received from Humana this afternoon. It st ates that we need to reverse a claim, because the 
patient had already died prior to fill. I looked cit this before I sent it to the store, cind I don't think this is our issue. The 
only thing that we did that was questionable was :iccept "pre-datedu prescriptions for a control. If a family member 
presented us with a prescription for a patient (who was probably sick), how are we supposed to know they died? I think 
Humana needs to take this up with the patient's family. I don't see how we are going to be out $73 for someone else's 
criminal act. You can call me if you wish. I will not send this to 705 until I hear from you or Amanda. 

Becky Ii 

309. Food City continued to sell opioids that its own phrumacist considered high risk in 

April 20, 2018. In a PCG audit for Food City# 630, located in Dandridge, the phrumacist-in-

chru·ge repo11ed that "less than 10% of the scripts that could be considered high risk."266 

310. And again, despite previously committing to restrict sales of under 10% of its total 

prescriptions as controlled substances, Food City continued to have stores that had much higher 

percentages of controlled substances compared to total prescriptions. A PCG audit of Food City 

# 650, located in HaITiman, on October 10, 2018 stated that 17.2% of its total prescriptions were 

controlled substances. 267 

311. Food City has continued to intentionally avoid extremely basic steps to perfo1m 

due diligence on prescribers. For example, as known to Food City executives, a November 28, 

2018 PCG audit showed that the phaimacist at Food City# 601 in Johnson City was not able to 

266 # 125.l . 

267 # 132.l (Response No. 79, line 229) . 
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access the "Emdeon268 system" and repo11ed "not using the system ve1y often."269 The Emdeon 

system is a basic tool that, among other things, provides realtime basic info1mation on prescribers 

including DEA registration status. The PCG report, excerpted below, stated: 

E. Pn!scriptions Points Points 
Avall11ble Achieved 

Does the pharmacist understand how a prescriber's DEA registration 1s ran through Emdeon? Is 
56 tfle Pharmacist verifying unl\nown prescnbers lhru the DEA website? Document their response 1 0 

56 Mark wasn't able to access tf1 e system. He reported not using the system very often. 

312. In 2019, Food City continued to receive notices of opioid overdoses at its locations. 

For instance, on March 1, 2019, the loss prevention specialist at Food City # 647, located in 

Maryville, notified CEO Steve Smith and others that a woman, who later admitted to injecting 

heroin in the bathroom, and had suffered a non-fatal overdose. 270 

313. By Mai·ch 2019, Food City wanted to change the way that its audits would be 

conducted because they were costing the Company too much money. In a discussion Mr. Blazer 

had with PCG, which PCG summarized in a subsequent e-mail, Mr. Blazer told PCG that "he 

thought the return on investment might not be worth it on the audits and he feels the cmrent 

checklist should be updated relative to DEA and State Regulations." According to the e-mail: 

268 

269 

270 

• "Mickey also stated that the las t year's inspections resulted in scores that 
are consistent among Food City Phrumacies and there is no significant 
difference." 

The Company rebranded in 2015 and changed its name to Change Healthcare. 

# 136. l (Resp. No. 56, line 165). 

TNAG-FC-CUST00135253. 
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• “Mickey stated that there might not be a need for the Deep Dive, and to start 
fresh with revising the checklist and conducting fewer audits but a more 
detailed audit.” 

• “There was a discussion that the inspection should be unannounced, and 
DQIT [another compliance company] should coordinate with Food City 
Pharmacy Professional Pharmacy [sic] Managers by the 15th of the month 
before the next month in which the inspection is going to take place due to 
Pharmacist-in-Charge schedules.” 

• “Mickey stated that he didn’t want the inspection to be an ‘I got you thing’ 
instead he wanted it to be a teaching event for the pharmacist.”271 
 

314. The e-mail highlights the inherent and continuing flaws of Food City’s compliance 

program.  From December 2011 until today, Food City, as noted by distributors, has limited in-

house compliance enforcement and has relied almost exclusively on its outside consultants to 

conduct and police controlled substance policies designed to prevent diversion and abuse of 

opioids, among other things—and has only done so at the insistence of its distributors.  Conducting 

fewer audits, no matter how detailed, especially given Food City’s history and the lack of a 

meaningful internal compliance infrastructure, invites the diversion and abuse of opioids.  

Moreover, having the Company shape the contours of the audit demonstrates the inherent conflict 

of interest with the process. If a consultant group becomes too diligent with audits, the Company 

can simply fire it and hire a replacement that will not. 

315. In too many instances, Food City received an adverse audit finding and did not 

attempt to correct or address the problem. Food City’s audits, which its distributors required to 

reduce their own liability, were largely a means to an end—to keep the supply of opioids coming. 

 
271  PCG-TN001959. 
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H. Food City Opioid Sales from Specific Suspect Providers, Clinics, or Practice 
Groups 

 
316. Aside from Bearden Health Care Associates, Food City had years of actionable 

intelligence and information about opioid diversion and abuse from pill mills or other highly 

suspect prescribers, clinics, or practice groups, but saw them as less of a liability and more as a 

business opportunity. 

 i. Breakthrough Pain Therapy Center 
 

317. Breakthrough Pain Therapy was a clinic owned and operated by Sandy and Randy 

Kincaid, both non-health care providers, that was raided by federal authorities on December 14, 

2010.  Mr. and Mrs. Kincaid were indicted for money laundering and conspiracy to distribute 

oxycodone, morphine, oxymorphone, and alprazolam based on illegitimate controlled substance 

prescriptions.   

318. Before the December 14, 2010, Food City had knowledge of red flags for abuse 

and diversion at the clinic, including high percentages of cash payors, and distributed over 272,500 

opioid dosage units before the raid.  During the week after the December 14, 2010 raid, Food City 

dispensed over 4,000 Schedule II controlled substances, 77% of which were Oxy 30 and 76% of 

which paid in cash.  

319. Food City’s executives, including Mickey Blazer, also knew by April 2012 of 

reports that David Brickhouse, who was affiliated with both Breakthrough Pain Center and 

Prodigal Primary Care, was running a pill mill.272 

320. Between the December 7, 2010 raid, which was highly publicized by the DEA 

through a press release and known in Knoxville, and the October 7, 2014 indictments, Food City 

 
272  TNAG-FC-CUST00007633. 
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# 603, 611, 616, 644, 656, 674, and 694 sold approximately 268,000 opioid prescribed by 

Breakthrough prescribers.  Roughly 63% of this amount was Oxy 30. 

 ii.  Prodigal Primary Care 
 

321. On April 18, 2012, Lou Scudere sent an e-mail to Mickey Blazer regarding Prodigal 

Primary care which read, “The follow’s name is David Brickhouse, I have no indication of a middle 

name.  Let me know what else you might need.” Mr. Blazer sent the following response, in which 

he states that “a couple of Blogs” claim that Brickhouse is running a pill mill, but Mr. Blazer said 

that he “doesn’t put much stock in Blogs”:273 

 
273  TNAG-FC-CUST00007633. 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
CC: 
Subject: 

Lou, 

Mickey Blazer [/O=FOOO CITY/OU=FOOOCITY/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BLAZERMll 
4/20/2012 12:51:09 PM 
Lou Scudere lscuderel@FoodCity.com) 
John Jones Uonesj@foodcity.cornJ; Steve Smith (smlths@FoodCity.com] 
RE: Prodigal Primary care 

David Brickhouse does not have any pending investigation or disciplinary action or attached to his DEA license. 
He was previously involved with a Or. Rodenberg that got him a lot of attention with the media. 
"Don Dare" did a segment on Rodenburg and interviewed Brickhouse about his association with him. 
There are a couple ot Biogs Indicating Brickhouse ls running a pill mill but I don' t put much stock in Biogs, 
Please note: Prodigal Primary Care fs registered w i th t he State of Tennessee as a Pafn Clinfc in the following three 
locations. (This requirement of registration become mandatory January 2012 with a grace perfod until April, 2012.) 

Prodigal Primary Care, PC 
2911 Essary Road 
Knoxville. TN 379 L8 

Prodigal Primary Care, PC 
I 0904 K.i11g_5too Pike 
Ki1ox,~ lle, T N 37934 

Prodigal Primary Care, PC 
90 I M erchants Drive 
Knoxvil le, TN 37912 

The State requires you to register as a Pain Clinic when: 
"Pain management clinic" means a privately-owned lacfliiy in Which a 
medical doctor, an osteopathte physician , an advanced pracbce nurse. arid/or • 
physi<>an assistant provides pain management •ervioes to potienll>, a majority of 
whom are issued a prescription ror, or are dispensed, op1olds, banzodlazeplne, 
barbiturates, or carisoprodot but not mduding suboxone, for more than ninety (90) 
days ln a lwelve·monlh pMiod; and 

Please let me know if I need to provide any further information. 
Thanks, 
Mickey Blaser 
Food City 
DirlJcfN of Pharmacy Operations 

322. Food City and Mickey Blazer were dismissive of internal infonnation they 

possessed suggesting that Prodigal Primary care was operating as a pill mill and did not bother 

even doing a cursory review of his prescriptions or with whom Mr. Brickhouse was cmTently 

working. Prodigal and Brickhouse were pai1 of a vast pill mi ll operation led by Sylvia Hofstetter, 

who federal prosecutors have called "the largest chug dealer to ever set foot in a courtroom in East 

Tennessee. "274 

274 "New Trial Set for Hofstetter in Federal Pill Mill Case," WBIR, a11ailable at 
https://www.wbir.com/article/news/new-trial-set-for-hofstetter-in-federal-pill-mill-case/229753444. 
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323. Food City's phaimacies, including Food City# 674, filled opioid prescriptions for 

Mr. Brickhouse and other Prodigal Providers even after April 18, 2012, the date of Mr. Scudere 's 

email, in prui because no info1mation about Brickhouse was shai·ed with the phannacists. 275 

324. On May 28, 201 5, PCG sent Food City's Mickey Blazer and Will Bevins an e-mail 

with infonnation that confinned what Food City was told about three years earlier-that the 

Prodigal clinics were pill mills. 276 

325. On May 29, 201 5, Mickey Blazer fo1wru·ded PCG's e-mail, shown below, to Food 

City executives including CEO Steve Smith with the message: "Lots and Lots of activity from the 

FED 's in Knoxville and surrounding area on Pain Clinics. See attached ruticles: Tough time to 

be a Pharmacist in Knoxville."211 

From; 
Seni; 
Tor 
CC: 
SubJMt: 
llltidlmtnts; 

Mi<kev 6la1~ fbl.;uermi@foodcrty.com] 
S/29{lOlS 1~7:SOPM 
Joh11 10,.c• Uone1jtjlfoodcltv.coml: Jcue i.Ail'.h l.l-hJ@'FoodOty.<om): Slcv~ Smith )•ml11H@roodOty.com] 
Wm lk!\irU [beWi>w@Food C ty.CCYn ~ Clll'Jtll~ F USil~e [ fui;ttet@foodClty.ctinlj 
fW: lnformalion recetvoo In lno~\11 lc Tll 
JucliLt A11cgcd p " mill o-:icr.1lor mu~t ~1~V 1~ 1~llJ1t1n; Howcld o!lloal1 mi b p i ·mill 01JCr;'lt!On • t~ews Scnt>ocl 
St()ly.htm 

John, Jesse, ;irid Steve. 
Lots and lot~ of ocli.,.ity from the-F(D'~ In Knoxvnl~ rind suuoundina areil on PJin Clinics 
Sci! attached arbelcs: 
foo&h time to bea Ph.:.rmiKIH in kno><Vll~. 

~~fu.w 

~"" f.-la ~ ef Of-tinu 
~..:a;. ll>it"'-
7C·1",.A:.J1'"'-I' $l4ftt Jnr. 

326. Mr. Blazer's statement, "Tough time to be a Phaimacist in Knoxville" was notable 

because the federal indictments and news coverage did not reference any federal actions against 

phannacists~nly actions against prescribers and owners of pill mills. 

275 

276 

277 

674 DEA Report( a) (Franklin). 

PCG-TN00627 4. 

TNAG-FC-CUST00093770. 
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327. Food City pharmacies, including # 674 and # 616, continued to sell prescriptions 

from Prodigal providers well after Mr. Blazer’s May 29, 2015 e-mail,278 and would continue to 

sell numerous high-dose, high-volume opioid prescriptions from Prodigal providers who Food 

City knew transferred to Bearden Health Care Associates until at least 2018 in some cases.  At 

Food City # 674 alone, the Company sold opioid prescriptions to patients of three different 

providers still working at Prodigal after May 29, 2015 and as late as 2017.279  Food City # 616 

also sold prescriptions from Prodigal providers and from those who quickly transferred to Bearden 

Health Care Associates well after the federal action was announced in 2015.280  

328. All told, Food City sold approximately 4,500 doses of oxycodone and other opioids 

prescribed by Prodigal Primary Care HCPs after May 29, 2015 from Food City # 694, # 674, # 

616, and # 644, which was located in Seymour. 

iii. James Earl Chapman and Atlanta Medical Group 
 

329. Food City had actionable information about Dr. James Earl Chapman, who operated 

a pill mill in Atlanta, Georgia, and disregarded the direct warning. 

330. On July 2, 2010, the pharmacist in charge at Food City # 688 in Knoxville, reported 

valid, grave concerns regarding the Atlanta Medical Group, a clinic located three hours away in 

the heart of Georgia, and the clinic’s primary doctor, a cardiologist named Dr. James Earl 

Chapman:281 

 
278  674 DEA Report(a) (Bartlett). 
279  674 DEA Report(a) (Bartlett, Chen, Nations, search of 2911 Essary Rd, 3221 Middlebrook Pike, 598 John 

Deere Dr, 901 Merchant Dr., 901 Merchants Dr.) 
280  616 DEA Report(a) (Bartlett, McCormick, search of 2911 Essary Rd, 3221 Middlebrook Pike). 
281  TNAG-FC-CUST00001992. 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject : 

Pharmacy Rx688 (/O=FOOD CITY/OU=FOODOTY/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=RX688) 
7/2/2010 9:07:53 PM 
Mickey Blazer [blazermi@FoodCity.com); Tom Gcoghagan [geoghagt@FoodCity.com]; Don Cl•rk 
(clarkd@FoodClty.com f; Connie Reed [reedc@FoodCity.coml 
question prescriptions from GA 

I received 3 separate requests 'for prescriptions to be filled from: 

Dr. James Earl Chapman 
The Atlanta Medica l Group, Inc. 
Cartersville, GA 30120 

The prescriptions were all EXACTLY the same: each patient had 3 scripts, Oxycodone 30mg #200, o x ycodone 15mg 
#40, Xanax 2mg #50 

The office will verify that the prescriptions are valid; however. each person said they'd had a difficult time getting a 
pharmacy to fill them ... yet another red tlag!! So, I called 2 pharmacies in Cartersville, GA and one Walgreen's in a 
nearby town They !old me that this doctor is under investigation by the D.E.A. and they were no longer filling for him. 
The D.EA has requested all his prescriptions from one of the pharmacies (R~e-Aid) be gathered and they will be in that 
pharmacy soon to pick them up... Walgreen's has this doctor flagged in their system as "under investigation by the 
D.E.A." 

I don't feel good about these prescriplions because I don't think there's a va lid situation backing them upl One 
pharmacist told me that you can <.:all very late ... after hours ... and someone will verify the prescriptions as vali<l but there's 
no doctor present at that time ... WOW!!! 

Just wanted you to be aware so you can decide how to handle this. I think all the pharmacies need to know these 
details, and again, I do not feel this is a legitimate patienVdoctor relationship. It's sounds like a ... "you pay me an office 
fee-I give you prescriptions" racket. .... 
Rx688 

331. Half an hom later, Don Clark, Food City's then-Director of Pharmacy, fo1warded 

a modified version of the e-mail, despite the phannacists statement "I think all the pharmacies 

need to know these details," which excluded some of the most damning facts, including that the 

pharmacist explicitly stated that she did "not feel this is a legitimate patient/doctor relationship," 

Dr. Chapman was under investigation, and multiple pha1macies in his area would not fill his 

prescriptions:282 

282 TNAG-FC-CUST00001993. 
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CC: Wick Hayton [Haytonw@FoodCity.com); Wil l Bevins [bevinsw@FoodCity.com]; Mickey Blazer 
[blazermi@FoodCity.com]; Tom Geoghagan [geoghagt@FoodCitv.com]; Don Clark [clarkd@FoodCitv.com J; connie 
Reed [reedc@FoodCity.com] 

Subject: Questionable prescript ions from GA - Message from Don Clark 

FROM DON CLARK 

Several Stores have called regarding Questionable Prescriptions coming from a Clinic in Atlanta GA. 

Dr. James Earl Chapman 

The Atlanta Medical Group, Inc. 

Cartersville, GA 30120 

Many of the prescriptions appear to be EXACTLY the same; the patients had 3 scripts, Oxycodone 30mg, Oxycodone 
1 Smg, Xanax 2mg 

The office will verify that the prescriptions are valid; however, it is virtually impossible to validate a Bona Fide Prescriber 
Patient relationship for an out of state prescriber. 

Exercise extreme caution with these Prescriptions and unless you know the patient, and in your professional judgment 
can feel assured that there is a Bone Fide relationship between this Prescriber and the Patient refuse to fill these 
prescription. Simply tell the Patient you "Do not have everything you need to fill these prescriptions" 

If you have any questions, please contact your Pharmacy Operations Manager, Professional Services Manager. or the 
KVAT Pharmacy Office. 

332. Unsurprisingly, Food City continued to sell opioids based on Dr. Chapman's 

presc1iptions despite the clear evidence that this was an illegal pill mill. For example, within the 

next thirty days, Phaimacy # 611, located three and a half hours away in Gatlinburg, filled at least 

five prescriptions totaling 720 pills for patients from his office, all for immediate release 

oxycodone and all paid for in cash. Notably, to get to Food City# 611 in Gatlinburg, customers 

from the Atlanta Medical Group had to bypass numerous phaimacies, including other Food City 

phannacies, in Northern Georgia, neai· Chattanooga, and outside of Knoxville. 

333. Dr. Chapman was indicted in July 201 1283 and tried on49 counts of dmg trafficking 

for prescribing and dispensing controlled narcotics. He was ultimately convicted and sentenced 

to 10 years in federal prison. According to the U.S. Attorney's Office's press release, the Atlanta 

283 Amy Womack, "Macon Doctor Indicted in 'Pill Mill' Case, THE TELEGRAPH, available at 
hltps://www macon.com/news/article28613215 html (July 13, 2011). 
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Medical Group was just “a front for the mass distribution of addictive pain killers.”  The clinic 

owners told an obliging Dr. Chapman “to see as many patients as possible, and to prescribe as 

many oxycodone pills as possible.”   According to federal prosecutors: 

In May 2010, using information from the FBI/NW Georgia Criminal Enterprise 
Safe Streets Task Force, federal, state and local law enforcement agents joined 
together in investigation of Atlanta Medical Group (“AMG”) after learning that the 
clinic, located in Cartersville, Georgia, was prescribing pain pills outside the 
bounds of legitimate medical practice.  … 

Chapman, while serving in his role at AMG, failed to fulfill a doctor’s basic 
obligations to conduct physical examinations of patients and verify medical 
histories before prescribing astronomical quantities of controlled substances.  
Significantly, in the first year the clinic opened, Chapman received the highest 
number of oxycodone pills of any doctor in the State of Georgia.  Chapman 
continued to prescribe controlled substances in dangerous amounts and 
combinations even after he received notice that many pharmacies in the area were 
refusing to fill the prescriptions and that the medical board had subpoenaed his 
records to determine the propriety of his prescribing practices.  Those patient 
records revealed that Chapman knew that at least some of his patients were drug 
addicts: the records contained information (from a nurse or the “patients” 
themselves) that those patients had previously purchased the drugs illegally. 

In fact, more than 98% of the patients traveled to AMG from surrounding states in 
order to receive prescriptions for controlled substances.  Furthermore, the evidence 
showed that Chapman was a drug user himself, and that he asked clinic employees 
to assist him in illegally obtaining narcotics for his own use.  For example, on one 
day in particular, Chapman had another clinic employee fill out narcotics 
prescriptions for him to sign, as he was too intoxicated to do so himself.  Still, his 
own drug use did not stop him from seeing “patients.284 
 
334. Even after news of Dr. Chapman’s indictment broke in July, as of October 24, 2011, 

Knoxville Food City # 687 still listed the Atlanta Counseling & Recovery Center on its list of 

“clinics we have filled for in the last month for return patients” in an e-mail to Food City Director 

of Pharmacy Operations Mickey Blazer as part of Amerisource’s required due diligence.285 

 
284  “Former Heart Surgeon Convicted of Unlawfully Prescribing and Dispensing Oxycodone,” UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, available at https://www.justice.gov/usao-ndga/pr/former-heart-surgeon-convicted-
unlawfully-prescribing-and-dispensing-oxycodone (September 28, 2015) (emphasis added). 

285  TNAG-FC-CUST00121495 (emphasis added). 



Notably, the name alone should have been a red flag. Not only did it specify that it was out of 

state, but clearly purp01ted to be a "counseling and recove1y " center. 

F-rom: 
Sent : 
To: 
Subject : 

Pharmacy Rx687 lrx687@FoodCity.com1 
10/24/2011 9:40:00 PM 
Mickey Blazer (blazenni@FoodCity.com) 
list of pain d lnlcs 

Food City Pharmacy 687 
27 12 Loves Creek Rd. 
Knonil le, TN 37924 
(865) 633-5008 

····~~ Here are the clinics we have filled for in the last month for rewm patients; 

Westbrook l>!edical Center 
Complete Family Care 
Active Pain Treatment 
Southern Health Management 
Cedar Bluff Fam ii) Pracrice 
Dogwood Family Practice 
Knoxville Medical & Industrial Clinic 
East Tennessee Physicians Care 
St. Mary's Pain Management C'enter 
Urgent Care & Surgery Center 
Atlanta Counseling & Recovery Center 
Advance Pain TI1erapeu1ics 
Horizon Comprehensive Care 
Prodigal 1>rimary Care 
Pain Consultants of East Tennessee 
Bearden I leahhcare Associates 
Valley Medical 
Jack Scariano Jr MD 
New Ho1>e Pain Managen1ent 
East Terrnessee Primary Care Associates 
Rocky Hill Family Physicians 
Skyvicw Medical Center 
Preferred Pain Care 
Pain Management Strategies 
Jackson Family Practice 
Tennessee Pain Professionals 
Lafollette Wellness Center 
Tennessee Orthopedic Clinics 
General Practice Thomas Pri nee Jr MD 
Chilhowee Pain Center 
family Care of East Tennessee 

IAtianta Counseling & Recovery Center I 

iv. Dr. Andrew Sugantharaj 

335. Similarly, Food City had specific knowledge about Dr. Andrew Sugantharaj and 

continued to sell opioids based on prescriptions he wrote anyway. 
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336. Dr. Sugantharaj was listed as one of the top ten prescribers of controlled substances 

in the PCG report for Pharmacy # 674 for July to November 2011.  The report also stated that 57% 

of his prescriptions for controlled substances that Pharmacy # 674 filled were high risk.286 

337. He was still in Pharmacy # 674’s top ten prescribers for July to October 2013.287 

338. In September 2011 alone, patients of Dr. Sugantharaj were filling his prescriptions 

for oxycodone at 21 different Food City pharmacies. 

339. Dr. Sugantharaj, an internist, was also the registered owner of a weight loss clinic 

and Complete Family Care, a registered pain management clinic.  As reported by the Knoxville 

News Sentinel, both of his clinics were raided in May 2013 pursuant to a federal search warrant 

as part of a joint investigation conducted by the TBI, DEA, and the U.S. Department of Health and 

Human Services Office of the Inspector General. 

340. In the December 2014 PCG report for Food City # 694, Dr. Sugantharaj was tied 

as the practitioner responsible for the most controlled substance prescriptions that the pharmacy 

filled.  The report also noted that a quarter of his controlled substance prescriptions were high 

risk.288 

341. That same month, PCG submitted a report for Pharmacy # 679, located in Powell, 

where Dr. Sugantharaj was also in the top ten highest prescribers of controlled substances.  

However, this report noted that 67% of his control prescriptions were high risk.289 

 

 

 
286  # 104.1. 
287  PCG-TN003024; # 138.1. 
288  PCG-TN005974; # 54.1. 
289  # 64.1; FC00001285. 
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v. Dr. Robert Maughon 
 

342. Dr. Robert Maughon was a general practitioner who worked at an urgent care and 

primary care facility called First Med Family Center in Gatlinburg along with five other 

practitioners. 

343. Food City was first alerted about Dr. Maughon in a PCG report from a September 

18, 2013 audit of Food City # 611 which revealed that he accounted for 20% of the controlled 

substance prescriptions it dispensed.  The other two most prolific writers also worked at First Med 

and collectively they wrote 41% of the controlled substance prescriptions filled by Pharmacy # 

611.290 

344. The PIC of Food City # 611 also revealed that 40% of the controlled substance 

prescriptions she filled were “high risk” combinations. 

345. In the 90 days prior to this report, Food City # 611 dispensed nearly 60,000 CIIs 

written by First Med, including massive doses such as a 2-day prescription for 180 hydrocodone 

pills. 

346. A few months later, First Med resurfaced in a March 7, 2014 e-mail Mickey Blazer 

sent to McKesson’s compliance department and Topco which had “information gathered as part 

of [K-VA-T’s] due diligence regarding” Food City # 611:291 

 
290  # 114.1. 
291  TNAG-FC-CUST00056571. 



First Med Family Center located on 1015 East Parkway in Gatlinburg is the major medical office in the 

community. There are six practitioners at the Gatlinburg location, Robert Maughon, Craig Benson, 

Melvin Willis, L. Glenn Adkison, R.G. Hamm, and James Womack. First Med is an Urgent Care and 

Primary Care facility offering a full range of medical services. During the stated time frame Food City 

Pharmacy #611 filled 3768 total prescriptions and 214,772.25 total dosage units that were prescribed by 

the staff at First Med. This equates to 32.40% of their total prescription volume and 32.92% of their 

total dosage units. Food City Pharmacy filled 1178 controlled substance prescriptions equaling 98,741 

dosage units. This is 44.96"/G of their total controlled prescription percentage and 52.41% of the 

controlled dosage units dispensed. A form of hvdrocodone accounted for 268 prescriptions and 28,414 

dosage units with a product containing lOmg being 240 prescriptions and 24,742 dosage units. First 

Med prescribed 49.9% of all hydrocodone prescriptions accounting for 65.49% of the dosage units. 

They also account for 68.57% of the prescriptions and 74.48% of the dosage units for hydrocodone 

lOmg product Oxycodone 30mg accounted for 64 prescriptions and 7503 dosage units. This amounts to 

31.53% of the prescriptions and 32.9S%ofthe dosage units. 

347. Typical due diligence would have included seeing whether disciplinaiy action had 

been taken against the prescriber. Had that been done here, Food City would have found that the 

Board of Medical Examiners previously suspended Dr. Maughon's license due to his unlawful 

controlled substance prescribing, including prescribing controlled substances to addicts without 

tiying to cure their addiction. Regai·dless of its due diligence, Food City affirmatively knew of red 

flags for abuse and diversion at Dr. Maughon's practice. Again, Food City chose to focus on 

profits and continued selling opioids. 

348. Food City# 611 was audited again by PCG on April 13, 2016, and it was reported 

back to Food City that the prescriber they filled the most controlled substance prescriptions for 

was again Robert Maughon, at 22%. The report also specifically stated that the PIC "reported 

concerns of prescribing ha.bits with Robeli Maughon due to frequence [sic] of script for 

patients."292 

292 # 72.1. 
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349. Another glaring red flag emerged on Februaiy 13, 2018 when the PIC at Food City 

# 611 e-mailed Food City's Tom Geoghagan to rep01t that Dr. Maughon 's office had lied to him 

again to get him to fill a prescription:293 

From: 
Sent : 

Tom Geoghagan [geoghagt@FoodCity.com] 
2/14/2018 12:56:32 AM 

To: 
CC: 

Subject: 

FYI 

Mickey Blazer [blazermi@FoodCity.com] 
Ken Slagle [slaglek@FoodCity.com] 

FW: First M ed 

----Original Message--
From: Phannacy Rx61 J 
Sent: Tuesday, February 13, 2018 05:49 PM Pastern Standard Time 
To: Tom Geoghagan 
Subject: First Med • Tom-

I just wanted to let you know I had Dr. Maughon's office lie to me again today. I got an rx from there for Phentermine 
37.5 mg 1 bid #60. I ca lled to verify that it was supposed to be bid dosing instead of once daily. They came back and told 

me it was correct and they wanted the increased dose because it wasn't working for the patient. I went out to counsel 
the patient when they came on the signs of an overdose or toxicity. The patient told me t hey were only taking i t once 

daily and the office wrote it that way so she could get a 2 month supply of the medication. Now, I don't know what I can 
believe from them since that is the second time they have lied to me to get me to fill an rx. -

350. Food City sent no warnings to the other phrumacists and Food City stores, including 

Food City# 611, continued filling prescription after prescription from his office. 

351. By June 1, 2018, Food City executives knew that Dr. Maughon was injail and knew 

that Food City # 611 was continuing to accept prescriptions from his office, except for his 

handwritten prescriptions, knowing this on the basis that his license was still active. 294 

352. By June 6, 2018, five days later, Food City# 611 resumed filling prescriptions for 

controlled substances written by Dr. Maughon. 

293 

294 

TNAG-FC-CUST00103368 (redacted by the State). 

TNAG-FC-CUSTOO 104502. 
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353. Just over one month later, on August 1, 2018, the Board of Medical Examiners 

disciplined Dr. Maughon. In the resulting Consent Order, he stipulated that from at least May 2011 

to July 2015 to the present: 

• he provided treatment for chronic pain to numerous patients, which 
included prescribing large doses of narcotics and other controlled 
substances in amounts and/or for durations not medically necessary; 

• he failed to refer patients to a licensed pain management clinic for continued 
long term pain management treatment; 

• his medical records provided scant details, which included repetitive 
computerized documentation of physical examinations, a diagnosis based 
largely on a patient’s complaint, and a treatment plan that prescribed drugs, 
often indefinitely, with unspecified goals for the treatment; 

• he failed to adequately inform his patients of the harmful effects of certain 
medication combinations, and failed to adequately inform his patients about 
the potential risk and benefits of the prescribed medications; 

• he prescribed narcotics and/or other controlled substances to his patients 
when the quantity, duration and method was such that the patients could 
potentially become addicted to the habit of taking said medications; 

• he failed to consistently perform pill counts; and 

• he routinely failed to consistently provide alternative modalities of 
treatment other than the prescription of controlled substances.295 

354. Despite verifiable reports of his arrest, warnings from pharmacists, and the Board 

of Medical Examiners order, Food City # 611 was still honoring huge CII prescriptions written by 

Dr. Maughon, frequently in the same amounts, for oxycodone, fentanyl, morphine, and 

hydrocodone up until August 15, 2018, even after his disciplinary action.296 

355. While he was practicing, Food City sold a significant quantity of Dr. Maughon’s 

opioid prescriptions. Food City # 611 and # 644, located in Seymour, sold one customer 92,713 

 
295  In the Matter of Robert Maughon, M.D., Docket No. 17.18-150855A (Tenn. Bd. of Med. Exam. Aug. 1, 2018) 

available at https://apps health.tn.gov/DisciplinaryExclusion/boardorder/display/1606_16795_080118. 
296  611 DEA Report(a). 
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opioid dosage units over time—the vast majority of which were written by Dr. Maughon or his 

office. 

vi. Dr. Peter Stimpson 
 

356. Dr. Stimpson is a family practitioner located in Loudon, who is also licensed to 

prescribe Suboxone. As with others, there were multiple red flags about Dr. Peter Stimpson’s 

opioid prescribing. 

357. On March 18, 2014, PCG audited Food City # 632 in Loudon, a town about forty 

miles southwest of Knoxville.  According to the investigator, the PIC reported that the prescribers 

with the highest percentage of scripts included Peter Stimpson at 8%, Donna Smith at 6%, and 

Irina Lavrik at 5%.  The PIC also reported that her pharmacy filled prescriptions for Chilhowee 

Pain Center, Spinal Pain Solutions, and Serenity Health; that approximately 10% of the 

prescriptions they filled were high risk; and that Frank McNeil and Clary Foote had “unusual 

prescribing habits.”297 

358. Dr. Stimpson was disciplined by the Board of Medical Examiners on September 

14, 2016 after it reviewed 45 of his patient records and found that: 

• from at least March 1999 to present, [he] provided treatment chronic pain 
to numerous patients which included prescribing doses of narcotics and 
other controlled substances without documenting sufficient justification for 
such prescribing in the patients’ charts[;] 

• [he] failed to make appropriate, individualized diagnoses and/or failed to 
document adequate support for diagnoses sufficient to justify the treatment 
rendered and failed to integrate consultations, previous hospitalizations and 
other medical information into his treatment plans[;] 

• [he] prescribed controlled substances and other medication without 
documenting a written treatment plan with regard to the use of controlled 
substances and other medications[;] 

 
297  # 75.1. 
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• [his] patient charts frequently involved handwritten notes with scant 
medical details and multiple office visits on one page[;] 

• [he] failed to adequately document consultations with patients regarding 
anomalous urine drug screens and of the harmful effects of medication 
combinations[;] 

• [he] failed to document few modalities of treatment other than the 
prescription of controlled substances provided to his patients[;] 

• [a]s an example of [his] overprescribing behavior, [he] prescribed patient 
RH dangerously high levels of controlled substances from 2007 through 
2014, including prescribing Xanax, Oxycodone Hydrochloride, and 
Oxycontin, at one point prescribing patient RH a combined total of 
approximately 900 morphine equivalent daily dosage.  [He] failed to 
counsel patient RH regarding the dangerous interaction of opiates and 
benzodiazepines, failed to suggest an alternative treatment, and failed to 
document in patient RH’s charts the variances in dosages, vitals, and plan 
of care[;] and 

• [he] was among the top fifty (50) prescribers of controlled substances in the 
State of Tennessee in 2014 and 2015.298 

359. In response, the Board placed his license on probation for five years, required him 

to decrease the volume of opioids he prescribed by at least 30%, to document such decrease, to 

obtain practice monitoring by a third party for five years, and to receive training in controlled 

substance prescribing. 

360. On October 10, 2018, PCG gave two reports to Food City referencing Dr. Stimpson: 

one based on Food City # 650 in Harriman, located about 40 miles from Loudon, and the other 

Food City # 662 in Crossville, over 60 miles from Loudon.  PCG also audited Pharmacy # 650 in 

Harriman, a town about 40 miles from Loudon.  PCG told Food City that the Food City # 662 

pharmacist “reported concerns with combinations prescribed by Dr. Stimpson.” 299   PCG told 

 
298  In the Matter of Peter G. Stimpson, M.D., Case No. 2013-020951 (Tenn. Bd. Med. Exam. Sept. 14, 2016), 

available at https://apps health.tn.gov/DisciplinaryExclusion/boardorder/display/1606_8483_091416. 
299  # 119.1. 
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Food City that the PIC in Harriman “reported concerns with combinations prescribed by Dr. 

Stimpson” and identified him as a practitioner who wrote 4.4% of the controlled substances 

prescriptions sold at the pharmacy.300  

viii. Dr. Steven J. Jackson 
 

361. Food City’s executives, including Mickey Blazer, knew that the Company’s 

pharmacies were selling opioids based on prescriptions from Dr. Steven Jackson and others within 

his practice group, Jackson Family Practice, as early as October 2011.301  Opioids based on the 

prescriptions of Dr. Jackson and Jackson Family Practice were sold at Food City # 674, # 616, and 

# 644.  

362. In the July 8, 2014 PCG audit of Pharmacy # 678 in Knoxville, the pharmacist 

“identified Steven Jackson as the one doctor that stands out with filling multiple scripts which she 

considers a ‘cocktail.’  One patient receives methadone 10, Oxycodone 30, and Soma 350.”302 

363. The pharmacist also “stated that the majority of prescriptions that Steven Jackson 

prescribes is for immediate release.  This does not fall in line with the majority of the pain 

clinic/prescribers [sic] practice of prescribing extended release drugs for patients with chronic 

pain.”303 

364. Yet despite the pharmacist’s concerns, Jackson Family Practice was still one of the 

primary pain clinics Food City # 678 serviced, along with Bearden Healthcare, Preferred Pain 

Care, and Chilhowee Pain. 

 
300  # 132.1. 
301  TNAG-FC-CUST00121491. 
302  # 53.1. 
303  # 53.1. 



365. PCG audited Phannacy # 687, also in Knoxville, on November 19, 201 5, where the 

phannacist stated that " [p]rescribers with the highest percentage of scripts included: Tonya 

Waiw ick (Jackson Family Medical)" and "repo11ed concerns of prescribing habits [of] prescribers 

at Jackson Family Medical. Her concerns were with dosages over 120 for Mo1phine 

[Equivalent]. "304 

366. In December 2015, Phannacy # 687 was again surveyed by PCG but this time, the 

phannacist told the PCG investigators that it refused to fill prescriptions from Steven Jackson's 

clinic: 305 

40 .Are there any physicians the phannacy !ZIYES NO 
will not fill prescriptions for? Dr Steven Jackson 

I 

367. However, this was untrue because the investigators found patients being prescribed 

dangerous and highly dive11ed combinations of diugs by Dr. Jackson that the phaimacy was indeed 

filling: 306 

304 

305 

306 

PCG-TN003879. 

PCG-TN003909. 

PCG-TN007939. 
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~ .............................................................. .. 
FLEMFN'l 3: DM: OlUGEl'iCE -- PlUSCfUPTIONS 

Consultant Sull ivan had the opportunity to review some of the patients/customers prescriptions 
randomly who were receiving controlled substances for pain management. The prescriptions 
were t11ea queried by Consultant Sull ivan on the phannacy' s McKessoa Enterprise system 
patient profi I es. 

Dr. Stcvm Jackson Trinity Cocktai ls 

R.,.,.#2016986 oxycodone JOmg # 120 07/22115 

RX# 4020386 Alprazolam I mg# 120 07/22115 

RX#4020387 Carisoprodol 350mg # 6007/22/ 15 

Tonyn Wnnvick, PA Trinity Cocktails 

Rx:# 2017379 Oxymorphone JOmg #1 80 09/09/J S 

Rx# 4020579 Carisoprodol 350 mg #60 09/09/ ! 5 

Rx# 4020490 Alprazolam I mg# 120 09/09115 

A patient who is paying by ca.~h and by insurance. This patient received the same regiment of 
controlled 1mbstances again on 08/05/ I 5. 

Dr. Steven Jackson 

RX# 4020370 Alprazolam 1 mg # 60 cash 07/06/ 15 

Rx# 2016958 Oxycodone 30mg # 80 cash 07/06/ 15 

R..x# 2016957 Oxymorphone 15 mg# 90 cash 07/06/ 15 

Rx Ii 2016956 Oxycodone 30 mg # 40 insurance 07/06/ J 5 

~!.!!!~ .................................. '!!!'!!!'!!!'!!!'!!! .......... "!!'!~_'!!!~~di 

368. Indeed, he and Tonya Wa1wick were listed as the top two of the "Top Ten 

Prescribers of High Risk Controlled Substances" for Phannacy # 687 for Jtme 1, 2015 through 

November 13, 2015:307 

307 PCG-TN003945. 
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Top Ten Prescribers of High Risk* Controlled Substances 
.June I, 2015 through November 13, 20/5 

Prescriber #RX If DU ~-~rou_p RX %GrO~f~U 

JACKSON, STEV(N 

HYORQCODONE 3 90 :l& <1% 

OXYCOOONE 31 2,365 7% 7% 

ALPRAZOl.AM 15 1,260 6% 7% 

WARWICK, TONYA 

HYDROCODONE 3 120 J% <1% 

OXYCODONE 25 2,160 6% 9",6 

ALPRAlOLAM 14 1,200 5% 6% 

Controlled Substance Prescriptions 

Prescriber Name June July August Sept~f11ber October 

JACKSON, STEVEN 29 29 17 2 1 
WARWICK, TONYA 0 0 l1 30 26 
SHUIT, ROBERT 8 11 10 10 9 
BROOM E, WILLIAM 9 6 10 11 7 
PAYNE, RACHEL 6 9 8 5 9 
MCNIEL, JANET 9 6 6 6 5 
MIRE,A 6 6 6 6 6 
LITT, ANGELA 5 6 7 5 7 
PARAHOO, SHASTINA 6 6 6 5 5 
AMBLER, TONYA 7 6 5 2 5 ---

Controlled Substance Dosage Units 

Prescriber Name June July Au11ust September October 

JACKSON, STEVEN 2,310 2,430 l ,310 80 l20 
WARWICK, TONYA 0 0 1,050 2,440 2,110 
SHUIT, ROBERT 414 445 510 460 420 
BROOME, WILLIAM 300 242 538 388 318 
PAYNE, RACHEL 250 520 460 340 640 
MCNIEL, JANET 930 540 540 540 480 
MIRE,A 480 510 510 510 510 
LETT, ANGELA 550 4990 490 520 610 
PARAHOO, SHASTINA 182 272 4.()0 350 350 
AMBLER, TONYA 450 178 300 150 300 

-~ 

369. The rep01t even identified that 63% of Dr. Jackson 's prescriptions were "high 

risk":3os 

308 PCG-TN003950. 
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370. The report also identified that 58% of Tonya Warwick’s prescriptions were “high 

risk” as well:309 

 

371. In fact, Pharmacy # 687 continued filling prescriptions for that practice despite 

telling the auditors otherwise and despite the auditor’s clear expressed concerns.  In May 2016, 

PCG auditors returned to # 687, where the pharmacist reported that “[p]rescribers with the highest 

percentage of scripts included: Steven Jackson at 6%” and “reported concerns of prescribing habits 

with Jackson Family Practice due to Morphine equivilents [sic].”310 

372. Other red flags for Dr. Jackson’s prescribing included 27% of his patients paid for 

their CII opioid prescriptions in cash. 

373. As an illustrative example, one of his patients purchased nearly 50,000 doses of CII 

opioids including methadone, oxycodone, oxymorphone, morphine, and hydromorphone, from 

Food City # 644 that had been prescribed by Dr. Jackson, 60% of which was paid for in cash.  She 

was driving from over forty minutes from Sevierville to Knoxville to see Dr. Jackson, and then 

another 20 minutes to Seymour to fill her prescription at # 644. 

 
309  PCG-TN003951. 
310  # 78.1. 
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374. This was not the only example. Another one of Dr. Jackson’s patients drove long 

distances to Food City to get opioid prescriptions written by Dr. Jackson.  One individual received 

approximately 16,373 doses of Schedule II opioids, including over 10,000 doses of methadone 

10mg and over 6,000 tablets of Oxy 30 and 15. 

I. Food City’s Ties to Criminal Oxycodone Diversion Rings 
 
375. Apart from having active partnerships with known pill mills and other suspect 

providers, Food City, which was known for selling the cheapest oxycodone with minimal hassle 

or questions, was the source of Oxy 30 and other opioids for criminal drug rings.  

 i. Gregory Allen Rhea’s Oxycodone Ring 
 

376. Gregory Allen Rhea was convicted and sentenced in 2014 for federal drug 

trafficking crimes.  During court proceedings, he and members of his oxycodone ring, which 

consisted of 11 other people, admitted to selling Oxy 30 to a confidential informant on several 

specific occasions. Many of these sales to the confidential informant correspond directly to when 

the Rhea oxycodone ring member purchased thousands of Oxy 30 at Food City # 694—

prescriptions all written by Bearden Healthcare providers. 

377. For example, Food City # 694 sold a prescription to Criminal 1 of Greg Rhea’s 

oxycodone ring consisting of 210 Oxy 30s and 60 Opana 40mg on July 27, 2011.  According to 

court records, two days later “[o]n July 29, 2011, [Criminal 1] admitted that he sold ten (10) dose 

units of thirty (30) milligram oxycodone pills to a confidential informant in Morristown, 

Tennessee.”   

378. The court records state that less than a month later,  

On August 13, 2011, the defendant admits that he sold ten (10) dose units of thirty 
(30) milligram oxycodone pills to a confidential informant at the defendant’s 
residence.  During the transaction, the defendant admits that he attempted to recruit 
the confidential informant to travel to a pain clinic in Bearden, Tennessee, for the 
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purpose of obtaining oxycodone.  The defendant further admits he offered to 
“sponsor” the confidential informant to go to this pain clinic, which means that the 
defendant agreed to provide money for the travel to the clinic and the payment of 
medical and prescription bills in exchange for half of the prescription pills obtained 
as a result of the pain clinic appointment. 

379. Food City # 694 sold 360 Oxy 30s on August 11, 2011 to Criminal 2 again two 

days prior to the drug deal to the informant. 

380. Food City # 694 sold Criminal 1 another prescription for 210 oxy 30s and 60 Opana 

40s on August 25 at # 694.  According to the court’s order, “On August 27, 2011, the defendant 

admits that he and [his co-defendant] sold ten (10) dose units of thirty (30) milligram oxycodone 

pills to a confidential informant at the defendant’s residence.” 

381. Again, on October 11, 2011, Food City # 694 sold Criminal 2 a prescription for 360 

oxy 30s.  “On October 11, 2011, the defendant admits that he and co-defendants Criminals 2 and 

3 sold nine (9) dose units of thirty (30) milligram oxycodone pills to a confidential informant at 

the defendant’s residence.” 

382. In all, Pharmacy # 694 sold Criminal 1 over 2,000 pills (all either Oxy 30s, 

OxyContin 80s, or Opana 40mg—each the strongest dosage available for that drug) in the span of 

6 months.   

383. Between November 2009 and October 2012, Criminals 2 and 3 received 12,570 

pain pills.   

384. Each one of the Criminals 1, 2, and 3 prescriptions referenced above came from 

Bearden Health Care Associates and each one was sold at Food City # 694. 

 ii. Ralph Teague’s Oxycodone Ring  
 

385. Aside from the Gregory Rhea oxycodone ring, Food City was the source of Oxy 30 

and other others for other criminal drug rings.  In February 2013, 10 people were arrested and 
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charged in another oxycodone ring led by Ralph Teague.  Criminal 4, who lived almost an hour 

away from # 616, had 29 opioid prescriptions filled at Food City # 616, totaling 4,196 pills. The 

prescriptions were mostly for Oxy 30 and OxyContin 80, but also  hydrocodone.  Criminal 5, who 

also lived almost an hour away from # 616, had two oxycodone and methadone prescriptions filled 

at Food City # 616 each month from March to September 2012.  

  iii. James Light’s Oxycodone and Other Opioid Ring 
 

386. On April 25, 2013, the U.S. Attorney’s Office for the Eastern District of Tennessee 

announced the arrest of James Light of Rogersville and sentenced him to 150 months in prison, 

followed by four years of supervised release.  As a result of the Light investigation, the U.S. 

Attorney’s Office announced that several other individuals had been convicted and sentenced for 

their involvement in drug conspiracies. 

387. Food City # 616 sold two prescriptions for 180 Oxy 30 pills each from Dr. Samuel 

Mintlow of Norcross, Georgia to Criminal 6, who lived about an hour and a half from Food City 

# 616, on July 1, 2011 and August 8, 2011.   Dr. Mintlow had his DEA registration revoked by the 

DEA in an order referencing that the patients at his Georgia clinic were overwhelmingly from 

Rogersville, Tennessee, which is located over four and a half hours away.311 

388. Similarly, Food City # 616 also sold Criminal 7, who also lived an hour and a half 

from the pharmacy, 180 Oxy 30 pills on July 15, 2011 and August 16, 2011 from prescriptions 

written by Georgia’s Dr. Mintlow.   

 
311  Samuel Mintlow, M.D.; Decision and Or., 80 Fed. Reg. 15, 3630-3653, (Jan. 23, 2015), available at 

https://www.deadiversion.usdoj.gov/fed_regs/actions/2015/fr0123_2 htm. 
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389. Overall, Food City # 616 filled 239 Dr. Mintlow prescriptions for 35,607 ODUs 

(35,167 were oxycodone, 94% of which was Oxy 30) between June 27 and August 30, 2011—

including to patients from Florida, North Carolina, Virginia, and West Virginia.  

390. Food City’s executives were specifically told that Dr. Mintlow was one of the 

highest opioid prescribers for Food City # 616 in 2011 by the Company’s auditors312 and had 73% 

of his controlled substance prescriptions were high risk.313  

iv. Other Likely Oxycodone and Opioid Rings 
 

391. Food City’s records provide other evidence of likely drug rings that Food City knew 

or should have known about and, like the others, were completely foreseeable.  For example, 

between January 19, 2009 and September 14, 2012, Food City Customer A received 31,151 dosage 

units, 27,860 of which were Oxy 30 pills, amounting to 1,566,360 MMEs based on prescriptions 

written by Bearden or former Bearden prescribers.  Over three and a half years, he received opioids 

with an estimated street value of approximately $1,500,000. 

392. Between February 2, 2009 and June 20, 2014, Food City Customer B, whose 

diagnostic codes were largely not recorded, received 189 prescriptions, mostly methadone, 

morphine, and oxycodone, from 11 different practices, including Bearden, totaling 69,782 opioid 

dosage units and 3,014,660 MMEs.  

393. Aside from this, Food City knew or should have known that diversion was taking 

place on Food City premises and that individuals were coming to Food City for the purpose of 

diverting or abusing opioids.  Among other things: 

• On May 9, 2012, a loss prevention specialist at Food City # 673 reported 
that an unidentified male approached the pharmacy, handed the pharmacy 

 
312  # 95.1. 
313  Id. 
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technician a note (shown below) that said he had a bomb strapped to his 
body that would go off if he did not receive oxycodone and oxymo1phone, 
and was given Oxy 30, OxyContin, and Opana ER by the pharmacist;314 

Store #673 
Date: OS-09-2012 

On 05-09-20 12 a black male entered Store #673 and hung out around the 
pharmacy area for 20 mi nutes. During this time he appeared to be looking for product i.n 
hbc aisle in front of the pl1armacy. At 3:26pm he approached the pham1acy window and 
gave the pharmacy tech the foll owing note. 

- L _ . I j:: k~ 0- bo.'(Ylb _S -lfe,.,_JJ,Oe-cl ft> 
my_ body .J ~ ~bet'Jlj ~ 1h~ 

~ {1 ~ . ~ . So 7:./- VJ,// b ~ .,re/-o/j: 1 ;C 
, -:!: Jc M.f f'e..c.i'ev't.- +J.e. fu//ow,>i_J ... 

I 
I 

' I Oryc.ok/.YJ . 2.Q~,.fPpj, i"'c>ey_{30e... ~) 

~-I §W',.;;;:&::;:;;;:;:,..--~, .3..e~, 2"~J3"-Q' + ...... -=:::::::: 

The Pham1acist gave the suspec t thedem:\nded product. The suspect then left the 
store got into a vehicle and left The vehicle was parked too far away from the store to 
get a make or model. T he Police were. call ed to the store and a report was made. 

The Phannacy was then inventoried to get an exact count of what was taken. The 
fol lowing is a list o f missing product from the Pharmacy Supervisor, Tom Geogbagan 

Oxycodone 30mg-7 2x100tab 
OwContin 20mg-?bl00tab 
OxvContin 40mg-7 l xlOOtab 
OxyContin 80mg7 lx100tab 
Opana ER 20mg 7 lx60tab 
Opana ER 30rng-7 lx60tab 
Opana ER 40mg-? l x60tab 

Tota l cost=$3926.20 

As of 05-11-20 12 there have not been any leads on this case. Follow up reports 
will be submitted as needed. 

Robert Gosnell 
Loss Prevention 

• In 2013, the pharmacist-in-charge at Food City # 682 info1med Mickey 
Blazer that she and the phaimacy team felt so unsafe they had to be 
esc01ied to their cai·s. She stated that: new "problem pain" pha1macy 
customers were so 'pushy' that longstanding regular customers had fled to 
other phaimacies; these new "problem pain" customers refused to take 
'no' for an answer when prescriptions were denied and would return 
several times a day; 

TN-FC-CUST0002 7922. 
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• In August 2009, police came to Food City# 67 4 because an individual was 
causing a disturbance and refused to leave - it was discovered the 
individual had clonazepam; 

• In Febmaiy 2009, a patient called Food City# 674 and pretended to be a 
doctor in order to get Lo1iab; 

• In Januaiy 2008, there was a robbe1y at # 674 in the parking lot: a 
customer 's bag containing oxycodone, Oxycontin, and Alprazolam as 
snatched from the customer ... who had paid $1,955.86 out-of-pocket for 
the pills; and 

• In September 2007, there were two robberies at Food City# 674 in the 
parking lot on different days: on September 14 a man with a gun demanded 
customers' hydrocodone pills; and on September 8 a man stole a woman 's 
pain medication from her and took off mnning. 

J. Diversion of Opioids within Food City Pharmacies 

394. Aside from aiding and abetting the unlawful sale of opioids and other controlled 

substances through sales from its phaim acies despite its specific knowledge of red flags that 

massive abuse and diversion was occmTing, Food City has had significant indicators of opioid 

diversion and internal invento1y problems from behind its counters and through its lax enforcement 

and policies has aided and abetted this diversion. 

395. On July 18, 2012, PCG conducted an audit of Food City# 609, located in Kodak, 

which showed that: 

• the phaim acy had had a recent incident of "employee pilferage of 
hydrocodone,'' which it had no records to show was ever repo1ied to the 
State Board or Phaim acy Director;315 

10. Completed DEA 106 form on file dated 7/9/12 for 'Employee Pilferage'. There was no documentation attached showing submission to 
State Board/Pharmacy Director. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------~~, 

315 

316 

• the phaim acy was ordering excessive amounts of hydrocodone; 316 

# 169.1 (Resp. No. 10, line 51). 

# 169.1 (Resp. No. 74, line 74) . 
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7 4 figured the percentage being close to 50% for the total of purchases of controlled substances associated with pain management 
compared lo the total number of controlled substance purc11ased by t11e pharmacy. This number is skewed due to the recent incident involving 
employee pilferage of Hydrocodone. Excessive ordering of the Hydro 101325 was occurring. 

• the pham1acy was not conducting monthly inventories of Schedule II 
controlled substances.317 

' 

y inven ory n spea 1ng w11 

• the pham1acy had at least 11 transfers of controlled substances that were 
not documented with the proper DEA transfer fonn;318 

5. Cll invoices found without an executed 222 attached. They are as follows: Invoice #052-360127 (4/30), #052-360127 (4130), #702230272 
(5125), 702202635 (5123), #702463788 (614), #702656616 (6/14), #702584404 (6f14), #702685323 (6114, 3702849092 (6121), 702850740 
(6121 ), #702982359 (6129). 

• at the phrumacy, "occasionally [the] discrepancy of a pill would be noted 
in the book, but not communicated due to insignificance[;]"319 

3a MoolhlV ec;ooumabilily 1nv~lories were not condoc.teO to Ktenrlfy discrepsnc;y 
be rioted in t."le book, bu1 not communioa:ed due to the 1nsignhnce 

slated the! the oocasiooa1 <f1screpency or ,, p111 woo10 

317 

318 

319 

320 

321 

• the phrumacy was selling holy trinity combination prescriptions;320 

anax, ana ex 

• the phrumacist did not even have a login to access the CSMD;321 

# 169.l (Resp. No. 36, line 114). 

# 169.l (Resp. No. 5, line 47). 

# 169.l (Resp. No. 38, line 115). 

# 169.l (Resp. No. 72, line 206). 

# 169.l (Resp. No. 13. line 54). 
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396. On September 20, 2012, PCG conducted an audit of Food City # 694, which stated 

that it was missing almost 1,000 units of alprazolam, a benzodiazepine more commonly known by 

its branded name Xanax, that Food City # 694 was selling in large quantities in "holy trinity" 

combination prescriptions. 322 The rep01t stated, among other things: 

Narrative Reponses to Record Keeping Questions: 

30 In speaking with - it was identified that they are not completing a back stock count when receiving product. 
33. The drugs selected for the accountabili!y are as follows (w/variance~). Oxycodone 10 (no variance) , Hydrocodone/APAP 51325 -27 
units , Alprazolam 1 -998 units. Afprazolam .5 was counted to confirm a mix up did not occur during the initial inventory count between the 
ss and r s. A variance of -91 units was round with the AJprazolarn .5. Also, all the invoices were reviewed and compared to Ille shipment 
report for accuracy. No variances could be found. 

397. On September 21, 2012, PCG conducted an audit of Food City # 650, located in 

Lenoir City, which stated that the phannacy could not accmmt for around 864 Oxy 15 pills and 

could not account for other opioids including oxycodone. 323 The Jeport stated, among other things: 

Narrative Reponses to Record Keeping Questions: 
33. The Accountability Audit revealed that there was a deviation of 864 dosage units short of the Oxycodone 
15mg, which resulted in a difference of8.95%. During the reconcillation process the DEA Audit Report, the Drug 
Usage Summary Report, and a count of each dispensation located in the perpetual inventory log book resulted 
in different totals; ihowevev, none of the methods used accounted for all dispensations. 

34. The Oxycodone 20mg was physically inventoried resulting in 483 dosage units and the perpetual inventory 
indicated 483 dosage units were on-hand. The Oxycontin 80mg was physically inventoried resulting in 150 
dosage units; however, the perpetual inventory indicated that 136 dosage units should be on-hand. The 
Oxycodone/APAP 5f325mg was physically inventoried resulting in 147 dosage units; however, the perpetual 
inventory indicated that 197 dosage units should be on-hand. The Morphine Sulfate ER 15mg was physically 
inventoried resulting in 196 dosage units; however, the perpetuaJ inventory indicated that 218 dosage units 
should be on-hand. The Fentanyl 25mg patch was physically inventoried resulting in 20 dosage un[ts and the 
perppetual inventory indicated that 20 dosage units were on-hand. 

36. RpH-stated that she does not consistantly conduct monthly inventories as required. 

- - -

312 # 167.l (Resp. Nos. 30, 33, liues 109-10). 

323 # 173 .1 (Resp. Nos. 33, 34, 36, lines 110-12). 
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398. Food City and its executives knew that the Company’s lax establishment of and 

policing of internal protocols against diversion at the pharmacy allowed for massive diversion to 

occur.  And Food City’s problems with diversion from its pharmacies continued after its executives 

had knowledge of internal deficiencies.  

399. In a representative example, Food City’s loss prevention specialist sent a report to 

its CEO and President Steve Smith, Vice President Jesse Lewis, and Director of Pharmacy 

Operations Mickey Blazer on December 4, 2012 notifying them that a pharmacy technician at 

Food City # 673 in Knoxville had been stealing hydrocodone-APAP 10mg/500 mg, was 

terminated, and had been turned over to the Knoxville Police Department.324   

400. If the report showed that a pharmacy tech was promptly fired after it was quickly 

discovered that she was stealing controlled substances, it would be evidence that Food City’s anti-

diversion policies were working. But that is not what the report showed.  

401. Instead, the report stated that the technician by her own admission “had been 

stealing it daily for months and giving it to her husband and his brother for resale” (emphasis 

added).  Food City had only discovered it when Ken Slagle, Food City’s Pharmacy Operations, 

realized that the pharmacy was short nearly 5000 pills of hydrocodone 10 mg/500mg after an 

internal review that went back to June 2012.  After the 5,000-pill hydrocodone shortage was 

discovered, Food City’s loss prevention placed a covert camera in the ceiling that caught the 

pharmacy tech.325  The report is shown below: 

 
324  TNAG-FC-CUST00013078–79. 
325  Id. 
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Store #673 
Date: 12-03-2012 

On 11 -28-2012 I received a phone call from Ken Slagle 
Pharmacy Operations Manager. Mr. Slagle informed me that 
Store #673's pharmacy was showlng a shortage of nearly 5000 
pills of hydrocodone 10mg/500mg. Thi s shortage was found by 
running Back Door I Fron! Door movement reports going back to 
June of this year . On 11 -29-2012 I met with Tom Geoghagan, 
pharmacy supervisor, after midnight at the store to install a 
covert camera in the ceiling . 

On 12-02-2012 I reviewed the CCTV footage and found that 
Lori King, pharmacy tech. selected hydrocodone 1 Omg/500 mg 
from the she Ir and dumped it into her hand and: then 1nlo her 
pocket on 11-30 and on 12-01 On 11-30 Ms. King took one 
hand full (30 to 40 pills) and then on 12-01 Ms. King took twice 
as much . 

On 12-03~2012 I went to Store #673 with Todd Brengle and 
David Edwards in order lo catch Ms. King red handed with 
product. At 11 :30am Ms. King selected the product and dumped 
it Into her pocket. At th is time Mr. Brengle and I went into the 
pharmacy. As we entered the department Ms. King stepped tnto 
an aisle and emptied her pocket into a trash can. We then 
collected the evidence from the can (30 pills) and escorted Ms. 
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King from the tfepartment and to the back office During the 
interview Ms King gave both a verbal and written confession to 
stealing hydrocodone. She stated that she had been stealing n 
daily for months and giving it to her husband and his brother for 
resale. Ms King was terminated and handed over to two 
undercover KPD narcotics officers Ms. King will be charged 
with relony theft of $1 , i 75 worth or product among other possible 
charges. Follow up reports will be submitted as needed. 

Robert Gosnell 
Loss Prevention 05/6 

402. On December 26, 2012, Food City's Phannacy Operations Manager sent an e-mail, 

shown below, to the Knoxville Phannacy Division, store managers for the Knoxville Division, and 

district managers for the Knoxville Division that stated, among other things: 

Tom and I have now completed the 2nd half checklists for the Knoxville Division 
for 2012. Below is a brief recap of the opp01tunities uncovered: 

2 stores had significant discrepancies when we counted their en safes 
2 stores were not perfonning en inventories monthly! 

403. Food City' s significant controlled substance invent01y problems continued in 2013. 

On March 4, 2013, Tom Geoghagan, Food City's Pha1macy Professional Services Manager in an 

e-mail to Mickey Blazer, among others, noted huge discrepancies in the store' s hydrocodone 

invent01y at Food City# 667, located in Sevierville from 2012 as shown below. In one calculation 

from June 26, 2012 to Februa1y 20, 2013, Food City # 667 could not account for 5,406 

hydrocodone with APAP (10/325) pills. In another calculation from December 28, 2012 to 
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Febmaiy 20, 2013, Food City could not account for 2,395 hydrocodone with acetarnmophen 

(10/325) pills.326 

From: 
Sent : 
To: 

CC: 
Subject : 

Tom Geoghagan (geoghagt@FoodClty.com] 

3/4/2013 7:12:16 PM 
David Edwards [edwardsd@FoodClty.com) 

Ken Slagle [slaglek@FoodClt y.com]; M ickey Blazer [blazermi@FoodCity.com] 
RE: 667 

Amount on Hand 26June2012 (SPM) 

Amount Received (Amerisource) 

Amount Received (McKesson) 

Amount Dispensed 

Theoretical on Hand 

Actual on Hand 20Feb2013 (7:30PM) 

Difference 

Amount on Hand 28Dec2012 (SAM) 

Amount Received (Amerisource) 

Amount Received (McKesson) 

Amount Dispensed 

Theoretical on Hand 

Actual on Hand 20Feb2013 (7:30PM) 

Difference 

Tiie product in questron Is Hydrocodone w APAP 101325 

Let me know i f you have any questlons 

Tom Geoghagan 
Pharmacy Professional Services Manager 
K-VA-T Food Stores 

2523 

18000 

15000 

29256 

6267 

861 

(S406) 

1256 

0 

9000 

7000 

3256 

861 

[2395) 

404. Other examples abound. On June 6, 2013, Tom Geoghagan, Food City's Phaimacy 

Professional Services Manager, notified Mickey Blazer, among others, that Food City# 687 was 

sholi 60 tablets of Oxymorphone ER 15 mg tablets.327 

326 

327 

TNAG-FC-CUST00013074 (emphasis added). 

TNAG-FC-CUST0012241 l . 
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687 informed me Tuesday (6/4/2013) that they are short 60 tablets of Oxymorphone ER 15mg tablets. 

405. Despite rarely taking follow-up action, Food City executives received and regularly 

reviewed PCG reports that were prepared. Food City's executives also knew specifically that the 

controlled substances that could not be accounted for or that were taken by employees were some 

of the "most commonly stolen/Abused chugs." In an e-mail asking whether controlled substance 

bottles should be marked to potentially help law enforcement track diversion sources, Food City's 

Director of Phaimacy Operations Mickey Blazer stated: 

From: 
Sent: 

M ickey Blazer l/O=FOOD CITY/OU=FOODCITY/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BLAZERMI] 

8/21/2013 4:29:14 PM 
To: 
Subject: 

Joe Fryar [fryarj@FoodCity.com) 

FW: marking narcotics in pharmacy 

After the Race, lets revisit this. 
I think that we can mark 4 of the most commonly Stolen/Abused Drugs and not run into an issue with 
returning product. 
oxycodone 30mg 
Alprazolam 2mg 
carisoprodol 350mg 
Hydrocodone 10/325 

Thanks, 

Mickey Blazer 
Director of Pharmacy Operations 
K-VA-T Food Stores, INC. 

406. Food City has also continued to have internal security issues with controlled 

substances. On November 28, 2018, PCG conducted an audit of Food City # 601 , located in 

Johnson City, which stated, among other things that "outdated/adulterated" controlled substances 

that could not be sold were left unsecured in a top drawer about the Schedule II cabinet and that 

five controlled substances prescription either did not have a prescriber DEA number or had DEA 
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numbers that did not match. 328 In the same audit, the phaimacist also admitted to filling opioid 

prescriptions eai·ly, which is another red flag for diversion. The phaimacist stated: 

that he had two 'IOUs' to adjust when the shipment came in dming the review. He 
stated they were CII product. He stated he owed 108 pills of Hydrocodone 
10/325."329 

stated that he had two "IOUs" to adjust when the shipment came in during the review. He stated they were GI I product. He 
stated he owed 108 pills of Hydrocodone 10/325. 

COUNT I: PUBLIC NUISANCE STATUTE 

Violation of Tennessee's Public Nuisance Statute 

Tenn. Code Ann.§ 29-3-103 

407. Plaintiff incmporates by reference and re-alleges all other paragraphs of this 

Complaint as if fully set forth herein, and fmther alleges as follows: 

408. Through their substantial assistance, Defendants aided and abetted the unlawful 

sale of narcotics and contrnlled substances, including 30 milligram immediate release oxycodone 

and hydrocodone at Food City Phannacy # 674 (5941 Kingston Pike, Knoxville, TN 37919), Food 

City Phaimacy # 694 (284 Morrell Road, Knoxville, TN 37919), and Food City Phaimacy # 616 

(11501 Hai·din Valley Road, Knoxville, TN 37932) and have created or maintained nuisances at 

those places as provided in Tenn. Code Ann.§§ 29-3-101 (a)(2)(A), (b). 

409. By ignoring indicators of diversion and abuse that they knew about, failing to 

maintain effective contrnls against diversion, enacting insufficient polices or those that seek to 

unde1mine opioid diversion or abuse, and hiring and retaining employees to increase sales of 

opioids, including Oxy 30 and hydrocodone, that they knew or should have known were being 

328 # 136.1 (Resp. Nos. 27, 48, lines 93, 157). 

329 # 136.1 (Resp . No. 60, line 169). 
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diverted based on specific information and data they had collected about the providers and clinics 

who wrote the substantial majority of opioid prescriptions filled at Food City pharmacies # 674, # 

694, and # 616 as well as at these stores, Defendants have aided and abetted a nuisance.   

410. Food City, through its executives, knew that sales of opioids not for a legitimate 

purpose were illegal. By failing to maintain effective controls against diversion and by knowingly 

selling diverted opioids, Defendants have aided and abetted a nuisance and have substantially 

assisted. 

411. Among other things, Food City knew or should have known substantial diversion 

was occurring based on its own pharmacy ordering invoices, its own sales data, direct reports from 

its compliance auditors who analyzed these pharmacies, reports from its employees, sales of 

massive quantities of combination “holy trinity” prescriptions  (an opioid, a benzodiazepine, and 

a muscle relaxer) sold at the same time to the same patient, reports of diversion within its 

pharmacies, and its failure to maintain accurate inventories at its own pharmacies. 

412. Further, by owning, leasing, and/or otherwise controlling the pharmacies and 

nearby premises at Food City Pharmacies # 674, # 694, and # 616, Defendants are liable for 

maintaining a nuisance consistent with Tenn. Code Ann. §§ 29-3-101(a)(4), (b). 

413. Defendants constitute “person[s]” as defined in Tenn. Code Ann. § 29-3-101(a)(3). 

414. Food City pharmacies # 674, # 694, and # 616 are buildings and/or a part or portion 

thereof of the larger grocery store and constitute “place[s]” as defined in Tenn. Code Ann. § 29-3-

101(a)(4). 

415. Public services, including costs associated with opioid use disorder prevention, 

treatment, and recovery as well as law enforcement costs, have been incurred and are required to 

abate or manage the nuisance the Defendants have aided and abetted. 
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COUNT II:  COMMON LAW NUISANCE 

416. Plaintiff incorporates by reference and re-alleges all other paragraphs of this 

Complaint as if fully set forth herein, and further alleges as follows: 

417. Through the actions described above, Defendants have contributed to and/or 

assisted in creating and maintaining a condition that has interfered with public health, endangered 

the lives and health of Tennessee residents, and interfered with the operation of the commercial 

market.  

418. By ignoring indicators of diversion and abuse, failing to maintain effective controls 

against diversion, enacting insufficient polices or those that seek to undermine opioid diversion or 

abuse, and hiring and retaining employees to increase sales of opioids, including Oxy 30 and 

hydrocodone, that Defendants knew or should have known were being diverted based on specific 

information and data they had collected about the providers and clinics who wrote the substantial 

majority of opioid prescriptions sold as identified herein, Defendants have aided, abetted a 

nuisance through their conduct at the pharmacies identified herein.  

419. Defendants sold opioids, including through the extensive sale of “holy trinity” 

prescriptions that lacked any legitimate purpose and despite knowing that the combination were 

highly sought out by drug seekers and diverters. Defendants unlawfully sold these prescription 

opioids that they possessed and controlled until the point of sale, when they knew, or reasonably 

should have known, these would be diverted and/or used illegally. 

420. Through Defendants’ conduct, Defendants intentionally and/or unlawfully failed to 

maintain effective controls against diversion.  Such actions were inherently dangerous to the health 

and welfare of residents of Tennessee. 
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421. Both the Tennessee Drug Control Act, similar state law, and the federal Controlled 

Substances Act create a broad duty on the part of registered pharmacies to maintain effective 

controls against diversion.  Defendants violated this duty as set forth above. 

422. Defendants have a duty not to participate in the diversion of opioids and other 

controlled substances or to otherwise distribute or sell opioids unlawfully.  See Tenn. Code Ann. 

§§ 39-17-408; -417; -418, -419; -427; Tenn. Code Ann. §§ 53-11-303, -401.  See also, 21 U.S.C. 

§§ 823(b), (e).  Defendants violated this duty as set forth above. 

423. While Defendants’ degree of care is not relevant in a common law nuisance suit 

brought by the sovereign State, Defendants behaved knowingly or intentionally as set forth above. 

424. Through the actions described above, Defendants have contributed to and/or 

assisted in creating and maintaining a condition that endangers the life or health of Tennessee 

residents and that unreasonably interferes with or obstructs rights common to the public.  

425. Defendants’ actions have created an abundance of opioids available for criminal 

use and fueled a wave of addiction, abuse, injury, and death. 

426. Defendants’ actions and failures to act as described above were a substantial factor 

in numerous unlawful sales of opioids.   

427. Defendants’ actions have and will continue to injure and harm many residents 

throughout Tennessee for many years to come. 

428. While tort-based standards are not applicable to a public nuisance suit brought by 

the sovereign State, the public nuisance was foreseeable to Defendants, which knew or should 

have known that their conduct was creating a public nuisance.   

429. A reasonable person in Defendants’ position would foresee diversion and abuse 

from the opioids Defendants sold based on their knowledge of red flags for abuse and diversion. 
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430. But for Defendants’ conduct, an abundance of opioids would not have been 

accessible for diversion to the black market or for abuse. 

431. Defendants acted without express authority of a statute in their conduct referenced 

above. 

432. The health and safety of Tennessee residents, including those who use, have used, 

or will use opioids, as well as those affected by abusers or diverters of opioids, is a matter of great 

public interest and of legitimate concern to the State.  Tennesseans have a right to be free from 

conduct that endangers their health and safety and that interferes with the commercial marketplace. 

Defendants’ conduct interfered in the enjoyment of these public rights. 

433. Public services, including costs associated with opioid use disorder prevention, 

treatment, and recovery as well as law enforcement costs, have been incurred and are required to 

abate or manage the nuisance the Defendants have aided and abetted. 

434. As part of its nuisance action, the State does not seek monetary relief attributable 

to TennCare, Medicaid, or Medicare. 

COUNT III:  TENNESSEE CONSUMER PROTECTION ACT 
Violations of Tenn. Code Ann. § 47-18-104(a) and (b)(43)(C) 

 
435. Concerning its TCPA claim, Plaintiff incorporates by reference and re-alleges all 

other paragraphs of this Complaint as if fully set forth herein, and further alleges as follows: 

436. Defendants selling and offering of opioid products to individuals, as alleged herein, 

are things of value and constitute and affect “trade,” “commerce,” and/or a “consumer transaction” 

as defined in Tenn. Code Ann. § 47-18-103(19) and as those terms have been interpreted by the 

Tennessee Supreme Court in Fayne v. Vincent, 301 S.W.3d 162, 175 (Tenn. 2009) and elsewhere. 
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437. The opioids Defendants sold as alleged herein constitute “goods” as defined in 

Tenn. Code Ann. § 47-18-103(7) and were obtained for use by individuals primarily for personal 

purposes.  

438. Oxycodone is a Schedule II controlled substance that is unlawful to sell or possess 

in Tennessee absent limited exceptions.  See Tenn. Code Ann. §§ 39-17-417(a)(3) and (4).   

439. To fit within an exception, licensed pharmacies must “lawfully possess” a 

controlled substance as authorized under Tenn. Code Ann. §§ 39-17-401 to -455, Tenn. Code Ann. 

§§ 53-11-301 to -311, or Tenn. Code Ann. §§ 53-11-401 to -413.  See Tenn. Code Ann. § 39-17-

427.  No provision in the Tennessee Code Annotated allows a licensed pharmacy to sell or possess 

a narcotic, including a Schedule II as oxycodone, that it knows or should reasonably know will be 

diverted. 

440. In fact, it is unlawful for licensed pharmacies, such as those operated by Food City, 

to distribute or dispense a controlled substance that is not authorized by the registrant’s registration 

to an authorized person such as a pharmacist.  See Tenn. Code Ann. § 53-11-401(a)(1). The license 

is based, among other things, on “[m]maintenance of effective controls against diversion of 

controlled substances into other than legitimate medical, scientific or industrial channels[,]” see 

Tenn. Code Ann. § 53-11-303(a)(1), and “[t]he existence in the applicant’s establishment of 

effective controls against diversion.” See Tenn. Code Ann. § 53-11-303(a)(4).   

441. Dispensing a controlled substance in a manner inconsistent with the pharmacy’s or 

pharmacist’s licensure law precludes a party from relying on the exception in Tenn. Code Ann. 

§ 39-17-427 and renders the underlying controlled substances unlawful or illegal. 

442. Among other things, Defendants’ failure to maintain effective controls against 

opioid diversion, predominantly through the corporate policies and directives, coupled with the 
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continued sale of opioids despite specific knowledge that diversion of these opioids would occur 

or was highly likely to occur or that the underlying prescriptions, including “holy trinity” 

combination prescriptions consisting of an opioid, a benzodiazepine, and muscle relaxer, were 

illegitimate, renders the opioids (and benzodiazepines and muscle relaxers) unlawful for purposes 

of the TCPA. 

443. Knowingly selling or offering to sell opioids to individuals that will be diverted or 

abused, as alleged herein, constitutes the act or practice of directly or indirectly selling or offering 

for sale any good that is illegal or unlawful to sell in the state in violation of Tenn. Code Ann. 

§ 47-18-104(b)(43)(C) in each instance. 

444. By engaging in the above conduct concerning highly-addictive and potentially 

deadly pharmaceutical drugs that affect consumer health and safety, Defendants have also caused 

or are likely to cause substantial injury to consumers or other persons which, due to the addictive 

potential of the underlying products and known downstream consequences, is not reasonably 

avoidable and is not outweighed by countervailing benefits to consumers or competition.  Thus, 

Defendants have violated Tenn. Code Ann. § 47-18-104(a) in each instance. 

445. As alleged herein, Defendants knew specific information and had actionable 

intelligence about downstream diversion and abuse of the opioids at Food City pharmacies and 

actively enabled it and participated in it for the sake of profit.   

446. Through this action, the State does not seek removal of any opioid or other product 

from the market, does not seek recovery for personal injury, death, or property damage, or injury 

to a specific person. 
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PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

WHEREFORE, PREMISES CONSIDERED, Plaintiff, the State of Tennessee, ex rel. 

Herbert H. Slatery III, Attorney General and Reporter, pursuant to Tennessee’s public nuisance 

statute, the TCPA, the Attorney General’s general statutory authority, the Attorney General’s 

authority at common law, and this Court’s equitable powers, prays: 

1.   That this Complaint be filed without cost bond as provided by Tenn. Code 

Ann. §§ 20-13-101, 29-3-104, and 47-18-116; 

2. That process issue and be served upon Defendants requiring them to appear and 

answer; 

3. That an order be entered that provides for abatement of the public nuisance 

Defendants aided and abetted, the costs of abating or managing this nuisance, an award to the State 

for damages in an amount to be determined at trial, as provided in Tenn. Code Ann. §§ 29-3-

101(b), (d), 29-3-110, 29-3-114, and any other relief or remedy allowable under state law; 

4. That, in addition to the above, an order be entered that directs the removal from the 

Food City Pharmacies # 674, # 694, and # 616 of all means, appliances, fixtures, appurtenances, 

materials, supplies and instrumentalities used for the purpose of conducting, maintaining or 

carrying on the unlawful practice constituting the nuisance and directing the sale of thereof 

consistent with Tenn. Code Ann. § 29-3-110(a); 

5. That an order be entered that provides for abatement of the public nuisance 

Defendants have created, the equitable costs of abating this nuisance, an award to the State for 

damages in an amount to be determined at trial, and any other relief or remedy allowable under 

state law; 



6. That this Court adjudge and decree that Defendants engaged in the aforementioned 

acts or practices that violate the TCP A; 

7. That pursuant to Tenn. Code Ann. §§ 47-18-108(a)(l), (a)(4), and (a)(5), this Court 

permanently enjoin and restrain Defendants from engaging in the aforementioned acts or practices 

which violate the TCP A; 

8. That this Court make such orders or render such judgments as may be necessary to 

disgorge the net-profits and ill-gotten gains Defendants realized by reason of the alleged violations 

of law; 

9. That this Court adjudge and decree that Defendants pay a civil penalty of $1,000 to 

the State for each violation of the TCPA, as provided by Tenn. Code Ann.§ 47-18-108(b)(3); 

10. That this Court enter judgment against Defendants and in favor of the State for the 

reasonable costs and expenses of the investigation and prosecution of this action, including 

attorneys' fees, costs and expert and other witness fees, as provided by Tenn. Code Ann.§ 47-18-

108(a)(5) and (b)(4), and other state law; 

11. That all costs, including discretionary costs, in this case be taxed against 

Defendants; 

12. That a jury be empaneled to hear and decide all appropriate matters; and 

13. That this Court grant the State such other and further relief as this Court deems 

just and proper. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Attorney General and Report . 
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GLOSSARY  

ABC / ABDC – acronym for Amerisource 
 
Benzo or Benzodiazepine – an anti-anxiety medication (e.g., Xanax) 
 
C2 or CII – shorthand for Schedule II Controlled Substances 
 
CSMD – acronym for the Controlled Substances Monitoring Database, the specific name of 
Tennessee’s prescription monitoring program that pharmacists and prescribers can access 

DEA – Drug Enforcement Administration 
 
Holy Trinity – a combination prescription consisting of an opioid, a benzodiazepine, and a muscle 
relaxer 
 
MME – Morphine Milligram Equivalents, a standard unit of measurement to assess potency 
among opioids 
 
ODU – Opioid Dosage Unit, usually though not exclusively a pill or tablet, but it can be a patch 
or other medication delivery mechanism 
 
OMP – Order Monitoring Program 
 
Oxy 30 – immediate release oxycodone 30 mg 
 
PCG – Pharma Compliance Group, a third-party vendor comprised of former career DEA Special 
Agents and Diversion Investigators which Food City, and others, contracted with to audit 
pharmacies 
 
PIC – Pharmacist-in-Charge 
 
PMP – acronym for prescription monitoring program, a generic name used to signify a state 
database for pharmacists and prescribers to use with controlled substances.  In Tennessee, the 
specific name is the Controlled Substances Monitoring Database. 

Rph – Registered Pharmacist 
 
 
 




